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PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

KENYA

SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(CREDIT 477-KE)

PREFACE

This is a Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR) on the Kenya
Second Livestock Project for which !redit 477-KE in the amount of US$21.5
million was approved in May 1974. The final disbursement was made in June
1983. Total disbursements under the Credit amounted to US$12.5 million.
US$9.0 million were cancelled.

The audit report includes a Project Performance Audit Memorandum
(PPAM) prepared by the Operations Evaluation Department (GED) and a Project
Completion .Report (PCR) prepared by the Bank's Eastern Africa Regional
Office. The audit memorandum is based on a review of the Appraisal Report
(193a-KE) dated May 9, 1974, the President's Report (P-129a-KE) of May 15,
1974, and the Credit Agreement dated June 5, 1974. Correspondence with the
Borrower and internal Bank memoranda on project issues have also been
studied, as well as t1-e Impact Evaluation Report on the First Livestock
Development Project (OED Report Number 3622 of September 22, 1981). Bank
staff associated with the project have been interviewed, while an OED mission
visited Kenya in October 1985. The mission held discussions in Nairobi with
officials from the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Tourism and
Wildlife, the Office of the President, and the Agricultural Finance
Corporation. Field trips were made to Laikipia, Kajiado and Taita Districts,
where the mission met with loca. officials and a number of ranches were
visited.

The PPAM agrees with the conclusions of the PCR, which provides a
thorough and accurate analysis of the experience with the project. In
addition to summarizing the conclusions of the PCR, the PPAM discusses issues
relating to the design of the project, factors contributing to subdivision of
ranches, financial problems faced by company operated ranches, and the
experience with live3tock marketing.

A copy of the draft report was sent to the Borrower in January
1986. Comments received from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Nonitoring Unit
and the Office of the President are included in Attachments I and 11.

The audit gratefully acknowledges the assistance provided by many
Government officials, staff from the Agricultural Finance Corporation, and
farmers.
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1976 Actual Actual as 2
Unit Appraisal Review Achievement of Appraisal

1. Ranch Develomment Loiw Approvals

Group Rndes NO. 60 29 27 45
Camerclal rnes (traditional areas) No. 10 46 56 56
Camca rwdm Cooperative Ranches M. 21 20 19 91
Commercial Ranchs (new areas) No. - - 303 -
kario Area Raxhes No. - - 485 /a -
Feedlotn NO. 3 1 - 0

2. Crazing Shows

rtheast Province
Grazin Imprvseent Killion acrees 7 7 5.7 /b 81

- siolo Grazine amrvement illion acress 3 3 - /c 0

3. vestock '1arketIr

Cattle Markets (OM head/day) No. 5
Cattle Mariets (200 head/day) N. 26 33 37 119
Sheep and Got Market NO. 3 - - 0
Noldir Grzurs NO. 30 30 47 1!)7
Veterinary 'Ahorstorles N. 2 - - 0
Boat Jetties No. 2 - - 0
Cattle Trailers (72 head) No. 5 5 5 100
Cattle Truck (32 head) NO. 10 10 10 100

4. Wildlife

Amhosell Park Develoacmnt 2 Inplemnted 100 10 lo 100
wwmMaI Mara Park Develomnt 7 Irvlsented 100 100 40 40
Nairobi Park Exmscion K 2  350 350 - 0
Cems and Mcrtoring UnIt NO. I 1 1 100

5. TecMical Serv1ces

Livestock markptirs Division X Inlementer 100 100 100 100
A"rIcultural Finance Corporation 2 Imlemnted 100 100 100 100
wleat Processit Feasilhtitv Sturtv No. I 1 1 100
Vetertnarv er.ices % Implemented 100 1o 80 0
Overseas Train-a No. of courses 4 4 100 2,400

/a ?r sdms inlvir 488 smaIl owners.
nfrastructure Partially avni'eted.

c ax continud the procram after terudnation of CIA involverment.
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PROJECT PERFOR.MANCE AUDIT REPORT

KENYA

SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(CREDIT 477-KE)

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Introduction

This project performance audit report covers the Second Livestock
Development Project in- Kenya, for which Credit 477-KE in the amount of
USS21.5 million was approved in May 1974. Cofinancing was provided by the
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. The project, which was expect-
ed to cost US$59.7 million, was a much expanded follow-on to the First Live-
stock 'evelopment Project, which was primarily a pilot project.

Objectives

The primary objectives of the project were to increase meat produc-
tion, both for domestic co-sumption and export, and raise producers'
incomes. This was to be achieved through developing ranches, investing in
better livestock water supplies, improving the management of grazing, and
developing livestock marketing. A subsidiary objective was to promote
development of game reserves, and domestic stock and wildlife in ranching
areas adjacent to game reser-es.

Implementation Experience

Several Government ministries and one parastatal were responsible
for implementing the project, with the Ministry of Agriculture assuming a
coordinating role. Although the project was implemented along the lines
planned, implementation was made di-fficult by both the scale of the project
and its complex design. The Closing Date was extended by two years, but at
project completion only about 50Z of the work had been completed, while there
was a cost .overrun of 17% (in terms of US Dollars).

Results

Although there were some positive results from the project,
performarce fell far short of expectations and it will probably not show a
positive economic rate of return. The results from the main component for
ranch development were unsatisfactory, for several reasons. Many ranches
were owned by groups of people, but there was considerable dissention within
these groups, decision making was ineffective, and many of the owners are now
subdividing their land. Some new ranches were established with insufficient



equity capital, unile management was often indifferent and extension services
were weak. At the time of appraisal official meat prices in Kenya were about
25% below export parity and it was expected that this differential would be
eliminated during the project period through removing price controls.
However, this did n't take place. Livestock prices actually declined in real
terms over the project period and this adversely affected the financial
viability of ranches. Government did not completely phase out all price
controls for beef, even though this was required under a covenant in the
Credit Agreement.

Under the component for development of range water supplies and
improvement of grazing a considerable amount of physical development was
carried out. But subsequent maintenance has been poor and control of the
grazing has been ir.effective. A significant amount of physical development
was also completed for the livestock marketing component. But this program
incurred large financial losses and Government has withdrawn financial
support fot- this operation. Only limited progress. was reported with the
wildlife component.

Sustainability

- . There have been few sustained benefits from this project. Many
ranching operations have come to a standstill due to subdivision of holdings,
while others have experienced such serious financial problems that thev
continue to operate only with great difficulty. The benefits from improved
range water supplies and grazing management have not been sustained due to
poor maintenance and ineffective organization of grazing management
committees. Livestock marketing operations came to a standstili when
Government terminated financial support for this program.

Findings and Lessons

(a) 4ost of the project components were somewhat untried and/or risky
and there had been insufficient experience under the first project

- to go ahead on such a large scale in the second (PPAM, para. 24;
PCR, para. 10.03).

(b) Complex projects requiring coordinatioa between several
implementing agencies, and in this case several cofinanciers, have
not worked effectively in Kenya (PPAX, para. 25; PCR, para. 10.04).

(c) Government was unwilling to decontrol beef prices completely,
although tnis was requi*ed by a covenant in the Credit Agreement
(PPAM., para. 34). Experience implementing covenants relating to
price control has also been unsatisfactory with several other
projects in Kenya.
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(d) Management and decision making or group operat'ed farms and ranches
has generally been very unsatisfactory and this has encotiraged
owners to subdivide their holdings. In many cases the ranches are
not suitable for subdivision (PPAM, paras. 27-29).

(e) It was unrealistic to expect that Government could undertake a
successful livestock marketing operation. It would have been
better if trading activities had been carried out by private
traders (PPAM, para. 37).

(f) Unfavorable experience has also been experienced with many other
Bank-supported projects aimed at improving traditional livestock
systems especially in Africa. (See, for example, "The Smallholder
Dimension of Livestock Development. A Review of Bank Experience.-
OED Report Number 5979, December 1985).



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT MEMORANDUM

KENYA

SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(CREDIT 477-KE,

I. PROJECT SUMMARY

1. The Second Livestock Development Project was a much expanded
follow-on to the First Livestock Project, which was completed in 1974.
Proposals for the Second Livestock Project were prepared by the Miniciry of
Agriculture with assistance from the World Bank's Regional Mission in Eastern
Africa. The project was appraised in October/November 1972. The project did
not become effective until December *1974, owing to delays in obtaining
ne!essary financial comrmitments from the cofinanciers, the United States,
Cana-ia and Great .Britain.

2. AL appraisal the project was expected to cost US$59.7 million.
This was to be financed with an IDA Credit of USS21.5 million and the follow-
ing contributions from the cofinanciers: USA. USS7.3 million; Canaaa, USS2.4
million; and Great Britain, US53.7 million. The balance of the project cost
was to be financed by Governmeot and the project bereficiaries.

3. The main component of the project involved development of ranches,
while there -ere smaller components for development of range water supplies
and grazing, livestock marketing, and wildlife. Minor components (amounting
in total to only 5. of project cost) provided for improved veterinary serv-
ices, research and technical services, and project coordination. The ranch
development component consisted primarily of ranch developmerit loans to be
channeled through the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC). This component
was expected at appraisal to account for 72% of the total project cost.
AFC ranc- loans were to be provided for purchase of lIvestock and development
of ranches, including water supplies, dips, firebreaks and roads.

4. Loans were to be provided to 100 ranches in the old-establisted
commercial ranching areas, and to 60 newly established group ranches In
Masailand and Samburu and 21 company ranches in Coast Province. In Masailand
and Samburu the pastoral people had previously led a semi-nomadic exister.ce
and they did not hold title deeds to their land. The group raaches involved
issuing land title deeds and setting up new ranching units which wer!
collectively owned by groups of people, usually between 50 and 100 families.
These ranches were designed as relatively large units (an average of 40,000
acres), because smaller individually owned ranches were generally considered
not to be viable. The larger group ranches would enable better use to be
made of the available water supplies and seasonal grazing areas. Although
livestock would continue to be individually owned on the group ranches, it
was expected that the group would agree to control livestock numbers and
improve management of the grazing.
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5. The company or cooperative ranches in the Coast Province were

designed to utilize ,land whicti had not previously been used for livestock
production, primarily due to lack of developed water supplies. These ranches

were estaolished on lard leased from Government. The average size of ranch
was expec.ted to be 7J,000 acres and each ranch would have at least 5G owners.

6. The components for development of range water supplies and grazing

covered 7 million acres in North East Province and 3 million acres in
Isiolo. The Iormer was to be fiinanzed by the United States, while the latter

was supported by Canada. The main items to be financed included water
facilities, access roads, cattle dips, staff housing, vehicles and operating

costs. Improved range managenent and animal production techniques were to be
introduced by the range management extension staff.

7. The marketing component was designed to improve and expand the
livestock marketing activities undertaken by the Livestock Marketing Division
(LMD) :. the Ministry of Agriculture. Financial support for this component
was provided by Great Britain. LMD aimed to increase the offtake of cattle
and other livestock from the outlying areas of the country. These would
include both slaughter stock and immature cattle for fattening. The main
items financed under this component included 31 new cattle markets, 30
holding grounds, improvement of existing holding grounds and stock routes,

and purcnase of vehicles for transporting livestock.

8. The wildlifc component was designed primarily to develop areas
where wildlife reserves or parks hordered on ranching areas. Traditionally,
Masai herdsmen have obtained water for their livestock from within the
present boundaries of Amboseli National Park and the Mara Reserve. The
project was designed to provide piped water from sources within these game
reser:es to the nearby ranching areas, thus obviating the need for the Masai

to bring thur livestock into the reserves. The Masai herdsmen were also to

be paid compensation on account of the grazing lost to wildlife.

9. In an area adjoining Nairobi Park (Kitengela) the project aimed to

fi.:ancd t'e additional developments necessary to extend the park '; >50

square kms. The wilaLife component also included provision for establishment
of a census and monitoring unit to provide up-to-date data on wildlife,
livestock and cultivation in pastoral areas.

10. O. account of the complex nature of the project a special project
coordinating unit was to be established withir ttc Miniscry of Agriculture.

11. At full development the project was expec:ed tc produce an

additional 23,000 tons of meat per annum. The econoric rate of return from
the project was expected to be 25%.

12. The project encountered many problems and the outcome overall has
been unsatisfactory. It has not been followed by a third phase project.
Total expenditure under the project is estimated to have been USS69.8 mil-
lion, 17% higher than expected at appraisal. However, disbursements by IDA
were slow, and by the time of project completion only 58% of the Credit had
heen disiursed. USS9.1 milliin was cancelled.



13. Disbursements by IDA were slow primarily because most of the IDA
funds were allocated for ranch development loans, the main component of the
project, but achievements with this component were very limited. The PCR
indicates that expenditure on ranch development accounted for only 36%. of
total project costs, compared with 72% expected at- appraisal (PCR, para.
4.03).

14. The pattern of lending for ranch development was also significantly
different from that expected at appraisal (PCR Annex 1, Table 1). Loans were
made to only 27 group ranches, compared with b6 expected at appraisal, while
the total amount lent was only one third of that forecast. In the
traditional commercial ranching areas the amount lent by AFC was only 57% of
the appraisal figure. For the company ranches, on the other hand, AFC
lending was somewhat higher than planned. A total of KShs 40.5 million was
provided under 21 loans, compared with 19 loans for KShs 28.0 million planned
at appraisal. A large number of relatively small loans were also made to
ranches in areas which were not originally included under the project. These
included 303 loans for a total of KShs 39.9 million for commercial ranches,
and '485 loans totalling KShs 8.5 million for small individual -ranches in
Baringo District. At appraisal it was expected that three loans would be
made for establishment of feedlots. In the event, none of these feedlots was
established, primarily because of unfavorable changes in price relationships
during the project period.

15. Although a few ranches benefitted significantly from the AFC loan
program, the results achieved with most of these loans have been very
disappointing. Many of the commercial ranches have suffered from lack of
experienced management and dissention among the owners. Divisiveness among
the ownership groups proved to be so strong that in many cases the land has
been informally subdivided into individual plots and the ranches no longer
operate as large-scale entities. Many of these ranches are significantly in
arrears with loan repayments to AFC and are now in a very run-down condition.

16. Similar problems have been encountered with the group ranches.
There was considerable technical merit behind the idea of group ranches and
some significant physical developments, especially improved water supplies,
cattle dips, roads and firebreaks, were constructed under the project.
However, management has proved to be extremely difficult and the group
ranches appear to have made no progress in controlling livestock numbers and
improving the management of grazing. For these ranches there are also strong
pressures for subdivision, and a few have already been subdivided informally.

17. For the company operated ranches in Coast Province a considerable
amount of useful physical development, especially for new water supplies, was
completed under the project. However, most of these ranches have also
experienced very serious problems and have incurred large financial losses.
Management has frequently been poor, the owners contributed very little
equity, and beef prices have not been high enough to enable the ranches to be
financially viable. Factors which have affected the company operated ranches
are discussed in more detail later in this report.
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18. Arrears on loan repayments have also been high for the ranch loan

program. Data in the PCR (Annex 1, Table 2) indh ate that 47% of the ranch

loans were in arrears. Data supplied to the audit mission indicate that the

total arrears on ranch loans amounted to KShs 52 million (US$3.1 million) in

August 1985. This was equivalent to about 14% of all outstanding arrears on

loans made by AFC (not including loans for which AFC acted as agent of

Government). AFC is confident that all outstanding loans will be repaid in

cases where farmers wish to subdivide land, for AFC will not permit title

deeds to be issued for the subdivided plots unless all loan accounts are

cleared. Land values have risen substartially in recent years and this

provides a strong incentive for people to repay loans, rather than lose their

land which was provided as security. In other cases, such as the company
ranches in Coast Province, where land was not provided as security, it seems

inevitable that AFC will not be able to recover significant amounts

outstanding. 1/

19. Actual expenditure on development of range water supplies and

grazing was more than three timcs the amount estimated at appraisal (PCR,
para. 4.03). A considerable amount of physical development was undertaken,

especially in North East Province, although very little was achieved in

Isiolo District due to severe delays and administrative problems. Despite

these physical achievements, the impact of this component of the project

appears to have been very limited. Subsequent maintenance of the facilities

has been very poor and grazing block committees have not functioned

effectively.

2s. The livestock marketing component was implemented broadly as

planned, although actual expenditure was twice the appraisal estimate (PCR,
para. 4.03). However, achievements under this program have been extremely

disappointing and LMD's activities have been essentially halted since 1983.

1MD has incurred large losses on its marketing operations--a total of KShs 53

million (US$3.2 million) during the last 10 years. Eventually Government

decided that it could no longer afford to finance such a loss making

operation and financial support for LMD was withdrawn.

21. The ineffectiveness of LMD's operations has been a major drawback

for the project ranches, for LMD was expected to be the principal source of

immature stock for these ranches.

22. Actual expenditure on the wildlife component was also more than

twice the appraisal estimate, although achievements were rather limited. The

Amboseli pipeline was completed, although at much greater cost than

expected. This has been of significant benefit, despite the fact that there

have been frequent breakdowns in the last few years. Some compensation has

1/ In the comments in Attachment 11 the Government has stated that land

title deeds will be issued for these ranches, replacing the present

leases, thereby increasing AFC's security.



also been paid to ranchers living close to Amboseli to offset grazing lost to
wildlife, although there have been long delays before payment was made. Only
about 40Z of the water development planned for the Mara area was achieved,
4primarily because of protracted disputes over the boundary of the game
reserve. Nothing was achieved with the extension of Nairobi National Park
because agreement could not be reached with the landowners concerned. One
major achievement under the wildlife component has been the establishment of
the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit (Y-AEMU). This unit was
originally established to monitor ecological changes in the Kenya's
rangelands, but its mandate has been expanded and it now provides data for a
wide range of purposes related to utilization of natural.resources.

23. The Second Livestock Project was a large complex project with
several different components supported by several donor agencies. Although a
project coordinating unit was established within the Ministry of Agriculture,
coordination was weak and the unit lacked authority. The experience from
this and other projects in Kenya (such as the Integrated Agricultural
Development Projects) suggests that projects which require inter-agency
coordination, especially between different ministries, are generally not
effective.

II. MAIN ISSUES

A. The Project Design,

24. The audit believes that the design of this project was deficient
because it was too large, the organizational arrangements were too complex,
and most of the components were somewhat risky or experimental in nature.
One of the most serious mistakes in planning this project was the decision to
go ahead with such a large and geographically dispersed project. As noted In
the PCR (para. 2.03):

"IDA decided that, in the interest of making best use of scarce
expert manpower in the Bank and in Kenya, it should try to increase
significantly the size of individual projects in the agricultural
sector. Encouraged by IDA's admonition about more and larger
projects, the Government prepared a very large project (US$81.5
million) to be financed by the Bank and other donors."

Although the scale of the project was reduced somewhat during appraisal, the
estimated cost of the Second Livestock Project (USS59.7 million) was still
more than five times that for the First Livestock Project (UIS$11.4 million).
Thic was clearly an ambitious undertaking, especially in view of the rather
limited, and not totally satisfactory experience gained from the First
Livestock Project at the time the second project was planned. 2/

21 For a thorough review of the experience with the First Livestock Project
see the Impact Evaluation Report. Kenya First Livestock Development
Project (Credit 129-KE), OED Heport Number 3622, September 1981.
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25. The project also involved four different donors and several
different agencies within Government, with a project coordination unit in the
Ministry of AgricLlture.3/ Experience with this project, and others,
suggests that this type of inter-agency coordination is not generally
effective in Kenya, especially when different ministries are involved, for
the coordination unit in one ministry has no authority over actions taken by
other ministries. Even within MOALD the coordinator worked within a
particular division and he had little authority over other divisions.
Furthermore, the reorgantzations of the Ministry which took place during the
project period seriously undermined continuity of funding and interfered with
organization and management.

26. All of the major project components were also somewhat experimental
or risky. The livestock marketing component involved Government undertaking
risky cattle trading operations in a harsh and unpredictable environment.
The grazing management schemes in the North East required that the pastoral
people make major changes in their traditional system of grazing management,
while the group ranches in Masailand and Samburu involved a complete
revolution in the peoples' way of life. At the time of appraisal the
socio-economic environment was not sufficiently well understood and it was
not clear that the farmers concerned would be willing to make major changes
to their life-styles, as expected. The company operated ranches in Coast
Province also involved high risks, for groups of people with almost no equity
capital or relevant management experience were expected to undertake

commercial ranching operations in a difficult environment. All of these
activities also required a high level of technical assistance/extension
input, and this was never properly provided for in the life of the project.
When the Second Livestock Project was appraised it might have been worthwhile
continuing all of the above project componen.s on a modest scale, similar to
the First Livestock Project. At least, the high risks involved should have
been acknowledged and the scale of the project should have been reduced
accordingly. As noted in the PCR (para. 10.03) "the quantum jump in size and
complexity was too great, particularly since certain assumptions originating
from Livestock I which influenced the design of Livestock I components
turned out not to be fully justified."

3/ The project coordination unit was originally in the Ministry of
Agriculture, but this moved to the Ministry of Livestock Development
when this became a separate ministry. Subsequently, these two
ministries were recombined and became the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development (MOALD). Within '0ALD three main divisions or
departments (Livestock Marketing, Range Management, and Veterinary) were
involved, while other agencies included in the project were the Ministry
of Tourirm and Wildlife, the Ministry of Water Development, the
Agricultural Finance Corporation, and the Registrar of Group
Representatives.
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B. Subdivision of Ranches

27. All of the group ranches _ir.d -St ot the commercial ranches were
owned by relatively large groups ;'t people. Biit in the majority of cases
management of group activities pr-ved extremely difficult. There was
mistrust and dissention among' the :embers, while other specific problems
arose in the case of the group ranches: in particular, members of the groups
often could not agree how to appwirtion loan repayment commitments to AFC
among themselves, while there were disagreements about poicies relating to
membership of the groups. Existing rules permitted all male children to
becose members of the groups when they became adults. But some people appa:-
ently resented this, for they felt that families with large numbers of
children were getting access to more than their fair share of the group's
assets. As a result of these proble-as the group ranches suffered from
virtual paralysis in decision making- (PCK, para. 3.16).

28. These problems created strung pressures for subdivision. People
felt that they wanted to manage tneir own piece of land, take decisions them-
selves regarding loans and loan repayments, and have the right to dispose of
their property as they saw fit. As a result, most of the commercial ranches
and some of the group rancnes have already been subdivided informally. The
land will be formally subdivided when surveys have been completed, any
outstanding loans have been repaid, and new title deeds are issued. Clearly,
subdivision represents such a radical change that, where this has taken
place, the original aim of the project to develop large-scale ranches is no
longer valid. For many of these ranches AFC is no longer attempting to
promote developmernt but is just concentrating on recovering outstanding
loans. Similar problems with subdivision were reported for mixed farms with
the Kenya Group Farms Rehabilitation Project (OE Report No. 5752, July
1985).

29. In a few cases subdivision of ranches may be satisfactory, if, for
example, a large ranch is divided between a small number of owners. In this
#ase each owner may acquire a unit which is still viable for livestock pro-
duction. But in many instances there are a large number of owners and the
subdivided plots are not large enough to make viable livestock holdings.
Most of these areas receive inadequate rainfall for reliable crop produc-
tion. Furthermore, in many cases the land Is not uniform and following sub-
division some owners will acquire land which is unsuitable for use at a
certain time of the year, or has no wateL available.

C. Financial Problems on Copany Operated Ranches

)30. Company operated ranches were established as a means of developing
land which previously had been unused. Although the project (together with
the First Livestock Development Project) succeeded in completing a consider-
able amount of useful physical development on these ranches, they have exper-
itnced very serious financial problems, due primarily tn overdependence on
borrowed capital, poor management, ineffective technical assistance and
extension services and unattractive beef prices. The majority of these
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ranches are seriously indebted to AFC and it is unlikely that AFC will he

able to recover a significant amount of the outstanding loans.

31. On each ranch a group of at least 50 people was expected to form a

company or cooperative and contribute at least 20% of the capital required.

The balance of the capital was to be lent by AFC. Following a review of the

project in 1976 it was agreed that the owners' contribution should be
increased to 30%. However, in practice they contributed far leqs than this.
Data in the PCR (para. 3.23) indicate that 13 of the 21 company ranches had
debt:equity ratios higher than 20:1, i.e. the owners contributed a negligible
amount of capital, making financial viability of such enterprises impossible.

32. The owners were expected to contribute equity primarily in the form
of cattle, while AFC financed the physical development, such As water
supplies, dips, roads, and buildings. Most of this physical developzent had
to be completed first before cattle could be moved on to the ranches. When,
subsequently, the owners did not come forward with the expected contribution
in the form of cattle, it was not possible fo- AFC to insist that they should
do so. Many of the ranches were thus almost totally dependent on loan
capital, rather than equity, and this, in combination with inexperienced
management, lack of effective extension, and poor prices, created a

disastrous financial situation. This situation was aggravated by the fact
that most of the ranches are located in areas which are drought-prone and
ranching is a risky operation at the best of times. Furthermore, due

primarily to the problems encountered by L'S, as discussed below, it was very
difficult for many ranc, s to obtain immAture stock for fattening, and they
had to depend increasingly on the much slower process of breeding stock
themselves. Lack of an effective fattening operation sharply reduced cash

flows and resulted in financial non-viability of the m.jority of the ranches.

33. At appraisal it was expected that the financial viability of the
ranches would be improved through increases in beef prices. The Development

Credit Agreement (Section 4.03) provided that Government would decontrol beef

prices, thus permitting them to increase to the level of export parity, which
at that time was about 25% above the local price level. Subsequently,
Government proved unwilling to decontrol beef prices fully because it was
concerned about the impact this would have on retail prices. This created
considerable strain between the Bank and Government, although eventually the
Bank did accept a modified price structure proposed by Government. Despite
these changes in the price structure, data in the PCR (Annex 1, Table 7) show
that the index of official producer prices for livestock declined in real
terms from 100 in 1972 to only 66 in 1982. This had a profound influence on
the financial viability of the ranches for, instead of receiving prices which
were 25% higher than the level prevailing at appraisal, as was expected,
prices actually declined by one third. Although this decline in official
prices has had a serious negative impact on the financial viability of
ranches, this effect appears to have been partly offset for sorie favorably
located ranches by higher prices in unofficial markets, which had becoze
increasingly important over this period.
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D. Livestock Marketing

34. LMD was set up with the objective of purchasing livestock
(primarily cattle) from outlying districts, especially the dry pastoral
areas. This was expected to help increase the offtake of animals from these
areas, while improving the supply of slaught:r stock and immatures for
fattening elsewhere. To carry out this task a network of holding grounds and
stock routes was developed under the first and second livestock projects,
while LMD also purchased a fleet of vehicles for transporting cattle.
However, LMD has consistently lost money on its marketing operations. It has
incurred a loss in every one of the last 10 years; in total these losses have
been equivalent to about USS 3.2 million (at the present exchange rate). 4 /
Eventually, Government decided it could not afford to continue financing
LMD's operations and these have been essentially suspended since 1983.

35. Several factors have contributed to L'ID's losses, especially the
low margin between its buying and selling prices, the high cost of keeping
stock in quarantine for a long period before they could be sold, and high
mortality. Although significant mortality must be expected in a program of
this type, it appears that LMD has been subject to considerable political
pressure to buy large numbers of animals during periods of drought when
producers were losing a lot of stock and facing considerable hardship.
Through purchasing stock at such times LMD animals experienced substantially
higher than normal mortality, for LMD was buying stock which were in poor
condition, it did not have adequate grazing to support them, and animals were
not in conaition to bk transported (or they could not be transported because
of the quarantine regulations). There have also been suspicions that both
the marketing and quarantine operations were open to considerable abuse.

36. Government's decision to withdraw financial support from LMD has
meant that the large investment in LMD's physical infrastructure (holding
grounds, stock routes, vehicles, etc) is now largely unuLilized, while many
staff are still drawing their salaries while being essentially unoccupied.
Pastoral people in the outlying areas are also finding it hard to sell stock,
while ranchers in the higher potential areas are having difficulty buying
immature animals. However, some of LMD's facilities are being used to a
limited extent by private traders. In retrospect, it was probably
unrealistic to expect that Government could operate a livestock trading
operation of this type successfully. The audit feels it would have been
better if, from the outset, LMD had concentrated on developing sore marketing
infrastructure, but actual marketing operations had been carried out by
private traders, of which there are many with long and successful experience
in Kenya.

3/ The losses would be considerably higher than US$3.2 million if the
conversion to US dollars were made at the exchange rates prevailing in
each of the years concerned.
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CONFIDENTIAL
Mr. Tukinori Watanabe DECLASSIFIED
Director
Operations Evaluation Department
The World Bank AUG 0 8 2022
1818 8 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A. WBG ARCHIVES

PROJECT PERFORW.;.;E AUDIT REPORT
KENYA SECOND LIVESTOCK PROJECT (CREDIT 477-E)

This is to thank you for your letter dated Jasuary 10, 1986
with an attachment of the project performance audt'. report on

the second livestock project Credit 477-KR fur wh.-h KRENU was

a beneficiary. In this connection, I have read and analysed

the report with keen interest and I found the report very clear

and comprehensive. The report is a useful reference material
for future planned projects.

In this connection however, I would like to express my
thanks to you for the positive comments made on KREMU and I hope

with the continued support from the World Bank, KIRNU will even
do a much better job to achieve the desired goal of generating;

data for Government planning requirements. Indeed as indicated

in the report our operations have expanded tremendously and this

is due to the fact that we have taken advantage of the cnanging

technological inputs to data gathering which has included the

applications of satellite imagery and aerial photography and
the implementation of the GIS. The GIS as you will appreciate

is a very Innovative programme and should launch M31 to much
more interactive challenging tasks of resource data as a

contribution to Government policy of rural development planning

programme. Apart from this positive comment on KXLNU and
general observation of clarity and comprehensiveness in the

report, I do not have any further comment to make.

PROJECT MANAGE!

c.c. The Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Planning and

National Development
THE TREASURY
P.O. Box 30005
NAIROBI

CONFIDLNTIAL
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CC,
cc. H. M. Mule, Esq.,

Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Finance,
NAIROBI.

J. M. Kamunge, Esq., DECLASSIFIED
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development,
NAIROBI.

WBG ARCHIVES
J. W. Githuku, Eso.,
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Planni.-r and
Natiolial Development,
NAIROBI.

J. Kiti, Esq.,
Permanent Zecretax-,
Ministry of Water Development,
NAIROBI.

J. Ndoto, Esq.,
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Lands and Zettlecent,
NAIROBI.

A. Ligale, Esq.,
Permanent Secretary,
inistry of Tourism and Jillife,
IROB:.

C. Vbindyo, Esa.,
General Manarer,
Agricultural Finance orporstion,
NTAIROBI.
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KENYA LIVESTO DEVELOPIENT PROJECT II - CREDIT 417-KE
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE AUDIT REPORT & THE PCR

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW:

All of these 1.1 The Audit Report as a document is too brief for a project with so
documents have many compone:ts and sub-components. The report draws most of its
beel consi 4ered conclusions fromw the Project Completion Report vis-a-vis the
by the audit. Project Appraisal Report and loses sight of the Project Review

Report and the joint G.O.K/Bank Project Evaluation Report of 1976
and :982 respectively.

1.2 The Project Review Report became the Project Paper and hence the
basic document of reference in the project implementation (see
page 10 of the PCR) while the joint G.O.K/Bank Project Evaluation
t.Age 12 of the PCR) enlisted the -experiences and results" of
the project perf:rmance as lessons to the project implementing
agencies (both the G.O.K. and the Donor Agencies) in appreciating
the extent of achievements of the project objectives, reasons for
shortfalls and/or outstanding achievements and the general
effectiveness of the World Bank support for the Kenya Livestock
Developmeat Project.

The audit be- 1.3 Based on the Project Review Report and the joint G.O.K/Bank
lieves that the Project Evaluation Report, the conclusions on the project
Bank and the components, sub-compo-ents and accomplishments should have come
Kenya Government out more clearly, other.'se the general conclusion statements in
share responsi- the Audit Report are not essentially appricable and subsequently
t'lity for sup- are lopsided putting inappropriate biae on the project
porting an un- implementation performance by the G.O.K.
sound project.

2.0 Specific Issues

2.1 Planning and Objectives

The PPAM (para. The project was too complex and it is therefore not surprising
25) specifically that it encountered co-ordination problems both with the donors
mentions problems and the implementing agencies. It is evident that the Audit
of coordination Report overlooked the problems encountered on donor coordination
between donor during the project implementation. (see joint GOK/Bank
agencies. Evaluation Report of 1982).

In spite of the initial size and complexity of the project at the
proposal stage a wildlife component was included at the appraisal
stage complicating the project even more.
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Some of the objectives remained conflicting throughout the

implementation period mainly because of the initial poor Project
Conception:

Whtle the main target output was on red neat production, a
measure of success of the project, a number of ranching -7pes

(Group, Grazing Blocks) have had milk productio as theart
traditional priority. The project insisted on production and
Credit facilities that catered only for cattle, ignoring other
sources of red meat such as sheep, and goats. A holistic ranch
approach would have reduced the effects of the recurrent drought
since small stock are not as heavily affected by drought as
cattle.

se PPAM (para. Like most small-scale farmers, the pastoralists are risk

) has been averters. The soci. 1-cultural nature of the target group should
mended and now have been studied more adequately to understand the role and

akes specific possible repercussion expected of the target group in the

Jference to the implementation of the project.
tadequate under-
:anding of the During the planning stage oversights were made on the need to

)cio-economic have some critical activities e.g. surveying, accomplished at the

ivironment at right time.
2praisal.

Although these are some of the major causes of the project
failure, the report does not mention them.

In view of the above comments, the report Contains Sufficient
evidence to show that the objectives and planning of this project
was unsatisfactory.

2.2 Pricing (Page 30, paras. 7.03 - 7.09)

[though the Although G.O.K agrees that low prices have affected the ranch

adit agrees that profitability (see GOK/W-Bank Mission Peport carried in 1982),

any factors con- the conclusion regarding the price issue puts inproportionate

ributed to the share of the blame to GOK for not decontrolling the prices.

>or performance Price liberalization has not been thought to be the only solution

f the project, to guarantee project success. Given the social economic
he unattractive realities within the country, GOK was not able to comply with the

,ntrolled price cov. nant.
tructure for
eef was a major The declining agricultural terms of trade argument to the effect

actor contribut- that this decline was caused by the Goverwent for not allowing

ng to unprofit- adequate price increases is not convincing.
bility of ranch-

1g operations. Some of the major factors that contributed to the low rate of
return of the Project were both external and internal to the
Project e.g. recurrent drought, low throughput, poor manage-ent
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etc. In addition, rising prices, inputs and depressed world

prices of Kenya's exports, devaluation and problems related to

marketing and input supply, all contributed, directly or

indirectly, to a decline in price in real terms.

2.3 Land Sub-division (paras. 15, 27-29)

The audit dis- It is true the sub-division process of group ranches and

agrees. The large-scale farms/ranches has affected some areas of the project
audit mission was but certainly it is not to such an extent that one would say the

informed that the sub-division is one of the major causes of the current lack of

majority of business of most of She ranches. It must have been obvious that

ranches in the the main objective of the Kenyans that bought either the large

old-established scale farms or ranches in the former scheduled areas was to have

ranching areas a piece of individually owned la.ad to settle. Possession of a

had been sub- group farm and the generation of income through the latter

divided, at least organization was only secondary. At no time were these groups

informally. informed that the sub-division was unviable proposition for

ecological reasons. Such a policy would have allowed for an

understanding that the ranches could only provide an income, if

any, when run as a single entity and on commercial lines.

A footnote has Para. 18 of the Audit Report indicates that AFC will be unable to

been added to recover significant amount of outstanding loans, the main reason

para. 18 noting being that these loans are not secured. COK is aware of the

-. that land title problem and measures have been taken to have the ranches

deeds will be surveyed, title deeds given and thereafter have security offered

issued for these for the loans.
ranches.
At the time of The Audit Report further states that AFC is no longer attempting

the audit mission to promote development but it is just concentrating on recovering

AFC had no funds the outstanding loans. It should however be noted that AFC is

available for currently servicing the existing clients which is part of

further develop- development objectives. While loan recovery generally implies

ment of these ranch liquidation, servicing includeb the improvement of ranch

ranches. repayability through injection of more capital in viable ranches.

2.4 Ranch Lending

Para. 7.13 - while it is true that AFC records were not

up-to-date at the beginning of the project there was no time when

working capital was ever credited to Development Capital accounts
to prevent their falling into arrears. Working Capital Account
was an orerational account where all the proceeds from ranch

operations went and from where payments were made.

Para. 3.31 and Annex 1, Table 2 gives a misleading interpretation

of the actual status of loan arrears for Baringo and other ranch

types. The 62. refers to the numher of ranchers in arrears but
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not the actual amount of money it arrears. The latter would give
a better picture as to how auch money was in arrears. This
percentage is such lower (7%) for Baringo compared to the
reported 622. A column on -Z Amount in Arrears" should add more
meaning to Annex 1 Table 2.

2.5 Overall Project Performance.

The audit agrees It is unfortunate that no actual IRR has been calculated or
that many of the attempted to, for the Project. If one has to look at the actual
physical targets performance (see Basic Data) as a percentage of the appraisal,
were achieved but project does not look allthat disappointing as most components
the impact of reached 1002 performance. If the actual performance is based on
this development the 1976 Review, which is actually project base, the actual
was minimal due performance is either 100% or above the expectations.
to ineffective
ranching opera- Notwithstanding, the Project has laid a strong base for future
tions, failure to livestock development in Kenya if current infrastructures and
control the use institutions set by the project are not left idle for too long.
of grazing, and
termination of
LMD's operations.
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I. BACKGROLND

Agricultural Sector

1.01 Kenya, with a land area of 575,000 km2, is a country of
contrasting climate, topography and agricultural systems. Despite its
large area, its diversity of ecological and climatic conditions limits theareas of high agricultural pozential. Only about 7% is high-quality land,with adequate and reliable rainfall and goI soils. Another 11% is medium
quality and a further 4.5% is arable, but subject to periodic drought and
crop failure. The remainder (77.5%) is suitable only for extensive
exploitation, mainly livestock. Kenya's population is about 18 million,
and growing at about 4% per year. This high rate has seriously increased
pressure on better land and pressure is continuing to mount.

1.02 At the time of appraisal in 1972, Kenya had experienced almost a
decade of dynamic post-independence economic growth (an average of 6.7% per
annum between 1964 and 1972), based substantially upon the strong
performance of agriculture (4.6% per annum). The performance of
development projects had by and large been satisfactory and there was a
widespread sense of confidence in continuing progress.

1.03 The year 1972/73, however, marked a turning point for the
economy, whose growth slowed to 4.5% (3.1% for agriculture) per annum
between 1972 and 1982. Aside from less favorable international conditions,
weaknesses in the internal economy became apparent during the 1970s. The
major sources of agricultural growth in the 1960s (expansion of the
cultivable area, the switch to higher-value crops, and the diffusion of
hybrid maize) all lost momentum. The shcrt-lived 1976/77 coffee boom led
Government to undertake an expansion of development spending which was
abruptly curtailed by drastic budgetary cuts during the period 1980-82.
Cuts have continued since then. These cuts, which in 1981/82 amounted to
20% of the nominal development budget (about one-third in real terms), had
a dramatic effect on many development projects, including Livestock II
(para 7.23). Expansion of public investment also led to severe strains in
the management capacity of Government, particularly in the project's
implementing ministries.

Livestock Subsector

1.04 Domestic livestock represents a major national resource,
comprising an estimated 11.5 million cattle, 8.3 million goats and 4.3
million sheep (see table below). About half the domestic animal population
is in the intensively cultivated, high potential areas and half is
scattered over the extensive range areas where livestock is subjected to
significant and increasing competition from wildlife which are building
rapidly in numbers under the game protection laws.
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Livestock Population - May 1979 8/

('000 head)

Distribution on Farms of Different Size
Livestock Total Number Large Intermeciate Small

Cattle 11,453.4 9,754.1 990.7 708.6
Goats 8,282.0 7,542.7 693.3 46.0
Sheep 4,299.0 3,565.8 - 411.5 321.7
Pigs 111.5 92.2 b/ 19.3
Poultry 28,864.0 26,559.9 / 304.1

a/ Excluding the dry areas.
b/ Not covered in enquiry.

Source: Economic Survey, 1982.

1.05 Livestock production is estimated to contribute some 5% of GDP
and about 10% of exports. However, these figures underestimate the real
contribution of livestock in providing a major part of the subsistence of
smallbolders and pastoralists. Furthermore, livestock/pastoral production,
along with wildlife and tourism, are a major means of utilizing the large
expanse of arid and semi-arid lands which make up nearly 80% of the
country.

1.06 Data on production of meat are poor, mainly because only a
fraction, perhaps one quarter, of production passes through official
marketing channels. The volume of officially marketed production decreased
by 10.7% per annum between 1971 and 1982, although this does not reflect
trends in production as a whole, but rather the falling proportion of
production that was handled by the Kenya Meat Commission (para. 1.07).
Best estimates for overall production suggest a slow rate of increase over
the period, although with major fluctuations resulting primarily from
droughts. Droughts are a major feature of the livestock sector in Kenya;
they occured in 1961, 1974/76 and 1984, with a lesser recurrence in
1979/80, and resulted in periodic marked declines in the animal population.

1.07 The Govern.ent's role in the sector is extensive. The overall
beef policy, with its origins in the colonial period, has been to encourage
a stratification of production, with the arid and semi-arid pastoral areas
supplying immature and slaugnter stock for finishing and marketing in the
high potential and urban areas, especially in the center of the country.
To this end, Government has been directly involved commercially through the
Livestock Marketing Division (LD) of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development (MOALD) (though the volume handled has fallen in
recent years), has supported the development of a trading infrastructure,
and operates a system of disease control in an attempt to limit the spread
of Foot and Mouth Disease and Contagious Bovine Pleuropaeumonia from range
areas to higher-potential areas. A parastatal corporation, the Kenya Meat
Commission (kiMC), had until the early 1970s legal monopoly over the
butchering and wholesaling of meat which it exercised within a set of
prices established by Government. The monopoly in respect of beef for the
domestic market was, however, rescinded in 1972 and the laiC has declined in
importance relative to the private trade (although it continued to channel
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beef for export). Government has continued to set controlled prices,
although their effectiveness was lessened by the removal of KKC's
monopoly, and the limited amount of beef marketed through official
channels. Government also provides various services in support of
producers including veterinary help through the Department of VeterinaryServices (DVS), credit through the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC),
and water through the Ranch Water Section (RWS) of the inistry of Water
Development (MID).

1.08 The Livestock I and II Projects represented an increase inGovernment support for producers in arid and semi-arid areas. These areas.
play a twofold role in the beef industry of Kenya. First, slaughter
animals are supplied to the major consuming areas of the Coast, Central andWestern Kenya; and second, immatures are provided to higher-rainfall ranch
areas for fattening prior to slaughter or, on a relatively small scale, forlive export. Animal production in the rangelands is in the hands of
ethnically diverse pastoralists, who generally keep multi-species herds and
flocks. While priorities vary from area to area, milk for domestic
consumption and stock sales for cash incomes form the main economic
benefits from pastoralism. Production systems are based upon migration in
response to'climatic variation modified in some areas by provision of
permanent water-points. -These systems are devised to ensure the maximum
chance of survival and rapid subsequent recovery of herds; consequently,
innovation is accepted by pastoralists only if it is consistent with their
traditional drought-avoidance etrategy.

1.09 Rapid social and economic changes hAve occurred during the past
20 years in many pastoral areas, manifested 4s permanent settlement (though
herd movements continue) together with slowly-developing access to
schooling, modern medical services and social facilities. Economic changes
have also slowly increased the diversity of sources of pastoralists'
incomes through inter alia the spread of agriculture in wetter areas,
better communications and increased employment opportunities.

Earlier IDA Involvement in the Sector

1.10 Between 1960 and March 1974 the Bank/IDA made eeven
Loans/Credits for Kenyan agricultural development. Of these, the most
relevant for Livestock II was the First Livestock Project (Livestock I),
the first occasion on which the Bank provided funds for livestock in
Kenya. Other projects with significant livestock components included the
Integrated Agricultural Development Projects I and II (IADP I and II).
Highlights of these projects are discussed below.

1.11 First Livestock Project. The Bank, SIDA (Sweden) and the
Government provided funds for a pilot livestock development project in
1968, with principal emphasis on increased beef production through ranching
development, mainly in the country's extensive pastoral areas. The project
also provided for improved livestock water on commmunal lands, more
effective veterinary facilities and animai health control. The project
represented the first major effort by the newly-independent Government of
Kenya to reverse the comparative neglect of low-rainfall pastoral areas;
for IDA it constituted a model whose aims and objectives were to influence
livestock project design in a number of other African countries.

1.12 Total project cost of Livestock I at the completion of
disbursements in July 1974 was some US$ 12.3 million, shared about equally
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by Government, IDA and SIDA. The project experienced serious early
slippage due to organizational and administrative problems, and delays in
recruiting qualified staff. These were compounded by legal complications
with land titles and credit collateral, and delays in establishment of
credit delivery. The project subseque. tly gained momentum and in general
the results were encouraging, despite a shortfall in final production
targets and expected overall benefits and the evident lesson of subsequent
years that development of traditional livestock systems will be a slcw
process. The project broke limited new ground in making credit available
to pastoralists and small livestock owners and in demonstrating a
willingness among pastoralists to participate in group and company
ranching. It was also successful in encouraging some small livestock
owners to form ccipanies and to operate commercial ranches in higher
'otential areas. Buoyed by these achievements, Government was encouraged
to preprare a significantly larger and more comprehensive second phase. In
view of the influence of the Livestock I on its successor, a summary of its
PCR is included in this report as Annex 2. An Impact Evaluation Report on
the project was issued on September 22, 1981 (Report No. 3622)'. It is
interesting that this report emphasized that maay processes of change
initiatzd under the project 2re still unfolding; it concluded that the
project can be considered a successful effort.

1.13 The First and Second Integrated Agricultural Development
Projects. Both projects included components wnich supported livestock
development in Kenya's higher potential areas. IADP I was jointly financed
by IDA and BADEA. Total project cost was USS 35.7 million, of which only
US$1 million (3%) was originally allocated to livestock activities-mainly
for an!-.al husbandry improvemenw., tick control (dipping), artificial
insemination (AI), and training. The principal expected benefits were
incremental milk and beef production, a-cruing from better husbandry,
improved nutrition cnd lower mortality rbsulting mainly from better control
of East Coast Fever and other tick-borne diseases. IADP I became effective
in March 1977 but experienced serious implementation slippage. The
livestock component did not develop along the lines expected. Only the
tick control activities made significant progress, after agreement by the
Bank to finance a:aricides. Ot total investments of some USS5.69 million
(significantly mo-e than anticipated) ultimately made for livestock
development, over USS4 million was invested in the tick control program.
The Credit was cloaed in December 1981, and the full amount of the Loan
(US$10 million) and US$3.33 million of the US$10 million Credit were
cancelled. The PPAP for the project was circulated on October 29, 1984
(Report No. 5305).

1.14 IADP II was deeigned to cover many of the higher potential
areas not included under IADP 1. It was financed by IDA and IFAD for a
total project cost of USS 92 million of which some 18% of base costs (USS
16.5 million) was for livestock development. Emphasis continued on
increased milk and beef production through disease control (dipping), At,
and animal production including extension and the provision of milk
handling facilities (in that order of priority). The rationale for the
emphasis on disease control was that Government felt that cattle-dipping
would be a prerequisite if Kenya was to upgrade its cattle stock. It was
decided that this goal could best be met ')y dipping in public dips. IADP
II supported this program as it did the opening up of several new AI
routes. As with other parts of the IADP program, it was not possible to
quantify the impact of these activities. Much of the herd owned by
smallholders in high potential areas is now upgraded, indicating that IADP
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or other At programs had significant success although this was achieved at
considerable cost. Moreover the recent financial crisis combined with high
subsidies, has meant that AI services provided are not now as good as they
were in the mid to late seventies. The dipping program was less
successful and very costly to GCvernment because of inefficiencies and
subsidies to farmers; a significant proportion of smallholders now spray
their cattle with hand sprayers. IADP II also included a legal covenant
that Government would review milk prices annually to ensure an adequate
return to producers. While there were three upward adjustments to milk
prices during the project years, producer returns decreased significantly
in real terms in the period and continue to do so. Because of overall
unsatisfactory performance, the Government decided to disaggregate IADP II
into its component parts and identify and prepare new projects. The
National Extension Project (Credit 1387-KE) is the first of this new
generation of projects. A proposed dairy project may be another (see
Section VIII).

II. PROJECT FORLMULATION

Identification and Preparation

2.01 The identification and preparation of Livestock II followed
directly from the encouraging experience of Livestock I. During 1971, the
Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) set up a Phase II Planning Committee
comprising members from divisions, AFC and the Bank's Regional Hission in
Eastern Africal/. Divisions of the Ministry prepared proposals,
coordinated by the Economic Planning Division, with assistance from RMEA.
Government submitted its proposal and requested IDA funding on August 22,
1972.

2.02 Government's proposal was for a comprehensive program, intended
to address in an integrated and rational manner the range of major
constraints limiting development of the livestock subsector in the drier
areas of the country. The major couponents were:

- livestock marketing (primarily stock route development,
provision of vehicles and operating costs);

- veterinary services (largely provision of operating costs);

- range management development;

- livestock water development;

- ranching (providing for development of an estimated 350
ranches);

- KMC plant expansion; and

- wildlife management.

1/ At that time, the role of Kenyans in livestock planning was more
limLited than it is today. Excluding USAID and IBRD committee members,
4 were Kenyan and 10 were expatriates. By 1984, the great majority of
a comparable committee was Kenyan.
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The estimated cost of Government's proposal was USS81.2 million.

2.03 The large scale (in financial terms nearly seven times the cost
of Livestock I) and ambitious goals of Government's proposal reflected two
perceptions at the time. The first was that Livestock I had substantially
resolved the socio-economic problems of ranch management and had devised an
effective implementation structure. In some respects this conclusion was
justified but, as discussed later in this PCR, Livestock It was based
partly on assumptions originating in Livestock I which, with the benefit of
hindsight, were clearly somewhat over-optimistic -(Sections VII and VIII).
These included:(i) that a substantial increase in beef production from
pastoral areas would be possible from a change in herd structure toward
beef animals; (ii) that sustained and large numbers of immatures would be
available from the North Eastern Province during the crucial early years of
ranch establishment while the breeding herd was building up; and (iii) that
the project could be effectively implemented through existing
institutioa.s. The second explanation of the large size of Government's
proposal was the perception that abundant IDA funds were available at the
time. In the words of the PCR for Livestock I (p. 25):

IDA decided that, in the interest of making best use of scarce
expert manpower in the Bank and in Kenya, it should try to
increase significantly the size of individual projects in the
agricultural sector. Encouraged by IDA's admonition about more
and largcr agricultural projects, the Government prepared a very
large project (USS 81.5 million)2/ to be financed by the Bank
and other donors.

From the receipt of Government's application right through to negotiations,
the Bank undertook on Government's behalf active contacts with potential
co-financiers, including USAID, CIDA, ODA, SIDA (which had co-financed
Livestock I), CDC, and the Governments of West Germany, Italy and Norway.
None of these participated fully in the appraisal process, but the first
three ulitmately took part in the project.

Appraisal

2.04 The appraisal mission arrived within two months of receipt of
Government's application and spent one month in Kenya in October/November
1972. USAID and CIDA sent observers to accompany the mission.

2.05 The mission broaew -!rsed Government's submission, except for
two proposals. First, Government hat suggested an extensive campaign of
vaccination against Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD), along lines proposed by
SIDA. The mission concluded that this component should be excluded
because:(i) FMD led to minimal economic losses among indigenous zebu
cattle; and (ii) export market conditions were such that little benefit
would accrue to Kenya as a result of a large scale campaign. Government's
proposal to fund 110 individual ranches in the traditional Maasai rangeland

2/ The discrepancy between this figure and the US$81.2 normally quoted
(para. 2.02) is due to the different exchange rates used. Government's
submission expressed project costs in local currency alone and the
above quoted figure was based on an estimate using a spot exchange
rate.
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was also excluded by the mission on the grounds that: (a) there was not
sufficient land for indivtdual ranches for all potential participants; and
(b) individual ranches would tend to be located in better rainfall areas
thus reducing crucial dry-season grazing areas for the majority of
pastoralist-.

2.06 In addition to these changes, the appraisal included a
strengthened wildlife component to provide for management and development
of wildlife in Amboseli National Reserve (later gazetted as a National
Park), Nairobi National Park and Maasai Mara Park. In these areas wildlife
and livestock were beginning to compete for scarce resources to the
detriment of both animals and pastoralists. If pastoralists could be
compensated by means of assured water points and cash income to discourage
their illicit encroachment on parklands, a modus vivendi might be achieved
which could be beneficial to all participants. A component to test this
possibility was therofore included.

Negotiations and Effectiveness

2.07 Negotiations were completed in July, 1973 with broad agreement
on all major issues. Board presentation was, however, delayed by the need
for co-financiers to confirm their participation. Consequently, the
project was not approved b- the Board until May, 1974. The DCA between
Government and IDA and the Project Agreement between AFC and IDA were
signed on June 5, 1974; effectiveness slipped until December 2, 1974 on
account of protracted delays in commitments from the co-financiers. More
than two years finally elapsed between tie date the appraisal mission
arrived in Kenya and the dute of Credit effectiveness, considerably longer
than usual. This may have been uni..oidable given that co-financiers did
not participate directly in appraisal and used the Bank's appraisal report
as their starting point. Had co-financiers participated fully at
appraisal, Credit effectiveness -would almost certainly have been speeded
up.

Project Description

2.08 Livestock II was designed as a broadly-based, Integrated
program wh.ch would increase beef production in Kenya over six years
through ranch development and the improvement of essential infrastructure.
It also included a component on for wildlife management, conservation and
development. The projec: provided for:

(i) establishment and/or improvement of about 60 group ranches,
100 commercial ranches, 21 company and cooperative
ranches3/ and 3 feedlots;

(ii) improvement of about 7 million acres of communal grazing
land in North Eastern Province and about 3 million acres in
Isiolo District through provision of water facilities,
access roads and gra.ing control;

(iii) establishment of 31 new cattle markets and 30 new holding
grounds as well as the improvement of existing -olding

3/ Brief definitions of the different types of ranches are given in
Section III.
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grounds .and stock routes by' providing water, stock handling
facilities and bush clearing;

(iv) provision of 10 cattle trucks and 5 cattle trailers;

(v) development of 3 wildlife areas, Amboseli, Maasai Mara and
Nairobi National Parks, and provision for a wildlife and
livestock cens-.s and monitoring service; and

(vi) technical services, training, project monitoring and
evaluation, and future project preparation. Under this
component, technical services were to include: (a) support
to LID, AFC, the PCU and the Department of Veteriniry
Services; (b) a meat processing study; and (c) training.

2.09 The project also included costs of incremental working capital
requirements for ranch development and incremental operating costs for the
implementing agencies.

2.10 Project costs were estimated at appraisal at USS59.7 million of
which US$18.9 million or 32% represented foreign exchanga. The financing
plan was as follows:

Appraisal Cost Estimates and Financing Plan

Percentage
Component USS million of base cost Source

Ranch Development 27.49 72 IDA, USAID. GOK,
Sub-Borrowers

Range Water Development 3.10 8 USAID, CIDA, GOK
Livestock Marketing 3.50 9 ODA, GOK
Wildlife 2.08 6 CIDA, IDA, GOK
Technical Services 1.98 5 IDA, USAID, GOK

Total Base Costs 38.15 100

Contingencies 21.55

Total Project Cost 59.70

An IDA Credit for US$21.5 million was approved, which was to finance 36% of
project costs. The remaIning 64% was to be financed by USAID (12.25%),
CDA (4.0%), ODA (6.2%), Government (27.2 %) and project beneficiairies
(14.4%). !he contribution of beneficiairies was primarily in the form of
equity in ranches.

2.11 Overall responsibility for coordination and implementation of
the project was vested in a newly established Project Coordination Unit
(PCU) in the Ministry of Agriculture.4/ The executing -gency f-jr the
ranch development component was the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC).

4/ The PCU was transferred to the Ministry of Livestock Development in
1979 when the latter split from the Ministry of Agriculture.
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with technical services provided through the Range Management (RMD),
Range Water (RWD)5/ and Veterinary Services Divisions of the Ministry of
Agriculture. The Department of Tourism and 'ildlife was to be involved
jointly with RMD in determining appropriate stocking races and with
implementation of the wildlife component. The Registrar of Group
Represencatives, Ministry of Lands, was to provide management and
organizational assistance to group ranches. LMD was to have responsibility
for:

(i) buying and selling immature and slaughter cattle;

(ii) provision of auction facilities;

(iii) development, operation and maintenance of stock routes,
holding grounds, and markets; and

(iv) transport of cattle by truck and road trailer.

Expected Benefits

2.12 Incremontal beef production was exected to be about 23,000
tons of meat at full development, an increase of 50% -ver the 1972 level of
marketed production. Part of this increase *4as expected to result in
higher foreign exchange earnings and to raise the average grade of meat
exported. The actual impact on production and exports was, however,
recognised to be dependent on pricing policy, and thu- the DCA included a
convenant to pahse out price controls (para. 7.03). The overall economic
rate of return of the project was calculated as 25%. Separate financial
rate of return calculations for different ranch types indicated :hat each
would be satisfactory, ranging from 12 to 23%. The main sources of risk
were perceived as implementation problems and the complex social and
organizational factors involved in group and company ranches.

2.13 The main changes from Livestock I were:

(i) an increase in the scale and complexity of the development
interventions proposed along with a signiftcant dependence
on multi-donor funding;

(ii) the addition of a wildlife component;

(iii) a quintupling of project costs in current prices;

(iv) substitution of substantial development goals for the pilot
and innovative nature of the first phase; and

(v) establishment of a special coordinatio- unit, the PZU, in
the Ministry of Agriculture.

5/ Later to become the Range Water Section (RWS) of ,WD which itself also
split earlier from the Ministry of Agriculture.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. History of the Project

3.01 Start-up. Following !redit effectiveness in December 1974,
start-up should have been straintforward as project components, with the
exception of wildlife development, were continuations of activities begun
under Livestock I and the PCU had been set up prior to effectiveness. In
fact, the project gathered momentu.. slowly. The .first supervision missions
(May and October/November, 1975) identified the following major issues:

(i) weak project coordination;

(ii) slow ranch development (AFC had approved only 16 loans by
November 1975, none of them for group ranches) due
principally to delays in elaborating ranch plans;

(iii) general escalation of project costs;

(iv) continued Government control of producer and consumer
prices depressing the financial attractiveness of beef
production; and

(v) complex problems involving the wildlife component.

By the end of September 1975, IDA had disbursed only US$285,000 as compared
with an appraisal estimate of US$6.3 million. The project was seriously
stalled.

3.02 In-Depth Review (1976). The October/November 1975 joint donor
supervision mission unanimously recommended an in-depth review to:

(i) recommend modifications to project organization and
management to ensure effective and timely implementation;

(ii) detail the duties and responsibilities of the various
departments of Government responsible for project
implementation;

(iii) prepare implementation schedules and work programs;

(iv) investigate the economics of beef production under the
prevailing costs and Government price controls; and

(v) recost and rephase the project within available funding.

3.03 The joint donor review mission visited Kenya in February/March
1976 and produced a very detailed report. Particular emphasis was laid on
the preparation of ranch budgets which indicated that at prevailing prices
ranching was financially marginal. The mission's main findings were
outlined in a letter to Government dated September 10, 1976 that included
recommendations to the effect that:

(i) funds for ranching could not be justified unless meat prices
of key grades were raised-to KSh 8 05/kg for Fair Average
Quality (FAQ) grade and KSh 7.25 for Standard grade;
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(ii) the capital intensity of individual ranch investment prorams
should be reduced along with the size of the target area
(from 1.9 million ha to 1.5 million ha);

(iii) participant contributions to ranch development should be
raised to a minimum of 30: from the 20Z specified in the
Project Agreement;

(iv) ranch planning, budgeting, management and supervision needed
urgent improvement to overcome the implementation hiatus;

(v) greater delineation of responsibilities for maintenance of
water facilities was needed;

(vi) alternative measures to strengthen overall project
organization, management, and implementation capacity needed
to be taken; and

(vii) MOA's Planning Division should be strengthened.

3.04 At follow-up discussions with Government in October/November
1976, the main issue was Government's unwillingness to abolish price
controls on beef, as had been specitied in Section 4.03(b) of the DCA, or
to raise producer prices to the level believed by the mission to be
necessary for ranch viability. The issue was not resolved at these
discussions and slowly became a major bone of contention between Government
and the Bank. The issue was taken up at more senior levels, ultimately by
the President of the World Bank with the Minister of Finance. Finally, in
February 1978, Government announced a revised set of prices which was
acceptable to the Bank (Section VII below).

3.05 For the first time in over three years since effectiveners,
therefore, implementation of the project could proceed uninterrupted by the
prospects of major. redesign o= by fundamental disagreement between
Government and the Bank. Project implementation proceeded unevenly during
this period; the record is described in subsequent chapters. In brief, the
project faced a soeries of intractable problems, and at no stage was
progress viewed as satisfactory either the Government or the Bark.
Continuing efforts were nonetheless made to address the problems because of
the importance of the project in the livcstock sub-sector.

3.06 Two-year Credit Extension (1981-82). As the December 31, 1980
Closing Date of the Credit approacned, and disbursements were still well
behind expectations, Government requested a two-year extension. In
response, the Bank conducted a detailed supervision mission in June 1980
that amounted to a second review of the project. The mission concluded
that an extension could be justified on the grounds that it would
establish:

(i) a clearer understanding of the factors associated with
success or failure of development interventions in
specific circumstances in rangeland areas of Kenya;

(ii) the capability of Government agencies to implement a
livestock development project when conditions were
reasonably conducive to effective implementation; and
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(iii) Government's commitment to foster livestock development in the
semi-arid areas in accordance with MLD strategy.

The mission noted that registration, survey and planning procedures had finally
been completed on a substantial number of ranches and that conditionr were
favorable for more rapid AFC lending for ranch development. The mission's
report set out detailed implementation programs, in particular for water
development, where XWD was to be strengthened through substantial resources and
where an accelerated program on 36 ranches was regarded as a major Justification
for the extension. The mission's recommendations for the extension were
contingent on : i) two-monthly monitoring with the option to terminate, and (ii)
commitments from Government in respect of budgetary provision to implementing
agencies, of which the most crucial was MWD. In its reply to the Bank (letter
from Treasury August 28, 1980) Government stated that:

.. the respective Ministries have been given an assurance that Lhe
necessary funds required for implementing the program during fiscal
year 1980/81 will be provided through a supplementary budget.

3.07 In fact, the results of the extension were extremely disappointing,
largely because government's overall budgetary position continued to deteritrate
and very little of the water program was actually implemented. 1/ The extension
coincided with a program of austerity which included, inter alia, substantial
cuts in the development budget. In January 1951, a MWD directive halted all
field work until the new fiscal year, July 1981. but by September/October 1981,
funds had still not begun to flow and the supervision mission of that date was
informed by MWD that the position was unlikely to improve. The mission felt
unable to recommend that the extension should run its full course. In a letter
to Government (January 13, 1982), the Bank wrote that:

It would be in the best interest of all parties concerned to close
the project forthwith and, in any event, not later than February 26,
1982.

At the CIR in early March, 1982 this was contested by Government and it was
accordingly agreed that the project would continue until December 31, 1982, to
allow an orderly winding down of project activities; a joint Government/Bank
evaluation was also to be carried out to determine lessons from this project
experience. This evaluation, largely carried out by MLD staff, stands as a
useful statement of the policy and institutional constraints that hindered
implementation. The Credit closed on December 31, 1982.

3.08 With hindsight, the minor benefits that followed the decision ti
extend the Credit did not justify it. Government's inability, during a period
of financial stringency, to fulfil its assurances on the supplementary budget
effectively made it impossible to realize the objectives envisaged under the
extension. In the circumstances prevailing at the time the decision to extend
was taken, however, the Bank would probably have been unreasonable to refuse an
extension altogether; it would probably have been better to agree to a one-year
extension in the first instance.

IJ The Government notes that implementation of some other components did
proceed during this time. In particular, disbursement was highest during this
period, totaling 43% of total disbursements under the project. There is no
available data on whether these disbursements were for new activities, however,
or were lagged claims from earlier years.
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B. Implementation: The Ranch Component

3.09 Table I (Annex 1) summarises physical implementation under theproject including that of the key ranching component. Table 2 (Annex 1,page 8) summarizes the status of AFC loans to all ranch categories financed
under the project. Some ranches established under Livestock I were
refinanced under Livestock II and were, therefore, borrowers under bothprojects. The actual pattern of lending by type of ranch deviated fromappraisal. Group ranch lending was lower (4% against 29% at appraisal),
commercial ranch lending in traditional areas was also lower (35% against54%) and company ranch lending was higher (28% against 17%). Lendingcategories for which provision had not originally been made amounted to 33%of actual disbursements.

Pattern of AFC Lending as Per Cent of Total Loan Value by Category

At Appraisal Actual Disbursement
Ranch Type (%)

Group 29 4
Company 17 28
Commercial (Traditicnal areas) 54 35Commercial (New areas) - 27Baringo . 6

Total 100 100

Group Ranches

3.10 Group ranches are legal entities in which typically 50-100families (though the range is from 18 to several hundred) collectively holdtitle to land and borrow development and working capital, but continue toown their own livestock as individuals. The concept was developed duringthe 1960s and by the late 1970s group ranches had been adjudicated covering
all of Maasailand, excluding wildlife areas and the small proportion of the
area used as individually owned ranches or for non-range purposes. Maasaisociety is currently undergoing a process of rapid socio-economic changewhose dimensions include the spread of education, more permanent
settlement, and involvement in modern economic pursuits. The establishment
of group ranches represents an important component in this process and, assuch, their success cannot be evaluated in the short term or according tosolely financial criteria. Noreover, differing and not' always compatibleobjectives are ascribed to the program; for meat consumers, ranches
represented a means of achieving a higher level of commercial offtake from
pastoralists' herds; for Government, they are a means of encouraging
nomadic pastoralists to settle permanently and to modernize; while
pastoralists' views vary according to their individual perceptions of theadvantages and disadvantages of the group concept as given below.

FA____________________
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Advantages and Disadvantages
of Group Ranches as Perceived by pastoralists.

Per Cent of Per Cent of
Advantages Resporses Disadvantages Responses

Development (water, Poor facilities 34
dips,vet. services,
schools, ecc.) 49 Management problems 38

Free grazing Loan repayments 7
(communal rights) 30

No individual deed 21
Land rights for
Maasai 16

Other 5

Total 100 100

Source: "Impact Evaluation Report - Kenya: First Livestock Development
Report" ILCA, 1981; adopted from Njoka (1978)

Significantly, 49% of responses were concerned with the development aspects
of ranches and 46% with the retention of grazing rights for the traditional
users of the land; the nature of these responses must be considered
particularly relevant at a time when land ownership patterns in Kenya
continue to change so rapidly.

3.11 Disbursement of loan funds to group ranches was significantly
below projections both at appraisal and in the 1976 Review. By December
31, 1979, 23 loans had been approved (see below) but only KSh 902,000 was
disbursed. During the remaining three years of the project (including the
two-year extension), this figure increased to 27 group ranch loans, well
below the 60 projected at appraisal but about in line with the number
projected by the review mission. ImplementatiA difficulties led to
disbursements lagging seriously behind loan approvals and, at the original
December 31, 1980 Closing Date, disbursements amounted to only KSh 6.4
million, or 20% of approved loans and only 13% of appraisal expectations.
Also, 6 group ranches (22%) were in arrears, although the sum in arrears
totalled only 2% of outstanding loans (this low figure was in good measure
due to the fact that only KSh 0.4 million was due).
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Build-up of Ranch Loan Approvals by Number

December 31, 1979 a/ December 31, 1982 b/

Group ranches 23 27

Company ranches 11 19

Commercial ranches 21 55
(traditional areas)

Commercial ranches 194 303
(ve areas)

Baringo Area ranches 485

a/ Source: Supervision mission March-April 1980: Annex 9; except group
ranches fer which data supplied by AFC.

b/ Source: AFC Data.

3.12 Delays in initiating AFC loan approvals and in disbursing
after approvals were due to a series of problems in respect of services
provided to ranches by AFC and other Government entities, and problems of
internal organization and management inadequacies existing on the bulk of
participating ranches. These issues are discussed below.

3.13 Ranch services. Adjudication of group ranch boundaries and
preparation of ranch plans proved to be time-consuming, despite provision
of' technical assistance under the project. By 1979/80, however, most group
ranches were in a position legally 'o be considered for loan funds, a fact
that in part justified the two-year Credit extension.

3.14 After AFC loan approval, the main del..ys in both group and
company ranch development occurred because of problems encountered in
water development. .WD data on 36 group and company ranches are sumnarized
below. The poor rate of water development adversely affected almost all
other aspects of ranch investment (see Section VII below).

Water Development Sumpary, Livestock 11

Planned Completed
(June, 1983)

Dams 6 2
Pans 3 1
Boreholes 13 2
Spring developments 8 2 a/
River developments 4 1
Pipeline rehabilitation 2 -

Total 36 8

Source: Rural Water Service (RWS). Ministry of Water Development (.WD).

a One of which, serving 3 ranches, was constructed in association with a
religious mission.
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The water sources provided suffered from poor maintenance as is the case
for many water developments installed by MWD. Overall figures were not
available for Livestock II, but ILCA found that by 1977/78, 63% of
boreholes and 71% of dips provided on Kajiado group ranches under Livestock
II were inoperative.

3.15 Further delays in AFC loan disbursement were occasioned by the
effective suspensions of market operations by LMD from 1980 and the
consequent shortage of immatures for fattening on project ranches. To its
credit, AFC undertook steer purchase on behalf of ranches, but the numbers
were well below requirements and consequently the majority of ranches were
unable to acquire immatures in a timely fashion. This seriously
undermined their cash flow and financial viability.

3.16 Ranch organization and management. Most group ranches,
especially those with largee numbers of members, appeared to suffer virtual
paralysis in decision-making in the early project years. Many ranches
appeared not to have applied for loans because of difficulties in
decision-making and consequent preparation of necessary documentation.
Compounding this situation was the novelty of decision-making by
comiittee6/ and practical problems of assembling quorums for member
meetings; also, many of the decisions involved thorny questions of
allocation and equity, viz:

(i) allocation between individual members of a ranch's debt
repayment obligation; allocation on the basis of cattle
wealth when the debt was incurred suffered the major flaw
that cattle holdings fluctuated widely as a result of
mortality or social transfers. This issue was partially
resolved by purchasing of immature, for fattening, the
profits from which were used to repay AFC directly.

(ii) ranch subdivision: on many ranches pressure existed for
land subdivision among members, some of whom built
permanent houses in areas to which they hoped to gain
title.7/ In such circumstances, commitment to the
development of the group ranch was greatly reduced.

(iii) membership registration: decision-making was made more
difficult by the issue of the procedures for registering
new members, summarized in the Livestock I Impact
Evaluation Report (p.39) as:"the equity issue in time
perspective, requiring resolution as to who has what
rights (presumably for all time), based on the conditions
at a single point in time.

6/ An in-depth study of one group ranch concluded -overall neither the
group ranch committees nor the members have a clear understanding of
the group ranch development philosophy.- Bille and Anderson, 1980.
Reference 6.

7/ See for example (reference 1).



(iv) factionalism, reported frequently by technical and AFC
field staff, occasioned in part by national political
issues.

3.17 At the time of the December 1980 Credit extension, the group
ranch program was modified to reduce the emphasis on AFC loan disbursement
and to increase the emphasis on developing an effective extension system
between the Government agencies and the Maasai. To this end, it was agreed
to recruit an extension specialist internationally; due to the difficulty
of locating and recruiting a suitable -candidate, however, the post was
never filled.

3.18 The slow rate of implementation of the group ranch program,
especially when set against the more dynamic individual ranches, tended tosupport pressures for ranch subdivision. The issues involved are complex
and are currently the subject of discussion among national leaders in
Kenya. A recent comparative study of group and individual ranches in
Kajiado District8/ provides a valuable contribution to this discussion.
It concluded that (i) "the concept of the group ranches is technically
sound-; (ii).individual ranches were not basically more profitable than
group ranches; and (iii) it would not be possible to. replicate the apparent
success of individual ranches by extending this mode of land tenure and
that group ranches should not be subdivided. Owing to widespread pressures
from participants of the group ranching system, a special case will,
however, probably have to be made especially where ranches lie in higher
rainfall areas with potential for both livestock and agriculture.

3.19 One major area where group ranches fell short of appraisal
expectations was in the development of higher stocking rates and of
rotational grazing. In part this was because the group ranch committees
generally did not have the authority to enforce new practices on members.
In addition, the technical recommendations were only marginally
approp:-iate to pastoralists where a survival strategy under conditions of
periodic drought and disease required that (i) numbers, particularly of
breeding females, be kept high in order that herd numbers should be able to
recover rapidly after high mortality, and (ii) herds be able to migrate
extensively in response to rainfall patterns and disease outbreaks. It was
noteworthy that establishment of group ranches was not inconsistent with
the continuing need for migration, for as the Impact Evaluation Report
observed "...concern for boundary maintenance has not precluded the sharing
of grazing resources following traditional patterns."

Company Ranches

3.20 Company ranches are enterprises in which land is leased from
Government or public entities, and shareholders provide cattle or a cash
equivalent for shares. Animals are collectively owned and profits shared
according to established agreements. It was expected at appraisal that
each company ranch would have at least 50 members and that they would be
set up in Taita-Taveta, Tana, Kwale and Kilifi Districts of Coast Province
in which no ranching infrastructure existed. Characteristics of these
ranches which greatly influenced implementation of this program included
that:

8/ White and Meadows, "Evaluation of the Contribution of Group and
Individual Ranches in Kajiado District".

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(1) shareholders were in many cases very poor and found diff-iculty in
putting up equity;

(ii) directors in many cases had no experience in running companies
and, in particular, in the appropriate relationahip between a board
and the manager;

(Lit) there were few managers with the necessary level of
qualifications and experience;

(iv) ranches did not already have a core breeding stock producing
steers for sale and replacement heifers, except such as were put up
as equity by members; and

(v) ranches were poorly served in terms of communications and had
little access to service facilities.

Recognizing these problems and that the level of support needed was beyond its
own capacity, AFC proposed to IDA in May 1975 that Ranch Service Companies
should be established. Accordingly Allied Ranch (Taitt) Ltd. was set up, owned
by seven ranches and the Theta Group which had a stake in one reanch. THe
management and technical input 'nr Allied was provided by Technoserve, a
US-based technical aid agency, introduced to Allied by AFC. There was, however,
no obligation imposed by AFC or PCU on a ranch to use Allied's services and
after a promising start, the scheme was not sustained. 10/ Ranchers claimed
that Allied was not cost-effective, while the lack of commercial discipline of

many of the boards suggests that they would not have welcomed outside
involvement. In retrospect AFC should hae persisted with the scheme and
insisted on acceptance of management and technical support as a condition of

loan approval. In the event, much of the failure of most company ranches can be

ascribved to the tyechnical, organization and management weaknesses that ranches

can be ascribved to the technical, organization and management weaknesses that

ranch service companies were designed to address.

3.21 Table 2 (Annex 1) summarizes lending from AFC to company ranches.
Approved loans totalled 19, compared with 21 expected at appraisal, amounting
ton KSh 40.5 million compared with KSh 28 million at appraisal. Ten of the
ranches (52%) were in arrears by the December 31, 1982 Credit Closing Date, a
high figure given that only 11 ranches had had loans for 3 years (poara 3.11).
The amount in arrears (KSh 8.0 million) was 16% of outstanding loans, but would
represent a higher proportion of the amount due for repaymenbt by December 31,
1982.9/ Disbursements amounted to only 64% of loan approvals at December 31,
1982, reflecting implementaiton difficulties.'1 /

3.22 The thajor difficulties and weaknesses encountered in implementing the
company ranch component are described below.

3.23 (a) Inappropriate financial structure. The Project Agreement
specified that a minimum of 20% of investment costs should be met by the
ranchers (a debt: equity ration of 4:1), a figure increased ton 30% (a ration of

2.3:1) after the 1976 Review. In ractice, AFC did not adhere to this.

9/ AFC loan status summaries did not quote this latter figure for PCR purposes.

10/*The Government notes that services provided by Allied, aside from
accounting, were poor, which may have contributed to lack of demand.
11/ The Government notes that high interest rates on loans contributed to

signifcant arrears for project ranches. Although the Government on-lending rate

to AFC remained at 3% over the life of the project, AFC rates increased from

7.5% to 13%, increasing AFC's spread by over 100. Concessionary rate benefits

of IDA funds were not passed to beneficiaries, nor did the Government receive
greater benefits.
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The reasons given included Government' S desire that poor people would be
able to become shareholders, a sense of urgency to speed up project
implementation, and in some cases the effects of the drought in the
aid-1970s which represented a severe setback to ranches that then existed.
Thus, most company ranches had very low equity contributions and had to pay
almost all earnings to AFC which was bearing virtually all the risk. AFC
data shows that out of 21 company ranches only one had a debt:equity ratio
lower than 4:1. The others ranged between 7:1 and 78:1, with 13 ranches
having ratios higher than 20:1.

3.24 (b) Weak management structure: Few if any ranches demonstrated
satisfactory management performance. There were several reasons which were
in most cases mutually reinforcing:

Mi) boards of directors seldom delegated authority to ranch
managers;

(ii) there was often a lack of trust between directors;

(iii) managers had little job security or status;

(iv) many managers had little or no qualifications and
experience; and

(v) ranch financial performance was often too poor to permit
adequate remuneration to attract managers and technical
assistants of the right calibre.

3.25 (c) Delays in title and survey: Prior to 1980, a precondition
of loan approval was that the ranch had been issued with title deeds which
in turn required that a su.rvey had been carried out. Delays of several
years occurred in completing these surveys although the process was
somewhat speeded up by provision oi funds under the project for equipment
to strengthen the Survey of Kenya. In order to meet the problem,
Government agreed in 1980 to guarantee AFC loan funds issued on the basis
of letters of allotment, a procedure which significantly assisted the
situation.

3.26 (d) Reliance on fattening steers: As with group ranches,
company ranch models were based on optimistic rates of development.
Immature steers for fattening were to be purchased primarily from North
Eastern Province to generate income in the years before the breeding herds
became the major income source. Steers were to generate 75Z of total
revenue in Year 4 of the appraisal report model. LND was unable to supply
the numbers required, a deficiency only partly mace up by AFC's purchasing
on the ranches' behalf. There was a continuing acute shortage of immatures
on most ranches, which contributed to the ranches loan arrears to AFC. The
failure of company ranches to acquire the necessary steers was in contrast
to the success of some individual and established commercial ranches to do
so, and largely resulted from two factors: (a) management weakness meant
that company ranches did not take the initiative when it became clear that
LMD would not be able to fulfil their needs; and (b) where imatures were
available, ranchers reported difficulty in getting rapid agreement from AFC
on the price and in securing the cash for purchase. AFC's experience with
the management of company ranches inclined it to keep comparatively tight
control over loan disbursements, to the ranches' detriment.
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3.27 A source of future concern is that the trend of the company
ranch development is generally still downward, with most of them in acute
financial difficulty with little prospect of improvemenL. AFC is
undertaking a ranch-by-ranch review to determine rehabilitation needs, but
is likely to be obliged to foreclose in many cases unless cost:price
relationships alter drastically.

Commercial Ranches in Traditional Areas

3.28 Commercial ranches in traditional area~s were owned by one or
more individuals or a company. They were located on freehold land and in
many cases had been long-established. In higher-rainfall areas, many
ranches had been subdivided into agricultural plots; in lower-rainfall
areas, a higher proportion remained as ranches,-but even here some were
subdivided (often into non-viable units with a harmful effect on
productivity).

3.29 Long-established commercial ranches tended to have-fewer
problems than did group and company ranches. First, the capital structure
was more favorable, given that much of the development expenditure had been
undertaken in previous years. Information provided by AFC on the
debt:equity ratios of 51 commercial ranches indicated that the highest
ratio of any ranch was 2.4:1, much sounder than that of company ranches.
Second, management procedures were simpler and better established and the
ranches did not experience the social problems prevalent on group or
company ranches. This category of ranch absorbed .a higher proportion of
lending (35%) than any other and, once loans were approved, disbursement
was rapid (98% of approvals at the conclusion of the project on December
31, 1982). By the latter date, however, 40% were in arrears to AFC due
mainly to rapidly escalating input costs relative to output prices.

Commercial Ranches in New Areas

3.30 Commeicial ranches in new areas (also sometimes called
individual ranches) were excluded at appraisal from the lending program.
However, in 1979 the Bank accepted Government's argument that as all land
in the areas had been adjudicated, no further inequities would be cre4ted
by encouraging commercial ranches, and they became eligible for loan
funds. Disbursement was rapid thereafter with 303 loans being approved by
December, 1982. At that date, disbursements amounted to 93% of approvals.
Average loans were fairly small, about KSh 130,000 compared with
KSh 940,000 for commercial loans in traditional areas, and loan arrear
performance was considerably better than commercial ranches in i~raditional
areas (Table 2).

Baringo Area Ranches

3.31 After subdivision of ranch land in the Baringo area into plots
of 40 to 100 acres, AFC provided small loans (average KSh 17,500) to 485
individuals, primarily for water development. The high arrears rate (62%)
given in Table 2 is reported by AFC to be due to an error in loan rep'ayment
scheduling which was reportedly subsequently corrected, but the revised
data were not available.
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Feedlots

3.32 Three feedlots were included at appraisal, but their financial
viability was questioned very early on by supervision missions on the
grounds that input costs were rising more rapidly than output prices.- At
the 1976 Review, the number of feedlots targetted was reduced to one, but
even this was never implemented. Given the circumstances of Kenya's
economy in the 1970s, with the worsening foreign exchange crisis and
intensifying competition for feed supplies from the rising human
population, the decision to cut down this component seems sound in
retrospect.

C. Implementation: Grazing Block Development

North Eastern Province Grazing Scheme (USAID-supported)

3.33 Under this component, investments in water supplies and access
roads were to be made in grazing blocks covering 7 million acres in North
Eastern Province, a program begun under Livestock I. Grazing Block
Committees, consisting of pastoralists, were to be established to manage
stock numbers and to maintain the facilities. In terms of the national
beef economy, the importance of this component was that, in association
with the strengthening of LMD, the number of immatures and slaughter stock
coming from these areas would be increased.

3.34 Annex 4 is USAID's Project Assistance Completion Report on this
component and is reproduced here with their permission. Tn summary, the
report's main conclusions were that, while creditable progress was made
with physical implementation under adverse circumstances, it was
impossible to verify that the economic and welfare aims of the program
were achieved. Major problems included:

(i) weak support and coordination from participating
Ministries;

(ii) insufficient pastoralist involvement during project
planning and implementation;

(iii) poor project design;

(iv) insufficient steps by the donors to clarify
implementation responsibilities between different
Ministries; and

(v) ineffective functioning of grazing block committees.

Isiolo District Grazing Scheme

3.35 The aims of this component, covering some 3 million acres, were
similar to those of the North Eastern Province grazing scheme. However,
project start-up did not begin until January 1977 with an initial stage due
to last 18 months. The July 1978 supervision mission reported severe
administrative problems, and CIDA involvement was ended shortly after.
Reportedly, some implementation of the program was continued after that
date directly by Government, but reliable information was not available.
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D. Implementation: Livestock Marketing

3.36 An integral part of the national livestock development
strategy was the improvement of marketing facilities in orde- to
facilitate the flow of immatu:.es and slaughter stock from the range
areas, predominantly from the north and north-east and from the southern
Rift Valley (Kajiado and Narok) to consuming areas and to ranches in higher
rainfall areas in which immatures would be finished prior to slaughter or
.export. T'o main constraints limited this flow. First, veterinary
regulations were such that, in an effort to prevent the spread of
Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia (CBPP), cattle moving from
disease-endemic areas were subjected to quarantineof some four months
(including three successive blood tests) adding to the cost and risk of
marketing. There was doubt raised by Bank supervision missions whether
these regulations were the most appvopriate for current circumstances in
Kenya. As the following table indicates, very few positive cases of CBPP
were identified in recent years, which must cast doubt on whether the
benefits justified the program's cost. Nevertheless, the Veterinary
Department strongly supports the program.

Year Total Cattle Tested C3?P Positives

1976 113,000 16
1977 61,000 23
1978 65,000 Nil
1979 95,000 Nil
1980 67,000 Nil
1981 Incomplete 60

Source: Latter to PCU from Department of Veterinary
Services, May 15, 1982.

Second, additional water points were required to reduce stress on certain
stock routes during the dry season. Adequate water was installed under
the project but the majority of water points were not subsequently
properly maintained by Government due to a paucity of recurrent budget
funds.

3.37 The objectives of the livestock marketing program at
appraisal were to improve the infrastructure of buying centers, stock
routes and holding grounds; to strengthen quarantine procedures; and to
develop the operations of LMD through technical services and the provision
of vehicles for stock movement. Physical implementation was generally up
to appraisal erzimates and the capacity of LMD was est'!ated to be 100,000
head of cattle per year by 1981 12/ an increase from 50,000 head at the
beginning of the project. From 7980 to 1982, however, operation of the
livestock marketing component was severely affected by the Government's
financial crisis with the result that LMD's purchases fell in the project's
annum. This situation continued through 1983. Both staff and
infrastructure of LvD were underused as funds were still scarce and few
cattle were being purchased by LMD.

12/ "Kenya: First Livestcck Development Project - Impact Evaluation
Report-, p. 76.
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E. Implementation: Wildlife Components

Amboseli and Maasai Mara National Parks

3.38 The principle underlying interventions in Amboseli and Maasai
Mara was to create a modus vivendi between wildlife and pastoralism by
reducing the coopetition for scarce resources of water and grazing and by
transfering benefits from tourism to pastoralists. The major means for
achieving this at Amboseli was to be the construction of a 90 km pipeline
to provide water for livestock outside the perimeter of the park. The
pipeline was constructed as planned and was in operation by 1976, largely
because much of the planning had beien underway with the assistance of the
New York Zoological Society before Credit effectiveness. The presence of
the pipzllne in that year, the peak of the drought in that area,
undoubtedly reduced cattle mortality greatly and was instrumental in
persuading many local pastoralists that the national park could be of
benefit, in conjunction with: (a) the compensation paid by Government to
the surrounding ranches for lost grazing, and (b) earnings from national
park-related sources which included the sale of wood and gravel, and fees
from camping sites (Annex 7, available on request).

3.39 The pipeline operatdi satisfactorily until 1980/81 when dry
weather revealed design faults and a scarcity of funds for diesel
interrupted pumping. By 1982 disruptions to supplies were prolonged. As
of mid 1983, the pipeline was reported by the Game Department not to have
supplied significant amounts of water throughout the previous dry season
and pastoralists hAd re-entered the park with some 7,000 cattle in search
of water, threatening the future of the project and of the park itself. A
plan was prepared for modifications to the pipeline to correct the design
faults but the modifications were not completed due to lack of Government
funding. The component was further jeopardized because compensation due to
the pastoralists was two years overdue as of mid-1983 and their attitude
accordingly became less than cooperative to the detriment of the scheme.

3.40 At Maasai Mara, progress was much slower. Members of ranches
surrounding the game reserve pressed for better access to grazing and the
ensuing process of adjudication resulted in ranch boundaries being
extended at expense of the reserve. Furthermore, agreement was never
reached on the level of compensation to be paid to the pastoralists.
Implementation slipped seriously and was estimated in mid 1983 to be less
than 40% of planned, with no further icmediate progress likely.

Nairobi National Park

3.41 Creation of a dispersal area for the game in the park was never
implemented as agreement could not be reached with surrounding group and
individual ranches on the ccurse of animal migration routes which were to
be left unobstructed.

Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit (KREMU)

3.42 KRE was established much as envisaged at appraisal, mainly
with CIDA fur-ding, though at a later stage IDA assisted Wvth funding under
both Livestock II and the Agricultural Technical Assistance Project (Cr.
1277-KE). K3ERJU has set up a routine to monitor, inter alia, vegetation
changes, land use, wildlife, and livestock, based upon satellite imagery,
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lou-level ae:ial survey and ground verification. KREMU has expanded its
original termz of reference to cover high potential as well as range
areas. It provides valuable planning and monitoring data f&r a wide
spectrum of natural resources and for a variety of uses. A 1981 Review
sponsored by CIDA was conducted, the sm-ary of which appears, %.ith CIDA's
permission, as Annex 8 (available on request). The evaluation is
justifiably very positive on the achievements. It found that the unit is
well managed and functions efficiently and, as required, was providing a
continuous "low cf information on livestock, wildlife, vegetation and
cultivation. 1ENU's recent transfer eo the Ministry of Finance & Economic
Planning puts it in a more central and visible position. KREMU is
providing data for national and district plans, and can potentially do so
for project preparation, sector studies, crop monitoring, and mineral
exploration. KREMU is making an effort to publicize its data gathering and
processing capabilities, and distribute its reports more widely. Under the
Agricultural Technical Assistance Project, a computerized Geographic
Information System is being installed which should dra=atically improve
processing tine. Although KR.EMU still requires technicalfassistance for
some key positions (resource and systems ecologists, pilots), and has some
problems in producing data on time, institutional development is
progressing well. In sum, KREMU represents a positive contribution of the -
project and an asset for the Government for data analysis on agricultural
and other natural resource issues.

F. Implementation: .chnical Services

3.43 Under the project, technical assistance, buildings and
equipment were to have been provided to improve the capability of AFC,
LMD, DVS and the PCJ. The contribution of the project to these entities
is summarized in Table I and is discussed in Section VIII.

3.44 At appraisal, the project provided for four overseas training
courses of two years each, probably inadequate 'or a project that was seen
as an early stage in a long-term sector development program and that was
itself to be severely constrained by key manpower deficiencies. Under an
expanded -USAID program, 100 scholarships (76 of them academic and 24
technical) in range management and hydrology were rovided in support of
RMD and RWS. The project also subsequently provided funds for commercial
ranch management courses to be offered at the University of Nairobi and at
Egerton College, a positive contributioi to a problem that presented an
obstacl'e to effective company ranch development, although it generally came
too late to improve implementation of this project.

3.45 Provision was also made at appraisal for a =eat processing
study as a possible prelude to further investment. At the request of
Government, the terms of reference were widened to provide a beef sector
study which was conducted by consultants, funded by USA:D, and completed in
1977. It remains the most recent study of its type and constitutes a
valuable sub-sector benchmark document. Among its major conclusions are
that Kenya is likely to become a net importer of beef and sheep and goat
meat by 1985, and that production of beef is being adversely affected by
competition with field crops ini high potential areas.
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IV. FINANCIAL PERFOR!'ANCE

Project Costs

4.01 Project cost estimates for the PCR were based on approved
development budget estimates modified, where possible, by audited actual
expenditures. This is likely to overestimate Government expenditures,
especially since 1980, as the Ministry of Finance did not in all cases
release approved funds to the implementing o.gency; it is the best available
estimate as date on actual expenditures were not .available (this could be
extracted from Government's accounting system but the amount of time
involved uould be considerable). In the case of donor funds, project cost
estimates were based on information provided by USAID, CIDA and ODA.
Project beneficiary contributions were based on estimated equity
contributions for incremental project-related activities. Annex 9 gives
details of the derivation of cost estimates (available on request).

4.02 Estimated project costs are given in Annex 1. Table 3 and are
summa:-zed below. Actual project costs (USS69.8 million) were 17Z higher
than appraisal estimates (USS59.7 million), although in local curremcy
terms actual costs were 39% higher (KSh 594.8 million compared with KSh
426.5 at appraisal). over the life of the project, the ihilling fell from
KSh 7.14/USS I to KSh 12.72/USS 1.

4.03 The major divergence from the appraisal estimates of pro 4ect
expenditure was for ranch development (36 of actual costs compared to 72:
of appraisal estimates). This is accounted for by: (a) delays i.
disbursement on the ranching compnnent; and (b) subsequent increases in
commitments for non-ranching compot.ents by USAID and CIDA.13! At the 1976
project review (para. 3.02), cost estimates were raised to USS74. 4 million,
largely reflecting the increase by these two agencies. Divergences from
appraisal estimates also occurred in overall project financing (.able 4),
primarily by IDA (from 36Z of total project costs at appraisal to .8. of
actual), USAID (up from 12.2. to 22.5.). CIDA (up from 4.)t to 8.3:). and
Government (up from 28.5% to 36.8%, although the figure on Government
expenditures may be an overestimate).

Total Project Cost Su=arv by Component

Appraisal Actual
KSh m USSm : KShz

Ranch Development 307.1 43.0 -2 .23.1 ,25. 36
Range Water Development 34.1 4.8 S !. .: 7
.vestock Marketing 38.4 5., 9 .9.1 9.9 14
Wildlife 25.6 3.6 63.6 5.1 12
Technical Services 21.3 3.0 5 1.3.: 1.- 21

At the time of the Bank's negociations with ;vern=ent, USA: and C:DA
had not zocpleted their on appraisal. :n order to allow the project
to get underway they made minl=un intert= :itet-:-.ts c.izh they later
increased.
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4.04 The decline in IDA's contribution reflected (a) the devaluation
of the Kenya shilling and (b) the difficulties encountered by the ranch
components. At appraisal, the ranch components were expected to account
for 88% of IDA's expenditures but in fact only accounted for only 64%. The
only IDA expenditure category which had significantly greater expenditures
than estimated at appraisal was Category III (Consultants and Technical
Services), which was debited with the costs of strengthening the RWS for
which provision had not originally been made. Total expenditures by IDA
under the project amounted to USS 12.4 million. Of the original Credit of
USS 21.5 million, USS 4.0 million was cancelled at the time of the Credit
extension; a further USS 5.1 million was undisbursed and was cancelled at
the close of the Credit.

J

4.05 Annex 1, Table 6 indicates the slow rate of disbursement of the
IDA Credit. By the end of FY76, shortly after the review mission had
completed its field work, actual disbursemnts amounted to only 2.5% of
appraisal expectations. By December 31, 1979, when disbursement should
have been completed according to the appraisal schedule, only 21% had in
fact been drawn down. By December 31, 1980, when the two-year extension
began, disbursements amounted to 33% of the original Credit and, when the
accounts were finally closed, to 58Z.

Procurement

4.06 The project experienced long delays in procurement. While
Government procurement procedures were cumbersome, in good measure the
delays were due, especially in later years, to the scarcity of funds within
the Ministry of Finance for raking initial payments prior to claiming
reimbursement from the Bank. A partial solution would have been for

4- Government to make more use of the Bank's Procedure III (direct payment)
facility, which it consistently declined to do until the final year of the
project, despite Bank urging. This issue is discussed further in Section
VII.

V. PHYSICAL AND INSTIT TIONAL IMPACT

Ranch Development

5.01 Group ranches. During the Livestock II project years, the
process of adjudication of group ranches was completed and prcgress was
made with surveys and planning. Very few physical improvements were
carried out, however, and the project had no apparent impact on herd
structures as had been envisaged at appraisal. Although not primarily as a
result of the projecL, a number of developments occurred in group ranch
areas during the project period, including the intensifying demand for
dips, water, market outlets, education and permanent settlement.

5.02 Company ranches. This component of the project continued the
process of opening up the coastal hinterland that had begun under
Livestock I. On a small number of ranches, high quality stock were put in
place, managements gained valuable experience, and infrastructure was
improved. At the project's end, however, 16 oZ the 19 conpany ranches
participating in the project had serious financial problems, particularly
due to the scarcity of immatures for fattening which were essential to
generate cash flows in the early ranch development years. Diversion of
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funds appeared to be minimal and not a factor detracting from financial
viability. The great majority had accumulated debts in the course of
implementing their ranch development plans that are unlikely to be paid
off. Furthermore, on the majority of ranches, there was little sign that
in the later stages of the project, problems were being adequately
addressed by PCU, AFC, and other project entities to improve the position.

5.03 Commercial ranches. An estimated 25% of commercial ranches,
were actually or potentially viable at the project's close and, as the
major source of medium and long-term loans for ranching in the country, the
project made a contribution in this area. The mijority of ranches were,
however, not od a sound financial footing despite project funds. No
systematic assessment of the use to which project funds were put on all 358
commercial ranches in traditional and new areas could be undertaken and was
also difficult to assess what proportion of funds provided for individual
ranches were used for agreed purposes, as there is some evidence of
diversion of funds. On average, perhaps some 25% of funds were diverted on
10% of ranches. While diversion on this scale would have some effect on
achievement of the project's objectives, it is not viewed as a serious
problem.

Grazing Block

5.04 The USAID prolect evaluation report stated that, although
physical implementation of the grazing block component had been
substantial, there was little evidence of economic or social benefits to
the pastoralists. There may have also been an enhanced risk of ecological
degradation through the increase in water points. Furthermore, grazing
block management systems did not develop as projected at appraisal. In the
Isiolo area, implementation under the project was terminated early, because
of slippage due to protracted implementation problems, so project impact
was negligible.

Livestock Marketing

5.05 This component started well, with substantial infrastructural
investment increasing L:D's handling facility from 50,000 head to 100,000
head per annum. LMD had a beneficial impact on pastoralists' incomes at
certain periods: during the drought in the early 1970s it purchased over
60,000 head of cattle, incurring substantial losses but mitigating the
worst effects of the drought for many people. In 1979/80 it bought 35,GCO
head but, due to Government budgetary constraints, LMD activities fell off
sharply thereafter and only trifling purchases were made (e.g. 6,000 head
only in 1980/81). In consequence, the infrastructure provided under the
project was underused and there is a risk of inadequate maintenance. If
utilization rates could be improved, however, either by LMD or by private
traders, this investment might result in significant future benefits. The
livestock marketing component also generated benefits through provision of
services at holding grounds and on stock routes to far-mers and livestock
traders, though ftgures were not available from LMD to make a quantitative
assessment of the e.efti:s.
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Wildlife

5.06 The Amboseli pipeline helped to reduce mertality in the
1975/76 drought period in that area significantly, 14 although estimates
of the actual numbers involved are not available. -TMe pipeline was
undoubtedly a key element in drought survival of the park over those years
and thus contributed to the continued functioning of one of the two major
attractions in Kenya's tourist industry, one of the country's 'nain foreign
exchange earners. Lately, the benefits from this component have been
diminished as a result of operational problems with the pipeline and of
shortage of funds for needed repairs and maintenance due to the overall
Government financial squeeze. No benefits accrued from the Maasai Mara
water development due to construction delays, or from the Nairobi Natilnal
Park dispersal area which was never implemented.

Institutional Impact

5.08 The Ranch Section of AFC received project support in the form of
staff, vehicles and equipment, technical assistance and operating costs,
both at headquarters and at branch offices. The section is now handling a
greatly expanded program when compared with the pre-project situation.
Moreover, its staff, many of whom originally came from the Range Management
Division (RMD), have gained considerable experience with commercial
operations. While AFC operations were criticised by supervision missions,
the technical strengthening of this section can be rated as a project
benefit which can be expected to increase with time.

5.09 RHD received support from the project in the form of salaries
for technical and support staff, vehicles and equipment and operating
costs. Supervision missions noted the need to Improve the effectiveness
of RMD field services and it was made a condition of the credit extension
that a Range Extension Specialist be recruited internationally, although
this was never done. The major contribution to institution-building within
R.MD under the project was the large training program both within Kenya and
overseas, funded primarily by USAID. This made a substantial impact in
improving staff qualifications and capabilities and can be expected to have
positive long-term benefits on sectoral development.

5.10 The project did not originally make provision for strengthening
the Range Water Section of the Ministry of Water Development. Both the
1976 Review and the 1980 supervision mission, however, recommended
substantial resources for MWD. USAID also provided training in
hydrology. The benefits from this support have, however, been very
limited, in part because of the cverall Gover-.zent budgetary restrictions
which precluded implementation of water developments generally. Successive
supervision missions noted that the soundness of MWD work suffered from
inappropriate technology, lack of cost-consciousness and poor workmpnship.

5.11 The Livestock Marketing Division (D) also received support
under the project, comprising technical assistance, vehicles, equipment,
and housing. In this case, as with other Government entities, benefits
from this support tended to be obscured by the Government budgetary crisis

14/ D. Western, -Amboseli :ational ?ark: Ensuring Landowners to Conserve
igratory Wildlife,- Ambio, V.11, no. 5 (1932).
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which brought a halt to effective operations in the final three project
years. KREMU has proved a highly useful facility established under the
project, but has as yet generated limited economic benefits. It should
have greater benefits in future if its findings are more systematically
used in planning and decision-making for natural resource projects, which
KRE1U is actively promoting.

5.12 One important national benefit which occurred late in the
project was the procurement of equipment with project funds for the
Survey of Kenya in order to expedite the ranch survey program. This also
increased Survey of Kenya's capacity to undertake work outside the
ranching sector more effectively by upgrading both survey technique and
equipment to incorporate the latest developments in survey methodology.
The national benefits of this exercise are considered significant and
further benefits will undoubtedly accrue with time.

VI. ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN

6.01 At appraisal, the economic rate of return (ERR) was estimated at
25%, with both labor and foreign exchange shadow-priced. With 'neither
shadow-priced, the ERR was 21%. The appraisal report did not include
separate ERR calculations for individual project components. Financial
rates of return ranged between 12% and 23% for ranches, 16% for feedlots,
and 18% for livestock marketing.

6.02 Insufficient data were available on the incremental benefits
from major project components to recalculate the project's ERR. In
particular, little could be quantified overall concerning the operating
performance of commercial ranches which may, as a whole, have shown a small
positive rate of return (paras. 3.28-3.30). The Amboseli pipeline would
also have shown a positive rate of return if prompt and effective remedial
actions had been taken to rehabilitate the scheme and put it on a sound
operating footing. Other project components with direct production
objectives have shown no significant benefits or, at best, limited benefits
that were negligible compared with the costs incurred. These included the
group and company ranch schemes, the North Eastern Province and Isiolo
Grazing Blocks, the livestock marketing program and the Maasai Mara water
developments. Overall, tae ERR for the project is estimated to be close to
zero.

VII. PCLICY AND INSTI'7IONAL ISSUES

A. Pricing Polic?

Gover-ment Pricing ?o'icv, 1972-1982

7.01 Througho':t the life of the project, producer price policies and
price ctntrols on beef, especially the lower grades, were seen by the
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Government as important tools to restrain consumer costs.- At the start of
the project, Government set both producer and consumer prices. Official
producer prices were only enforced for production marketed through LMD and
KKC, while official consumer prices appear to have been enforced mainly in
urban areas and for the lowest grades of beef (co=rercial grade). Real
producer prices'for officially marketed production in the livestock sector
declined at an average annual rate of 4.1% between 1972 and 1982 (Annex 1,
Table 7), a significantly faster fall than was registered in the case of
agricultural crops, whose prices also fell over the period. Income terms
of trade, which combine real producer prices with estimates of production,
declined by 2.3% per annum, though with marked f'inctuations from year to
year. Real consumer prices for beef also fell during this decade; by 1976,
the official prices of all grades of beef were 1) - 12% below 1972 levels,
while the prices announced in February 1973 ranged from 3% below 1972
levels for Standard grade to 20% below for FAQ (Annex 1, Table 8).

7.02 The impact of this deterioration on returns to livestock
production were mitigated by the- fact that up to 80: of production was
handled by private traders in normal years. Official prices were clearly
not conducive to profitability and investment in tne livestock sector.
However, the actual prices received by producers also depended upon
movements in unofficial prices offered by traders. Little is known about
the patterns of these prices, although they are believed generally to have
been significantly higher than official prices in many areas. After K0C's
monopoly was rescinded (para. 1.07), its market share fell sharply, and by
1979 was insignificant.15' Although this led to a freeing of producer
prices, consumer price Zontrols continued, especially in urban areas where
demand for beef was high. The Goverrnment has now freed prices for all
higher grades). The net effect of the consuter price controls was to
discourage production of the lowest grades, to encourage substitution of
substandard grades for the commercial grade (para. 7.04), and to discourage
beef exports (para. 7.03).

The Pricing Issue

7.03 The appraisal report noted that controLled beef prices were on
average some 25% below export parity. .he effect was to discourage
production for export and to encourage domestic zinsumption, causing
exports to stagnate. The ZCA thus included a covenant under which
Government undertook to phase out all price controls in respect of the
production, processing, and marketing of beef and teef cattle within three
years of Credit effectiveness (i.e. by December 1977). Within a year of
effectiveness, however, it had became clear to the 3ank that controls would
not be easily abolished; by the time 3f the -egoria:ions that followed the
1976 Review, beef pricing had become a majir issue.

7.04 The 1976 Review carried out a detailed analysis of ranch
profitability and concluded tha: inadequate and inappropriate price levels
were severely hampering ranch riazility. So f-;da-:enral was this issue
that the review mission concluded: .. wil t; i mpossible ...to envisage
great (project) progress uness :he G-vernmei :r-duces and maintains an
effective pricing policy for the beef inditry.' uring post-review

15/ A 1979 study estimated that bv '97, ' 3 ir - of the Nairobi
market was down to 25. and by tne end it a was insignificant.
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discussions, the absolute and relative levels of controlled prices
.(especially retail prices; became the most important issue. The Bank's
position was that in view of the costs of production on ranches, which
mainly produced Standard grade, there should be a wider spread between
Standard and Commercial (the lower quality produced on rangelands).
Furthermore, the Bank argued that because of retail price controls for
lower grade beef, the mintium gazetted prices for Standard grade in effect
determined the maxinium producer price payable by ICIC and that there was a
need for an upward adjustment. Government adopted the view that consumer
price increases in Standard grade were undesirable and unnecessary for
ranch profitability, and that in any case, the Bank was giving the issue
unwarranted emphasis, as prices for most higher grades were already

.effectively decontrolled due to a large and increasing intervention of
private butchers in the market as MC's role diminished (letter from
Treasury to the Bank of August 22, 1977). Although this was trpe, to the
extent that production from project ranches had to be channelled through
LMD or KMC, official prices were relevant - and they were cerainly
important for export. Also, existing consumer price controls doubtless
exerted a downward pressure on prices in major urban markets, and certainly
adversely affected KMC's finances.

7.05 Lack of agreement on pricing policy brought into question the
future of the project, and in May 1977 post-review discussions between the
Bank and Government included the issues of cancelling at least part of
project funds and excluding some categories of ranches. The Bank's view at
the stage was unequivocal and was expressed in a letter to the Minister of
Finance (August 15, 1977): -we are convinced from the Review's analysis
that the project cannot proceed as intended unless beef and cattle pricing
policy is changed." Government did not, however, change the basis of its
policy and in February 1978 announced a new price structure (Annex 1, Table
6) to which the Bank reluctantly agreed. However, the extent of the rise
in real terms, especially for Standard grade, was considerably less (given
that almost two years had elapsed since the review mission) than the Bank
had earlier stipulated as necessary for ranch viability. Real official
prices for all grades remained lower than in 1972, and for FAQ and
Commercial were lower than in 1976.

7.06 The Bank's acceptance of the 1978 price structure represented a
retreat from its previous positions in respect of both (i) requiring
Government to fulfil the terms of the covenant, and (ii) bringing about
significant real increases in officialy :ontrolled producer prices. At
the time of negotiations, the Bank underestimated the political sensitivity
of the issue of decontrol, and overestimated its own ability to use project
funds as leverage to induce a policy change. These issues, are discussed
under 'Bank Performance- in Section IX (para. 9.03).

7.07 On the issue of official versus actual prices, data is not
available to assess the Government's 1977 assertion--accepted by the Bank-
that the decline in the role of ;CC meant that the level of official prices
no longer had any relevance for producers and, therefore, the pricing issue
was irrelevant.6/ We conc:'ude that in :977 and 1978 the Bank should have
pursued the issue of how relevant were official prices and should have been

1 Data would be needed on: (W) the proportion of stock sold by
different categories of ranches to iYC and to private traders, (ii)
price trends in the private trade, and (iii) the ways in which
officials prices :night influence prices on the open market.
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prepared to delay disbursement of Credit funds until the Bank was sure that
project participants had access to sufficiently high-price outlets. In the
event, pricing never again emerged as a major issue between the Bank and
Government for the project, as it appears probable that from about 1978,
when KMC purchases diminished, producers did receive reasonable prices.
The 1980 supervision report, on which the two-year extension was based,
stated (annex 10, para. 4): "As long as the private trade is permitted to
proceed as it has over the last couple of years, the prices received by
ranches should not be a constraint to viability in the remaining project
period.

7.08 Very partial information now available indicates that in 1983,
domestic open market prices were still somewhat below export parity.
Liveweight producer prices on coastal ranches were about KSh 8/kg, Ihile
f.o.b. Mombasa export prices ranged between KSh 12 and KSh 15/kg. This
does not, however, take into account the costs of preparing animals for
export. In addition, the number of animals exported was small (4-8,000
annually from 1980), primarily through -special- contracts that were not
necessarily replicable on a large scale. Producers, however, have been
prevented from realizing higher export prices by periodic bans on beef
exports. These data indicate that local prices were on the low side.

7.09 Over the life of the project, Government's actions reflected its
concern to keep consumer prices down, especially for lower quality cuts.
These actions were more effective at the start of the project but, as KMC's
purchases declined, producers were able to sell on the free market. It is
unknown, however, to what extent consuer price controls depressed open
market prices in large consumption centers. The low prices in early years
tended to undermine ranch profitability and the viability of the sector.
Rancher confidence in investment in the livestock industry, which was never
strong, was seriously weakened, so that when prices increased, it was in
large measure too late, and too little. There remain some important issues
on meat pricing policy, including the role of official prices and the
effectiveness of private marketing systems which should be examined. The
ranching sector in Kenya has a large untapped potential which, if
developed, would make a significant contribution to the country's economy.
Pricing policy can be key in either stimulating further this potential.

B. Agricultural Finance Cor:oration

7.10 AFC was established in 1963 and later re-constituted under the
1969 Agricultural Finance Corporation Act -to assist in the development of
agriculture and agricultural industries by making loans to farmers,
cooperative societies, incorporated group representatives, private
companies, public bodies, local authorities and other persons engaging in
agriculture or agricultural industries.- AFC has expanded greatly,
increasing its staff fivefold between !963 and 1981 to nearly 500. Total
loans outstanding rose from KSh 4!3.1 million in 1976 to KSh 719.7 million
in 1980. an annual rise of 14.9%. AFC has bee. the focus for four World
Bank agricultural credit projects and ser-:ed as the channel fir credit
funds under several other projects, aside from the two livestock projects.

7.11 AFC's overall performance ?as been closely monitored by the Bank
under the four credit projects. For soe years, AFC has been overstretched
and institutional weaknesses have been a source of concern. Specifically
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these include persistent accounting problems, and weak loan appraisal,
follow-up and collection procedures, in part because of outside
interference in loan approval and administration. The Bank has emphasized
to AFC the need to take appropriate measures to improve the accounts and
audit situation, and to resolve several of AFC's important financial
management constraints. AFC has taken important steps over the past year
to implement institutional development measures and has made substantial
progress on several fronts, mostly development of its field office
management and updating of accounts and financial management systems.

Ranch Lending

7.12 Under Livestock I and II, considerable technical assistance was
provided for the newly-established Ranch Section of AFC. Initially, staff
were drawn primarily from the Range Management Division of XOA rather than
from finance backgrounds. Over the years they have gathered considerable
experience of credit operations. By. 1983, AFC had established some 40
branch offices, including branches in Narok and Kajiado (the main group
ranch areas), Coast Province (serving company ranch areas), and in the
major towns in commercial ranching areas. During the Livestock II project,
AFC Ranch Section technical services (excluding charges and allowances for
ADS staff) amounted to 9.7% of the value of loans disbursed, a reasonable
proportion in view of the comparative newness of the program.

7.13 AFC ranch loans procedures were the subject of several
modifications during project implementation as a result of supervision
mission recommendations. Up to 1978, AFC recotding systems did not show
the true arrears position of borrowers because working capital loans were
credited to development capital accounts to prevent their falling into
arrears. Early supervision missions and the 1976 Review mission were
dissatisfied with the quality of the ranch plans used as a basis for AFC
loan approvals. Efforts were made to improve these using technical
assistance provided by USAID, with some success. AFC was unable to devise
a satisfactory loan collection system for group ranches due to organization
and management problems of this category of ranch, but was able partially
to bypass the problem through purchasing immatures on behalf of the ranches
and deducting loan repayments from sales proceeds.

7.14 By the close of the project, AFC's Ranch Section was submitting
to the PCU and to IDA prompt summary quarterly returns on loan status under
Livestock I and II. A continuing weakness in the recording system,
however, was ranch records for management and for monitoring and, as a
consequence, neither A.FC nor ranch managements were able adequately to
monitor use of loan funds on ranches. In view of the comparatively low
returns in the ranching subsector, this resulted. in some f-.nds being
diverted but the practice appeared to be of minor significance.

7.15 When the Credit closed, the main source of new loan funds for
AFC's ranch section was cut off and further expansion of lending will
depend in the future on the availability of concessional external tunds.
AFC's 5-year projections for 1984/85 - 1988/89 for livestock development
amount to KSh 376 million to cover the rehabilitation needs of existing
ranches and loans for 43 new ones. In future lending for ranching in
Kenya, we believe that the commercial banking sector should be involved to
a greater extent. At present, the major obstacle lies in the unwillingness
of the banking system to provide medium and long-term loans. To remedy
this, a rediscounting facility might be considered in order to encourage
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longer-term commercial bank lending to the subsector. The competition to
which AFC would consequently be exposed should be beneficial not only to
the institution, but also to agricultural lending practices generally at
the national level.

-C. Project Coordination Unit

7.16 The ineffectiveness of the PCU-in implementing the project was
repeatedly emphasized during review and supervision missions for the
project. The essential cause was the lack of the authocity and meads to
act as an executive agency. The suitability of tndividuals within the unit
was thus a secondary issue to effective project implementation.

7.17 The PCU's terms of reference (Annex 3) specified two areas of

responsibility: (i) coordination between donors and between the
implementing agencies of Government; and (ii) project monitoring. In.
respect of the first, the project demonstrated that effective coordination
of field activities among the diverse agencies was not feasible without
in-line responsibility over the staff. In respect of project monitoring,
ILCA was commissioned to undertake a monitoring program which gentrated a
number of useful impact monitoring stuaies. However, at the end of the
project there were large gaps in the project's records which made PCR
preparation unusually protracted. Furthermore, it was evident that even
where records were available, little use was made of then by tkhe FCU in

day-to-day project management. Consequently, monitoring the implementation
of the project was, in general, not fully satisfactory and the value of
monitoring and evaluation as a management tool was not put to effective
use. After the close of the Credit, and pending clarification of any
future role for the PCU (changed in 1983 to the Project Coordination Branch
of O), the unit is primarily engaged in improving sectoral monitoring and
evaluation and to this end is drawing up a register of livestock-related

projects. It has at present no substantive executive function.

7.18 The main institutional lesson from the implementation of

Livestock II is clear. Project design that relies on horizontal
coordination between independent agencies which are not linked to each
other through clear lines of authority is not a sui:able structure to
ensure effective project development.1 7 f- In the Kenyan context, this
conclusion militates against integrated projects, such as Livestock II and
IADP I and II, that depend upon coordi.sation at the level of central
Government ministries. To ensure more successful implementation of future
projects the organization and management structure will require much more
careful definition during preparati4on and appraisal to ensure not only
clear lines of authority but that sufficient executive power is vested in
project management to allow it to discharge its mandate. To accomplish

this, projects should be much simpler in design, when possible limiting the
number of participating agencies and mini3tries.

D. Ministry of Water Development

7.19 The inability of the RWS of MWD to undertake water developments
under the project in a timely and cost-effective =anner was a major

171 Similar conclusions were reached in the PCR for IADP I and Group Farms

Project. This lesson had already been drawn in the Bank's Rural
Development Policy Paper of 1974.
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obstacle to implementation of the ranch components of the project. At
appraisal, provision was not made for strengthening the section (then the
Range Water Division of the Ministry of Agriculture) on the grounds:that
existing resources should be sufficient. The first supervision mission of
May 1975, however, questioned this assumption and requested the PCU to
"evaluate the resources of RWS...to adequately service the ranch
development component." Both the 1976 Review and, subsequent supervision
missions recommended provision of a substantial budget for strengthening
the Section but adequate funds were never forthcoming, suggesting that
coamitment by MWD was limited (para 7.21).

7.20 The role of the RWS in the project, already important, became
central in 1980 when Government announced that primary ranch water
developments would in future be provided as a free service by RWS and would
no longer need to be funded through AFC loan funds. While this step should
have improved the ranches' capital structure, it had the negative effect of
discouraging the use of contractors and of causing rancnes to rely wholly
on RWS which, in the event, failed to implement more than a small
proportion of its plans (para 3.14). Such development as did occur was the
subject of criticism by successive supervision missions on the grounds of
technical misjudgements, high cost overruns and poor quality workmanship.

7.21 RWS's problems resulted from unsatisfactory organization and
management, inappropriate technology, inadequate cost controls, weak field.
operations and severe budgetary shortfalls. Problems also appeared to have
resalted from the low priority accorded RWS's work plans within !WD
compared with urban and rural water supply programs for human consumption.
RUS was not up to the responsibility which it was given under the project
for the several reasons listed above. It cannot be expected to pftrform
better in the future until it is better organized, managed, staffed and
financed. The shortfalls it exhibited during the implementation of
Livestock II seriously undermined the project and RWS could be expected
similarly to constrain the development of any future livestock project
unless drastic overhaul of its operating capability is effected.
Arrangements for livestock water development in future project should be
designed on the basis of a realistic assessment of RWS's capacity for
effective implementation.

E. Government Funding

7.22 At appraisal, Government was expected to provide 27.2% of total
project costs; the PCR estimated that the actual contribution almost 37% of
costs, although this is probably an overestimate (para. 4.03). In the
early years of the project, the Government provided budgetary funds in line
with agreements on the project. However, from 1980 when Kenya's financial
crisis developed, inadequate project funding emerged as a major constraint
to implementation. The extent of this change is demonstrated by the record
of Government's reimbursement of AFC for expenditures incurred under the
project. From July 1976 to May 1980, AFC claimed a total of KSh 67.5
million of which Government reimbursed over 99%. Between May 1980 and
December 1982, a further KSh 112.9 million was claimed, of which only 29%
was reimbursed.

7.23 The gereral negative effects of the budget crisis on the project
were unfortunately exacerbated by Government's unwillingness to use
Procedure III (direct payment to suppliers) for many purchases under the
project notwithstanding the Bank's attempts to encourage the practice. In
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1981/82, Government changed its position on this issue and for most.
donor-assisted projects, direct payment is now routine.

7.24 Government was also slow in preparing and forwarding withdrawal
applications for reimbursement of eligible expenditures to the Bank. The
magnitudes of the sums involved could not be established, but from
discussions with staff of implementing agencies, it is possible that as
much as KSh 10 million of eligible expenditures were not claimed.
Particular weaknesses in claiming fcr eligible operating costs were
reported, although capital expenditures were also involved. This problem
afflicted many projects in Kenya and results froai a combination of weak
reporting systems, poor supervision and follow-up, and lack of incentives
in operating ministries to claim reimbursements in a timely manner.

VIII. FOLLOW-ON PROJECTS

8.01 The disappointing performance of this and other Kenya
agricultural projects led the Bank and Government to favor simpler project
design, based on support of national programs and centered in one ministry
or agency. A joint Bank/Government identification mission specifically for
a follow-on livestock project took place in June/July 1983. Government's
view was that a further project in the livestock sector should potentially
include activities in the high-rainfall areas which were included in IADP I
and II, as .ell as in the range areas covered by Livestock II. The
disappointing experience of Livestock I and II has made it difficult to
identify viable project interventions for livestock development in the arid
areas. A project is currently being identified and prepared, which is
likely to focus on improving the marketing of dairy products in
higher-potential areas.

8.02 Despite the overall disappointing results of Livestock II, a case
can still be made for continuing support for at least some of the
activities of the project. First, well managed credit through AFC and/or
commercial banks is needed for the better-established ranches, most of them
commercial ranches, which are actually or potentially viable. Second, in
the case of group ranches, a process of long-term socio-economic change is
underway which will not be reversed and which calls for continuing external
technical and financial resources. The costs of these resources versus
other priority activities in Kenya, however, needs to be weighed
carefully. Third, although some ranches are beyond salvage, many could be
put on sound footing with better management, training and supervision. In
view of the newness of the concepts and procedures of these ranches,
provision of such assistance might be warranted. Fourth, in respect of
wildlife, the encouraging results from Amboseli indicate that a mutually
beneficial relationship can be established between wildlife/tourism and
pastoralists, an achievecent that could be replicated under subsequent
livestock or wildlife projects.
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IX. BANK PERFORMANCE

Project Desirn

9.01 The Bank endorsed the large scale and ambitious nature of the
project as designed by Government, in part through its influence on the
initial proposal and in part through appraisal. Having played a
constructive role in the development of thinking in Kenya on the ranching
and range se-,ors, and having supported the first phase project, the Bank
adopted the iev, probably prematurely, that enough of the problems were
resolved (especially those of a socio-economic and an organizational
nature) to warrant a full-scale development project. In retrospect, some
of the most persistent problems were inherent in the design of the project,
and it was not possible to take adequate and effective remedial action in
the life of the project. These included the inadequate organizational
structure of the project, the ambitious time-scale for group and company
ranch development, the management problems of the ranches, output pricing,
credit delivery by AFC, and the capability of RWS/MWD to implement ranch
water development.

Donor Coordination

9.02 The Bank coordinated bilateral donors fairly well in ensuring
that an orchestrpced approach was taken to design, funding and
implementation of the project which, by virtue of its scope amounted to a
program of sector support. However, the Bank might have substantially
reduced delays in Credit effectiveness by inviting potential co-financiers
to participate in the full appraisal process. The Bank coordinated donor
participation in supervision missions, almost all of which were mounted
jointly and, while differences arose, notably in 1976/77 over the role of
the PCU, in general these missions served to reduce misunderstandings and
duplication.

Pricing

9.03 The DCA included a pricing covenant which amounted to an attempt
to bring about a fundamental change in price policy, that is a phasing out
of administered prices for beef (para. 7.03). Experience in Kenya has
shown that pricing covenants alone do not guarantee adequate prices for
project output. In this project, the Bank was unsuccessful in convincing
the Government to move away from a price control system or to raise
producer prices in real terms to the level that the Bank's analysis had
Indicated was necessary for ranch viability. Although a violation of
Credit Agreement Covenants was involved, disbursements were not suspended.
The remedies for non-compliance in such an instance are all-or-nothing
-either the project soldiers on or disbursements are cut off. This is
always a difficult choice and, as in this project, is made all the more
difficult because of the lack of clear-cut data to demonstrate that the
project cannot proceed. The Bank went along wich a price structure that
was substantially lower in real terms than its own recommendations, on the
basis that by :978 official prices had become much less significant for
ranch profitaztlity because of the expansion of the private trade. In
retrospect, it is unfortunAte that more analysis of actual prices and
pricing syste-s was not undertaken in 1978 and subsequently. Although
there has been a marked decline in the importance of admin.stered prices,
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and hence much greater play of market prices in price formation. too little
is known about pricing mechanisms and market development to allow effective
policy decisions. We conclude first, that IDA's position on pricing could
have been clearer and firmec (including suspension of disbursements if
satisfactory measures were not taken), and second that important
opportunities were missed for undertaking the policy analy:is rha: would
have allowed effective policy decisions on meat pricing and marketing.

Supervision

3.04 The project was intensively supervised by the IDA with a total of
15 missions, almost all mounted jointly with other donors. The project
als. commanded the attention of senior Bank management, primariy over the
pricing issue. It featured conststently and prominently as a major problem
project, and issues were reviewed at a high level with Government
officials. From effectiveness to the closing date, a period of some eight
years, the lead in supervision was taken by three Bank staff members who
provided a good degree of continuity. From a technical and orgaa.zational
poiut cf view the project was well supervised, the main issues oeing
identif.ed clearly and early on (with a considerable commitment of time and
effort in detailed ranch analysis tnat, in some measure, comp.nst:'d for
management weakness within the project its..lf). Yet the results wer-
disappointing, largely because zhe project's deficiencies were inherent in
its design, in weak institutional support, and in the failure to settle the
pricing issue satisfactorily at an early stage in the proJect. The
supervision process could, and did, spell out the key issues, with the two
exceptions noted below, but it could not resolve them.

9.05 The first exception relates to staffing and occurred in respect
of financial analysis of the ranch lending program, especially of the
commercial ranches in both new and traditional areas. Aside from
disappointing arrears figures, little is known in ddtail of the financial
status of these ranches which accounted for 35% of expenditures on ranch
lending. In this context, it was significant that in a project u. ere
rnearly 75%. of IDA's lending at appraisal (actual 64%) was to be loan funds
for ranches no financial analyst was included in a supervision mission for
almost seven years between the project review in February/March 1976 and
the Closing Date in December 1982. The active intervention of a financial
analyst sooner might have given earlier signals rhan were otherwise given
on the questionable viability of the renching component. The second
weakness was not to ha-e questioned more closely the assumption that the
free operation of the private trade in beef was a sufficient resolution of
the pricing issue. The operation of the open market pricing system should
have been more thoroughly analyzee and kept in view to ensure that prices
received by ranches were in fact adequate. The comparative sileence after
1973 en the issue of price levels probably results more frm. a -feel" that
price levels were adequate than from real analysis. Overall, however, Bank
supervision of this complex project was satisfactory, particularly with
respect to frequency, continuity of staffing, attention r:o detail,
competence of problem analysis, and reporting.
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I. CCSCLUSIONS

10.01 The project offers important lessons for the management of
development in the agricultural sector. They revolve around projec: size
and complexiy; project organization and management; support servicer: and
policy and institutional considerations.

10.C2 Livestock II was typical of a nunber of agricultural and
livestock projects in Easttrn Africn. It was based upon a creditable
intention to spread the benefits of development widely among farming groups
and it was large. geographically dispersed. costry, conplex and anitious.
Its successful inplementation required a high degree of Covernzent
commitment, good inter-ainisterialcoozdination at the national level, and
substantial local financial resources, all of which were only partially
forthcouing. At the end of its eight-year lifespan, the project largely
failed to meet its principal objectives and its rate of return to the
Kenyan economy was close to :ero.

10.03 Although it was a second phase undertaking which followed a
reasonably successful first phase pilot effort, it is clear in retroscect
that the quaztUM 4=p in size and complexity was too great. particularlv
since certain assumptions originating from Livestock I which influenced the
design of Livestock II two components turned out not to be fully justifiet.

1O.04 A key factor which became increasingly crucial during
iiplementation was the inadequacy of the pr)ject's organi:acior a-d
=anagenent structure. -he ?roject C-ordination tnit, as it was designed,
had no power or authority to execute. Its most far-reaching mnjda:e was to
coordinate which, due to the structure and autonomy of Kenyan publ c sector
entities, was difficult. The experience of Livestock It and other
nalti-minstry proects Indicates that an essentia precondition for
effective project execution is a =4nazezent structure with clear lines of
authority in which those responsi',le for penentation have the executive
poer to do so. cne of the principle means zf achieving such a st:r-c:ure
is to integrate the project verticall into a ;overrment ninistery rather
than to rely on hzrixontal coordInatIon hetween zinistries.

1O.C)5 If the support services essential to the project are not in place
and work.ing effectively a: projec: start-up, eentatlon slippage and
!educed tenefIts result anmost aut:tIcaly. The weaknesses of Ay-, K.'S,
. and LM were al2 preludicial, to a greater ir lesser degree. to Its
s.ccess. 1he expectations of rde;uate perfor;ance hy particIpatIng
etities in .ivestock ::, given theIr earlier uc-zes: acwmevee-.:s, ere
cliarly overestliated at ampralsal and review :o the detrtzent of the fIna
ouzcoe of the prolect. At appraisal and during inpeentaton, there was
scope for zaking greater us of c= ewentary or alterna:Ive emens of
providIng those serveces. :n the case of credIt, .it was de:I. ez tha: this
vItal activity voaoud te the sole responsihilIty of a very newly estatllshed
soctton of a ;u!lic sector !=stltutzon, natwistandIng the presence in
Kenya of a we - e'eboped c:=ercIal a=Kini sect:: which was alreazv

-eung to s of the !znzer-es:ablis:ed remerzta. ranches. :m reSpect
of aarketing and water deymen:t, :~e pr::ec: vrked entirely thr:u
Gove:-mezt deartments desplze 1n c-:t oases the presence in Kenya of
active private setor enterprises fu' ng at Least s:me of the fun:tions

aL :hese cases. there was scze f!: a Were fextb.e apprach
to the pr-ovistzn of services to prod.zers.
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10.C6 :he experience of the project underlines the crucial importance
of pricing policy issues for project implementation. L.w official consumer
and producer prices and an ineffective marketing systen cntributed ti a
lack of rancher and pastoralist confidence and explaia -uch of the failure
of the prolect at the ranc-h level. Further develooment :f livestock, and
the effective use of external aid resources will t. e-a :3 a great extent
upon an improved policy and institutional framewoce fzr the sector.
Finally. a factor thlat could nut have been farseen at appraisal. was the
severe tightening of the budgetary si:uation which braug-t several af the
already weak institutians almost to a standstill. :l sum, -- iie the
outcome of the project was uisappointing, the leasons 'eavnt have seen %ary
positive and are now being incorpora:ed .nto a new generation of projects.

R



SLOW 1 IUtCK DEYLLOPM141 P'ICU
lRQJLCT LUMJitLIONt RLrRT

PfIYPL IMFLLML41AIJUV

APRAISAL gUJLCTZVL APPRAISAL DITAILI 1716 RLYISWON ACNUAL ACJIVED

1. fAMli DLVLLQrMLNI (IDA AND USAID 1UNOLD)

iWtabtilmwnt and/or impeovement of grOUp, 1. Loans to about Al group 1. Appraisal target reduced to 1. 1) Grotps ranch loans approved.
toolpany ald conwerttal ianctto throuah ranches averaging about 16.000 ha. 29 group rynches. Total loans total disbursed KISh 6.4 million.
() pfuvilionl of loan f,,nd5 for disburbement located mainly In Kajiado. harok K5h 19.9 million.
by AIC and f1l ter.1nical sevies@ee below) and Samburu. Total loans Ki. 450

mit Ion.

2. Loans to It company or
cooperative ranches in Taita. 1. Appraisal target raised to I. I9 Company ranch loans
Tana, Awale and Kilifti districts I9 Company ranches. Total approved. total
with an average %ic, of about loans aSh 75.2 million. disburied KSh 40. million,
28,000 ha total loan% K.Sh%

5 million.

I tuans to about 100 3. Appialsal target reduced to 3. SS Company ranch loans
cumneCiflai ranches owned by 46 comnertial ranches in approved. total
individuals at tompanles tradtitonal areas. total loans disbue ted aSh $1.9
iocated primarily in %Sh 11 1 million, silion.
tradliolnai lanching atla% of
Wa1seu. laikipla. NYandAhua
aid Mithab0o, with all avea
%tic of abOut 1.%no hI

lQiAi IiDM $'All 4i 0 mil 1100.
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SLCA N IVSMACELOMKIaROMI
PrOJECT COMtPLETION aEPtaT

tHTSICALMPLLI13TATLDI (contdi.)

AMhAZSAIL OBJLCIVt AIAISAL DITAILS 1221 iMIS1OI &OuAL ACMILYVL

1. RAN(N DIVLLOfIENTI.(WA AMD.
USAID hmDLG)

4. Commercial Itindividualei 4. Coemercial ranches in new areas 4. 303 commercial ranch
ranches in new areas, i.e. not included. loans in new areas approved
primarily former trust Total disbursed KSh 19.9
lands were a late million.
introduction in the lending
program, having originally
been encluded at appraisal.

1. Funding for individualS in 1. Seringo ranches not included. S. S small loans in
receipt of title to subdivided -artneo area (average
to ranch land in the Ga ilgo disbursed KSh. 17,.06).
areas was not requested by Total disbursed KSh a.$
Govvrrmnt at appraisal but I illion,
was included in the program

6. three feedlots would be 6. Appraisal target reduced to one. A. None established under
financed through AFC. in Nairobi. Livestock 11.
kajIado and Western Kenya each with
a capacity of 1.600 head in yards
and 1.608 head on imgroved pasture.

W



SEEMN LIVESK. VELtatENT PROJECE
PaflMECT C0MLIXm EIST

fhYSICAL Il4DEHTAIM (Contd.)

&flUAISAL CJClCJIYI UPhA1SAL OETAL5 1 I.ISIDI ACTUAL ACHIF YD

2. RAG MATIE DLYLL'IULtLUSAID hlfl LJAorNtD-s fral.cn lan ranit
LIDA fVNm.I0 lUSAl"0

improveont of cattle production on 7 million N.S. USATO objectives were esta-
act#% of North tast Province uangland (USAIO) bitshed and modified on occasion
and 3 million acres of hIsolo District range- through direct Government/USAIO
land (10Al contacts and did not necessarily

adhere to the World Bank appraisal
report or subsequent changes.
USA1D targets given here were as
provided by the UIAIO supervision
mission. tiarch April 1980 (Annesi 8).

a Reservoir 45 large a 34 tarse
Construction: IS mdliu 13 Pledii

40 small It $mal

6) Access track 4100 km constructed 6D Sot applicable Il 1,600 km Constructed
construction: 0 km maintained .969 m maintained

C) borehole 41 c) 31 drilled, 16 successfully
Development: Constructed I equipped as of 31186

34 pLOWs and 30 engtne
sets supplied

d) Greaing 13 planned for ' d Substantial development
blocks: Livestock I on A of which 3 had been started

under Livestock

Z. 3Isol.t DLrlcLEnngtl'ands
(UDm

Details to have been prepared Not applicable Implementation terminated
tinder project. early; very little achieved.

Government subsequently continued
program at low level.

0



KETA
SLCDMD LIVUIOCK DEYLLOftLFIDJE1

FROJECI-C tLLTIDILAPM

?nIIICALItWLUn MIYON (contd.)

FRAP IIAL OBJICTIVE AFUR15ALDETALS l14 REVI1011 AOUfllALrniUVO
h LIYLSIVCEI MRItLTUG4g..AAUDED

Development of livestock marketing by means 1. Establishment of S large 1. Weighbridge/buying Center 1. Weighbridge/buyIng centerof inrastructural improvements and (Capacity 500 had/dayl and improvement at 33 locations. improvements at 33 locations.provision of vehiclt%. 26 small (capacity 200 head/day)
cattle markets and 3 small
markets for sheep and goats.

2. Doevelopment of 30 new 2. Water supplies installed/ 2. Development on 47 holdingholding grounds with a total improved 14 boreholes. grounds: Water supply installed/area of about 200.000 ha. improved:
S dam
I wells
9 boreholes
I pipeline connection
7 river sources
2 spray races
Staff houses at 2-
locations Offices and I
locations.

1. Establishment of two 3. Unchanged. 3. Not Implemented.veterinary laboratories.

4. Construction of two boat 4. Unchanged. 4. Not implemented.

S. Provision of S cattle I. Unchanged. S. Implementg8 as plannedtrailers (I) head each).
10 cattle trucks (32 head
each) and It Pickup trucks.

0



KENYA
SECOND .LYSIDCK EYLLOME.. PR.1EC '

PRO.JECT COMLI.ETION REPQRT

IrSICAL IMPLEMENTATION (Contd.)

APPRAISAL OBJECTIVE APtRAISALDLTAILS - 117iVIS.ON 6CIIACUILVLD

1. WILOLII (IDA. CIDA fUNDED)

Development of 3 wildlife areas and 1. following establishment of 1. No change. Pipeline complete I. Pipeline Comoleted 1974.improvewent of monitoring. Amboselt National Reserve as a by time of -review report. Operated satisfactorily untilPark, to Compenate neighbouring 1981 drought when design
pastoralists for lost dry season weaknesses and fuel shortageswater supplies by provision of disrupted operation. GOK has3 Pipeline and water tanks, not paid compensation $Jnce IS&I.Governmuent to Provide financial
compensation for lost grating.

?. Water development in the 2. No change. 2. No agreement reached onvicintty of the Measa Mara. graming rights.
Government to provide Project never Completed.Compensation pAyitwnts.

3. Provision of facilities in 3. No change. Not implemenite,.suppolt of the e.pansion of
Nirobi National Paik by 3S0
km' from 144 km'.

4. Establishment of a census 4. No change. KREMU established andand monitoring unit. operating satisfactorily.

0
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111Th
SECOND LIVESTOCIL DEVROMiNT PROJECi

PHYSICAL !ltLIEEiTAYIN Icontd.)

AflRALSAL-MECTIVE AtIAISAL-OLTAILS 1226 EV 11nm ACTUAL-ACHIEVED
1. IECHNICAL 5LRVICES tALL DOMIS) I. LivalLock MarkaLins Dalsion 1. minor modification only, I. Implemented as planned.
Strengthent'ne services in iupport Supporting staff.
of the live.tock program. Senior Buyer

Transport Officer
5 Maintenance Supervisors
Accountant
3 Operating Expenses for 3 years

2. atlculturA-iinang 2. Minor modification only. 2. Implemented as planned.
Carooratlon
Supporting staff:
Assistant to head of ranch section
3 Accountants
14 Ltvestock/Credit Officers
Office equipment. vehicles
operating costs.

I. meat Processing Studs 3. No change. 3. Study completed 19??
with TON's broadened to
cover beef subsector.

4. Vctcrlnafi Services 4. Minor modifications. 4. Mobile testing unit
Mobile CBPP testing unit supplies. Staff salaries
hous in and operating costs
Vehicles A Equipment believed not to have been
Operating Expenses recialowd lie IDA.
Supporting Staff:
I vletf naria#i

S Tra1i1ing S. No change. S. (e In country ranch
4 Ovcst5A fellowhip% A study management courSe
tours. WStAbished (if in

training by 1984).

SIj .USAID funded 100
overseas

a.



KEITh
SCCOID. LIVESICK..DEVELPtIENT PROJLC

PROJECT COUPLETION REPORT

tHITSICAL IMPLEMINTA1zft (contd.)

PlCRACSAL.OIEJAL YC A?RAISALDLTAILS W2hUISIS1GN &TIUALAQIYLfO

5. IL NICAL SLMICES IALL ONORS)

6. PQJeCSL Coordinalxan1ilkL 6. Minor modification only. 6. Implementation as Planned.
StaC:
Project Coordinator
Asittnt Project Coordinator
Financial Analyut
Supporting Staff
Operating Expenses

7. Mint try- owtterDylaweint 7. Four planning/survey teams 7. IDA provided equipment
No proviaion made, (equipped) and conwuitancy %erviceb

One construction team valued at USSIA. mi.ilon,
1equippedl
On@ borehole maintenance unit.

0'
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KENYA
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

CRFDIT 477-I.E
PROJECT COMPLETION RKPORT

A1C LOANS UNDER PROJECT AND STATUS AS AT DECEMGER 31, 1982

(KS")

TOTAL OUTSTANDING TOTAL LOAN PUNDS LOAN AREARS _ BOR0NOERS
RANCH TYPE LOANS DISBURSEMENTS i/ COMMITTED BALANCES TOTAL NUMBER I IN ARREARS

-_NUMBER IN ARREARS
Croup 4,628,785 6,353,459 25.845.541 4.537,971 90,814 27 6 222
Company 50,434,731 40.512.428 22.424.107 42.403.582 8,031,148 19 10 521
Commercial 52,426.783 51,939.460 1,039,633 47,937,955 4,468.828 55 22 40t
(traditional

a reas)
laringo 8.727,318 8,479.645 878.222 8,166.916 560.402 485 301 621
Commercial
(new areas) 35,397,992 39.925.316 3,138,331 34,246.333 1,151,659 303 75 251

TOTAL.S 151,6l5609 147,210.307 53,325,834 137.292,757 14,322,821 889 -414 471

I/ Illsbueasuaits plus loan funds committed equal loan approvals.
5,,urce: AlL.

I.IVESTOCK I

CRDIT 129-99

ituus ,561,624 , ,,l1;,947 -I 3,400, 4 1990 0 " 4*
EumpanlI 26,248,628 j12,156,1I1 - 12,201,698 14,04,930 l2 7 I
Comerc t 6,8lbO9 4,18,61 - 6,090,0451 76,49 27 1

:191 6 71 04

(new stal) 5,34l, 4,761,56 - 4 418,2101 912,9(14 49

YTUTALSiTf 41,973.460 24.676,843 - 16,117,67715 855783 'Iii 34
4--- I I

1/ Dibursement plus loan funds committed equal loan approval*.
Sour.. I AVC.

A-9
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XI3IYA
SVCMND LIVWS'ICMDEIDMPIT PRMWECT

Ci. 477-91
PROUCT 0WMPTIC0O REar

Zatimatee 0t Actual Project Coate (US$ million aM Oh million) by Cat.gory and Source of Vgnde

IDA USAID CIIbA O N.w 4bno Iono. Total project Cost
ah. us gab. US$ Kah. US$ tel. uS$ Kuh. US$ Rel. US$ Kah. usI -Kh. Us"

banch Deveolwnt
FiXed investment 26.4 3.1 20.7 2.3 -- - - - 1.0 1.9 64.1 7.3Working capital 44.1 5.1 50.4 5.6 22.9 2.6 - - - - - 41.6 4.6 159.0 17.9Total 70.5 6.2 71.1 7.9 22.9 2.6 -- - - - - 58.6 6.5 223.1 25.2

aag!. Water rvelopment
leiol. 5.2 0.6 - - - - 19.4 2.4 - - -- - - 24.6 3.0terh-aet Province 9.7 1.3 - - 71.5 7.9 - - - - 61.2 9.2Total 14.9 1.9 - - 71.5 7.9 19.4 2.4 - - - -- 105.6 12.2

Uvestock Marketing
investment and Operating Oete 50.1 6.4 - - - - - - 19.9 2.4 - - - - 70.C 6.6Tuchnicel Assistance - - - - - - - 9.1 1.1 - - - - 9.1 1.1Total 50.1 6.4 - - - - - 29.0 3.5 - - - - 79.1 9.9
Wildlife
M1hosoti 3.4 0.4 1.3 0.2 - - - - - - 1.2 0.2 - - 5.9 0.8Iuaaal Mar& 0.8 0.1 - - - - - - - - - 0.6 0.1Nirobi National Park - - - -- - *

MM 25.6 3.3 4.1 0.5 - - 27.2 3.4 - -- - -. - - 56.9 7.2Total 29.6 3.6 5.4 0.1 - - 27.2 3.4 =1.2 0.2 - - 63.6 6.1

Tvclitcal Services

MInistry of Livestock Devlopment 12.9 1.5 5.7 0.6 25.3 3.2 - - -- - - -- - 43.9 5.3Kinistry of Water Development 2S.0 2.8 19.3 1.9 - - - - - -- . - - - 44.3 4.1kricultural Finance Corporation 6.6 1.1 9.1 1.0 - . -- - - - - -- - 15.9 2.IlIfA - - 0.9 0.1 - - - - - -- -- - - - 90.1UOnsultants, research & tralntng - - 5.2 0.1 16.1 2.0 - - -- - - - -- - Il.) 2.1thial l-w'get Ivivilval aervices - - 0.9 0.1 -- 0.9 0.1Toal 44.1 4 -' -- - - - - 123.2 14.4

IDTAL PROJECr 0M? 210.0 25.7 113.6 12.4 135.6 IS.? A6.6 5.6 29.0 3.5 1.2 0.2 58.6 6.5 594.6 69.6



SMCNm LI WSTtf DEVML06W-T P ?NWJCT
ci. 477-q

FpL=E GmPtT10iw RE r -

AmAISA. WVINW 197 ACUA. AS AT MCEBEU 31. 932

Koo~. 0$he US$ KAM US$ s$

soursc of rwwn Killian Killion Killion Killion Killion K illion I

KA 153.4 21.5 38.0 122.8 15.0 20.1 113.6 12.4 17.8

IMAID 54.2 7.3 12.2 105.4 12.9 17.3 135.8 15.1 22.5s

CIDA 9.3 2.4 4.0 54.8 6.7 9.0 46.6 5.8 3.3

N.Y. zoo SOCii~It - - - 1.1 0.1 0.2 1.2 0.2 0.3

wk (U.K.) 26.4 3.7 6.2 22.0 2.7 3.8 29.0 3.5 5.0

MWKFICLARIIS 61.4 6.6 14.4 134.8 16.4 22.1 - 5S8 6.5 9.3

ONiEROfT 120.6 17.0 27.2 169.2 20.6 27.7 210.0 25.7 36.8

iDIAL 426.3 59.7 300 810.1 74.4 100 594.3 69.3 300

.., - u i
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KENYA
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMNT PROJECT

CR. 477-KE-
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Table 5. IDA disbursements by Category

(US$ MILLION)
Appraisal Actual Balance

USS z USS USS

1. Ranch Development 16.0 88.8 7.9 63.7 +8.1

1I. Wildlife 0.8 4.4 0.2 1.6 +0.6

III. Consultants & Technical
Services 0.4 2.2 3.1 25.0 -2.7

IV. Project-related MOA/MLD
Costs 0.4 2.2 0.6 4.8 -0.2

V. Project-related AFC costs 0.4 2.2 0.6 4.8 -0.2

Unallocated 3.5 - - - (+3.5)

TOTAL 21.5 100 12.4 100 +9.1

Balance of $ 9.1 million cancelled [$4.0 million of 31/12/80 and US$5.1 million as
of the Closing Date %31/12/82)].
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KENYA
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

CR. 477-KE
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Table 6. Schedule of Disbursements

Accumulatec Disbursements (USSm) Actual as
Fiscal ?ear / Appraisal 1980 Supervision % of
Appraisal
and Semester Estimate Estimate Actual Estimate

FY75
December 31 0.8
June 30 4.4

FY76
December 31 7.8 0.3 4
June 30 12.0 0.3 2.5

FY77
'cember 31 15.7 1.5 10
June 30 17.7 2.3 13

FY78
December 31 20.1 2.4 12
June 30 20.5 2.5 13.

FY79 *
December 31 20.9 3.6 17
June 30 21.3 4.2 20

FY80
December 31 21.5 4.6 21
June 30 - 4.8 22

FY81
December 31 - 7.2 7.1 33
June 30 10.5 7.8 36

FY82
December 31 - 13.3 8.1 38
June 30 15.4 10.6 49

FY83
December 31 17.5 2/ 11.3 53
June 30 12.4 3/ 58

1/ FY75 covers July 1, .974 to June 30, 1975, etc. -
2/ USS 4 milliou of t- * SS21.5 million IDA credit was cancelled.
31 A further US$5.1 million was cancelled.
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Annex 2

KEXTA
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPENT PROJECT

CR. 477-Xy
PROJECT COaPLET:CN REP-RT

Sumarv from PCR on First Kenya Livesteck
Zevelopcent Proiect (Cr. 129-KE), 1976

.0f The project is part of a long term program.cf range development and
deter-inaticn of its !uU value both in respect of its overall value and the
idividua ranch improvezent cannot yet be made. Taken overall however the
first livestock project hAs so far been successful in furthering the program
of range development in Kenya. The physical achievements. athough different
from tose estinated at appraisal, are positive and are the result of applying
a flexible approach to problems and concentrating on those aspects that were
likely to gain iLmdiate response. Thus in the ranch and 'and developnent
program developoent was commenced, but not completed, on 1CS ranches compared
with an appraisal estimate of 60 completely developed ranches. In the Ncrth
East pascra: areas only 3,9CO square miaes were developed instead of the
20,OXC sq. miles planned at appraisal because a more intensive for2 of
develcpaent was chosen. Within the ranching sector deveicpcent concentrated
on C!, ercial. Conpany and Individual ranches. Relatively .ittle =Oner was
disbuorsed to grc p ranches due to delays suffered in setting up the necessary
governmer.tai crganization to deal with them. These delays a2:!wed
overstocking to cvertake tfe group ranching areas and seri:usv hindered
further progress. 7!e following s--rizes the disbursee-nt : tne ::A credit
and the ranches and area tackled.

Aporaisal Estizate Act-a 2isturse"ent
0 VNo. * No.
of of Acres of of Acres

Ranch T(e 3(CO) tcans Raaches (M0O) S(000) icans Ra-:hes (S2o)

C r:a. 7CS 37 20 S00 1,086 54 4' 417
Individa' 417 2 10 20 109 5 41. 62
Coapany 415 21 10 640 607 30 1 637
Grom 5_60 29 20 S ;O 0. 4 . 545

TZ:A. 1.730 (9:) 60 l,960 lSSS 9-' :;6 :,56:
AF lanch :iv. 160 S - - 105 5 - -

A:..59C .0 - - 1.990 - -

NE weooece-t .. 0 - - l2.SCC - - .
Livest:c "a e::-a 5.C - - - 61: - - -

Gve-et0 - - - - - - -

17-
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4.02 Within ranch loans 71% of the credit issued was for working capital
compared with an estimate of 36. at appraisal of *hich a higher proportion
than expected went ir.to purchase of steers. Investment in long term capital
improvements was proportionately less. Yain items of development expenditure
on ranches were expected to be water 35.. bush clearing 30%. 9% for breeding
bulls, in practize it amounted to water supplies 39Z. heifers 12%, machinery
11% and i=;roved bulls lIZ; a higher percentage of dips and buildings were
constructed.

4.03 Oue to problems in seeting terms of effectiveness and an initially
cautious lending approach by AFC. the program did not really get underway
until January 1971. four years after appraisa ., and :0 months after the
effective date. Despite this the project was fully dis:ursed by July 174
only seven months after the original closing date; this rapid disbursement
which was beyond appraisal estimates has caused its own problems.

4.04 The achievements and problems might be sia-rized as follows. the
project has:

(a) Undertaken further testing and development of suitable ranch
organizational structures adapted for different social
requirements.

(b) Assisted established comenercial ranchers develop their ranches.

(c) Aided individual Kenyans and peoples cooperatives to take over and
manage existing commercial rances - over 29 out of 42 ranches in
this component. The need for this type of financing was not
apparent at appraisal. Scme management success has been achieved.
especially when compared with simiaarly transferred ranches not
obtaining assistance, but considerable attention in future will
have to be paid to teaching management and preventing future
overstocking to assure the investment.

(4) Assisted with progress towards the gradual stratification of the
beef industry through the financing of ' of Kenya's 12 new
feediots with an annua. capacity of 60.400 cattle. The first ones
started in 1971. after initial built-up to an output of over190 Lead in : 4 since then feedlots not supclying :he Swiss or
similarly priced expect narkets (i.e. AFC financed teedlots) have
rn into serious pr, blems because tne increase in feed and feeder
cattle prices .s greater than :he inzreases in prices offered by
.TC for the oroctcts (para .

,e) ed Kenyan entreprene-us thr:ugh ::mpany ranzhes to open 4p and
s-uczessfulli manage prevocus'y uioc:pied land. As stocking
tntensifies a: 1 .geoe-t re;.irements beccme mcre shgist-icated
it is e-.dent tt.: fur:her anc wre .ntensif ed manago-ment
training wi:' te requtred. ind nore at ertior. h iave to be paid
to Maintaining tni :zrre:t:.eve: 3f st:c&Lng in re.atian tc
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(f) Assisted individual ranchers in Maasai develop small ranches. A
number are overstocked and grazing cattle in neighboring group
ranches. The ranches have had inncvative effects in Maasailand
through pioneering of various improvements, but trespass on
neighboring groups by relatively wealthy individuals diminishes
the value of the land registration program and prevents others
undertaking development. RMD, AFC and the Group Registrar should
bring pressure to bear on such individuals.

(g) Brought about adJudication and registraticn of land in rasa;iand
into group (usually 20.000 - 200,C0 acres) and individ.al rancnes
(2,000 acres) and provided a framework for develocent. The
exercise has exposed many social problems previously obsc-ured.
including "landlessness" which must be solved if raasai grazing is
to be preserved and developed. The first' 15 groups registered are
in the project area (over 50 are now registered in Kajiado and
Narok) and have committets of Group Representatives who meet and
manage group affairs in accordance with the constitution laid down
under the Land (Group Representatives) Act 1968 and subsidiary
legislation LN204/1969. The degree of authority and the vigor of
application of legislation by the Representatives is gerera::v in
proportion to the amount of physical imprcvements so rar
introduced into the ranch. Starting in 1471, 14 groups have
received some credit of which 5 or 6 are on the way to f!-ll
development of planned physical improvements. :n terms of AFC
loans, disbursement has been very disappointing (4. cf AFC loan
funds instead of an anticipated 29t) since the detericrating
overstocking and grazing situation dissuaded the Maasai from
overcommitting themselves. The problem has, however, had a =aJor
impact on Maasai sccial thinking, of making them realize the
serious economic problems they face and opened discussicrs on
various solutions. It has helped gcvernent unravel the problems
in Maasai and reinforce the view that development will be -
dependent on the application on a variety of prograns and servires
designed to meet Maasai's changing needs. An important outcome
has been that on ranches where some improvements have been
provided, the Maasai demonstrated before the recent drz..gnt and
overstocking situation that they want to ranch and arnage stock
properly and that they believe that a mixture of grzup and
individual ranches are for the moment the -cs: viable
propositions. On the first group- develrped some -mpressive
changes in attitudes have been reccrced. For them grcups are no
longer concepts out realities which have to be faced. ;.o fa:tors
have worked against greater progress. *hi.e Coverr.=ent decided Ln
appropriate registration and organizat.:na. -neas.res 'i years ago)
the cattle population inevitably grew (:rz' gnt about by intri.nsic
problems of achieving stock limitation un.der the traditina:
system) and has far exceeded the st:king capacity so giving r:le
to the real danger of a major stock loss disaster and =aking it
extremely difficult to implement the progran. The serond
restraint was inadequhte staffing of the Registrar of group
Panches office which prevented it from =ndertaking the s:cial.
organizational and super-isory roles delegated to it. :n fact
there is a case for examining a differen: divisicn of
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responsibilities for the latter's functions to be divided between
the Ministries of Lands and Agriculture. Croup ranches provided
entirely new legislative and governmentai responsibilities and itis evident that government and IDA underestimated the requirements
and complexities. Subsequently, they have failed to respond
adequately to the difficulties the various groups are experiencing
in organizing themselves and in particular to deal with the
socially difficult p'blem of stock rights; for full and lastingimplementation this will need government understanding, support
and possibly changes in the land legislation equating "landrights" for an individual with his stock rights at adjudication
(rights. which like land under individual tenure can be marheted
or transferred). The issues now are not so much the acceptability
of groups (although rejection could occur if problems are not
solved) but how government and Groups deal with the stock rights
problem and the Government action necessary, over a period oftime, to alleviate the position of the large number of Iaasai
"landless", i.e. those who own no stock and others whose
sub-economic stock holdings will become more obvious by the proper
applications of stock rights. Maasai genera~ly are now more
receptive. to discussion on this issue than they were previously
and are conscious that some tough decisions will have to be made
by themselves and government. There are some technical problems
on sizes of group ranches (too big/tao small) :ut these are
insignificant in importance to the basic issue of achieving a
working framework for the administration of stock rights. By
applying sound range practices and stock control the majority of
ranches chosen by the people can operate within their confines.

(h) Demonstrated soce important social benefits frcm group ranches
that have bpen in operation for so-e ti-me principally in the areas
of school attendance, housing, hygiene, clothing, engaging in
cultivation, owning goods like bicycles, more cash oriented,
greater awareness and questioning of :raditicns like nomadism,
warrior training etc.

(i) Made arrangements for ranches to benefit from gawme cropping and
contracts with hunting and safari firms.

(j) Against original Government and appraisa: procosals introduced a
too intensive water development prcgram in the North East so
reducing the area benefitting. Carrying ca;acity has been
increased in the area, and some progress has been made in
introducing a grazing program. However, t.e people are still not
fully involved and more discussion is required on organization
arrangements. management, user rights. 'i"ita:icn of stnck. and
the development of a sound system of r.nning and maintenance of
Water supplies paid for by the pecple.

(U) Created an effective Livestock Marketing Division with the
designed capacity to more 50-63,OCO animals. Improvements, which
were as appraised. have not, however, been sufficient to eliminate
all seasonal movement problems or to counter serious droughts;
further improvements are being made in the second project. ID
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still runs at a loss principally because of stock losses and
because the margin :t'eer buying and selling price is too
narrow. This latter iso-t needs ittentizn as it affects the
economic viabljlity : tzne ,easures and affects other sections of
the beef industry (;ara. 19.12 to :4.14).

(1) Prompted scme exami-ation of and attention to the pricing and
marketing structire for beef. The effect. however, has been
insufficient an nrice :hanges hAve not kept pace 'with inflation
while KMC'Cs inv!stme-t policies and refusa: to alter sufficiently
its pricing (also a ;over-rent reseonsibility) and marketing
policies has resu,?e in a des!ine .n beef deliveries and a major
LMC financial :risis in 1)75.

(a) lad major institationai ter.efits:

(i) Provided inval1atle experience for the new trained
Kenyan staffed RMD (Ohose -nenters nave also moved to
AFC and ranch manage-nent pests). For the first time
in Kenya's history there is a core of men (Kenyans)
specialized in rarge nanageent who are building
knowledge .:,'e:r area and instituting change, albeit
not yet to t :e :eve! they hope to achieve. Inadequate
project directicroal structure has hindered RnD in
taking a more decisive and stronger role in meeting
project object:es.. !hi'.e this has been a serious
error, the Divisi::n could and should take a more
prominent pcsiitic in improving management and
reducing overitocking on cortercial and company
ranches and Tzs: tensifv its efforts to achieve a
satisfac:ory ;-;.:ion to t!%e Maasai problems.

(iii) AFC now has a n-cdeus of good local staff (mostly
ex-RM-) t-,r its r3-!Ch lending program.

(iii) After a sl-w itart, the Range 'ater Division performed
satistactiri y -.- its ;rese-t siting in another
Ministrv 7e .: -cr i:'ict to work closely with
RMD staff.

UCOMPE -A-!ONS FOR FUT.?E ACT 7

5.01 There are several 3onts za a genera. nat.re to be borne in mind when
considering future action. F:rs:'.v, it is i;:ortar.t to concentrate the
develop nat effort on sze-: nc:rtives are cz tte jc: thoroughly.
Generally Kenya's range areas a-x a rren 'en nasse" ar.d it is easy to
diffuse effort and to genera.::z. The sntrie4 and often complex nature of any
ranch or scheme organizat:nd. :r_.*-s i'ake ;: x.likey that the ideal will
be achieved and that a carf .t-:f .t!e good with the bad will be
required, together with a : :* i-i:a'ion and an:alysis of the latter
without preconceived noti:ns. "v prcteis like Yaasai overstocking are not
going to be solved quick'y anc dJt:rZnes are going to occur. The only
solution is likely to be te -c- atrn, over a relatively long period, of a
sound but flexible poicy. *c-russaed -itn a w llingeness to listen and
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understand and a degree of firmness when it is evident that the policy has
majority suppcrt. Secondly, the project is part of, and is taking placi
during, historical changes in Kenya'.s land tenure systevs when all portions of
land are gradually coming under itate backed private ownership. Such periods
in a country's history are characterized by a greater interest in land per se
rather than in its use. In the early stages. therefore, the basic motives of
the land owner and the range manager will not always be the same; here again
while technicians may strive for the ideal their achievement during this
period may not be as great as at other times.

5.02 A second phase of the project has commenced and it is recomime- led that
the following action be undertaken in respect of both this and the second
phase project. (more cetailed recommendations follow the sections dealing
with each component of the project).

(a) Continued supervision by the Bank and Goverrment of all Phase I
project entities.

(b) Kenya Government should ensure proper staffing for the
continuation of the project (para. 21.3).

(c) AFC and RIMD must tackle the overstocking prcblems on the company
ranches. (para. 15.11).

(d). LMD should pay more attention to the commercial ranches.

(e) RMD must develop further the Government's program for giving
advice to and training of ranch staff and ccrittees.

(f) RMD must help the Maasai implement their stock quotas. It should
re-examine the adequacy of the services to these ranches and make
recommendations for any necessary changes in legislation
(para.17.7). The desirability of forging atead with development
in new areas before solutions have been found to the pilot areas
should be carefully assessed. Some develpceent might be
warranted and funds should be readily availatle if a breakthrough
is made. One of the reasons for failures in the first project
was time taken to get money to stirt develcpcent. On the other
hand, while the first pro;ect will have increased environmental
hazards somewhat because of inadequate grazing :ontrol,
widespread distribution of water throughout Maasai witho-.t
control would be disastrous and remove the remaining weapon
government has to induce change. During t:is development stage
it will be important for Government to regj.ate the pace of
development in relation to the cooperaticn it is getting from the
Maasai farmers in their own efforts to tr;y overcome their stock
problem. The Government -nus: not be so naive as to think that
they can expect to get imirediate whole hearted suppcrt for their
programs in Maasai since there are too many ;olitical vested
interests involved to ensure plain sailing.

(g) RMD to pay more attention to N.E. Range Manage=ent organization
and increase its dialogue with the pastoralists (para. 18.21).
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(h) Central Direction for the Range Management Program should be
placed in a specially constituted Range Development Project Uniz
under the Head of the Range Management Division. His salary
level would be upgraded to that of other senior Division Chiefs
in the Ministry and made commensurate with the responsibilities
associated with overseeing Government policies of the major
enterprise affecting 80% cf Kenya's land area. The Unit would becapable of: surveying, planning, organizing and supervising
function of cooperatives, groups and companies as well as
monitoring and evaluating the various schemes. Closer working
arrangements with RWD would be forged. AFC would still retain
its present function of helping ranchers prepare applications,
lending and supervising the loans as appropriate (para 24.23).
In consultation with them, RMD would define clearly the
responsibilities and objective of the participating agencies in
the range program. It would monitor progress (para. 24.23).

(i) In particular R.MD, in consultation with others would draw up
detailed proSrams for training of ranch personnel and be
reiponsible for their implementation (para. 24.23).

(j) "'D, perhaps in association with research and education
institutions, would implement a program of range monitoring usinga simple transact system, particularly in the N.E. and on Company
ranches (para. 18.21).

(k) The Economic and Planning Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture
should be strengthened in the livestock field to undertake
coordinating and policy control of the beef industcy as a whole
examining from time to time the progress of the range component
(also recommendations 13, 14, 15) (para. 24.24.)

(1) The project-would rely essentially on Kenya personnel.

(a) In an innovative project of this kind, Government and IDA's need
to maintain disbursement schedules should not override technical
and social problems where solution is essential for long term
success. More emphasis would be placed on achieving sound
ranching organizations and solving the various constraints caused
by social needs and customs. Kenya has gone further than most
countries in this quest and it is evident that as well as money,
time, patience and understanding will be important ingredients.

(n) In order that pastoralists become less dependent on rangeland for
subsistence and income Government and IDA must consider the
financing of associated improvements, schools, community and
health centers, roads, development of cultivation, milk
collection, etc.

(o) Government should pay greater attention to producer/consumer beef
pricing policies, and KMC policies (para. 25).
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(p) The subsidy policies to LVD should be reviewed (para. 19).

(q) The rote of stratification of the industry should be reviewed.
The importance of moving young cattle out of the North East
destermined (para. 18.20) and the possibility of developing new
company and commercial ranches for fattening only examined (para.
15.11). The role of feedlots should similarly be examined in
relation to fattening ranches and as.alternatives to intensive
and expensive range improvements in the North East.

(r) Because of its complexity and need for continuity Kenya must
develop the capability to formulate its own beef sector policy
using Kenyans rather than using transitory experts or
intermittant studies neither of which can grasp the general
problem of the country - although of course they can advise on
specific aspects of technology. A beef market and price study is
recommended (para. 19).
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KENYA
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

CREDIT 477-KE
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

PROJECT CCORDINATION UNIT

TERYS OF REFERENCE'

A. Location Range Management Branch,
Livestock Production Division,
Ministry of Agriculture.

3. Head of the - The Unit will be headed by a Livestock
Unit Project Coordinator who will be:

(1) Chairman of the Livestock Project
Coordination Committee;

(2) responsible for the supervision of
the Unit;

(3) subject to a maximum degree of
autonomy and tesponsibility to
perform his functions;

(4) the AIE holder for the finances of
the Unit.

C. Responcibility - will be responsible
of the Unit

(1) to the Permanent Seiretary of
Agriculture for supervision through
the Head of Range Management Branch,
the Chief of Livestock Production
Division and the Director of
Agriculture;

I/ Source: PS, MOA, September 1974.
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(2) for the coordination of the activities of the
livestock project (IDA, USAID, CIDA. and ODM
Projects) across ministries, agencies and
donors. Specifically

(a) to monitor and be iware of: progress in
project implementation by each projec, agency;
procurement of equipment, machines and vehicles;
disbursement and reimburseirent under the
project; problems and issues which constrain
project progress etc;

(b) to collate all material and information
supplied by project agencies for quarterly
report, which is to include:

(i) progress in each component;

(ii) procurement;

(iii) expenditure and reimbursement of
expenditure by service agencies;

(iv) major issues affecting the project;

(c) to arrange for supervision missions and
visits by donor agencies activities;

(d) to organise activities of the Project
Coordination Committee;

-(e) to organise training activities under the
project;

(f) to arrange consultancies, studies and
research activities relating to the project
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KENYA
SECOD LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

CR.477-KE
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

USAID: PROJECT ASSISTANCE COMPLETION REPORT

NOTE: Highlights extracted by PCR
mission from full report dated June 1983

and reproduced by courtesy of USAID.

r
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Project Ourpose

The project purpose was "to increase the qu'antity and quality of
livestock production to meet grc-ing domestic demand and to earn foreign
exchange through exports of livestock and livestock products".

Project Status at Closing Cate

Mission support for these projects has terminated. The larger
National Kenyan Livestock II ?roject is approachirg the origiral
completion date and the OCK is negotiating with the Wcrld Bank for
continued financial assistance for a National Livestock III Project.

With the exception of the participar.t t&aining element of these
projects all other elements fell short, by varying degrees, of obtaining
the desired goal.

The Mission in 1981 designed a study to review project activities
and develop lessons learned from this project. This study was not
undertaken due to the security situaticn in tne NEP which prevented any
field visitations.

Summry of Contributions and Proiect Cutpkts

USAID Contributions

The Livestock nevelopment ProJect (Loan) authorized (as
amended) funds for twc components; (1) $3.2 million for
reimbursing the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) for
livestock loans; and (2) $9.5 million for the procurement and
operation of heavy earthmoving eq-uipment. The loan total was
therefore $12.8 million of which the SCK utilized $10.18
million.

The NRRD Project (Grant) authorized $3.172 million for
technical assistance, training and comr-cdity procurement. As
of March 31, 1983 total expenditures were $5.488 million.

This amount was expended as follows

Technical Assistance $ 3,161,000
Equipment and Supplies S 312,000
Training $ 2,015,000

Total _ .488,000

The reasons why project funds were underutilized are detailed
in the Lessons Learned Section.

COK Contributions

The GOK agreed to pr:ovide the Kenya Shilling equivalent of
US$3.7 million to finance local costs such as the Wajir
Workshop, Warehouse and Staff Housing Construction, local
staff salaries and maintenance of reservoirs and boreholes.
In general, the GOK contributions wcre provided as required
throughout the project.

Y.-
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Prolect Out;uts

- A qualified and trained cadre of Kenyans to conduct ranch
planning and imple-nentation.

- Establisbment of effectively functioning credit system for
the timely provision of credit and credit-related services to
ranches or their development and operation.

- aZprovement of Kenyan range management training institutions
offering programs applicable to grazing block and ranch
management.

- Development of Grazing Blocks.

- Establishment of service and maintenance facilities for
project equipment.

- A study of the meat industry in Kknya.

- Development of livesteck ranches in the Narok and Taita
Taveta areas.

Proiect Accomplishments

Althoueh the project fell far short of meeting the original
objectives there were several accomplishments:

- The participant training of 100 0OK personnel (i.e.
academic 76. non-academic 24) increased the skilled manpower
of the Range Managemnt Division and the Hydrology
Engineering capabilities of the .MCLZs Rural Water
Development Division.

- Completion of an analysis by Chemonics of the "Meat
Industry in Fenys". This study was designed to assist the
6OK in prepariny a long term prcgram for the development of
policy guidelines and course cf action that will assure the
continued growth of this industry.

- Completion by Utah State University of a "Range Monitoring
and Range Trends Study". In addition a USDA Range Scientist
updated a long ongoing study (range site readings which are
taken every 3 to 5 years) on range utilization.
productiveness and plant growth in nu~merous locations
throughout Keuya.
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Lnforeseet ImplerJntation Problems

- Difficulty in maintaining US Technical Assistance Team in the
X.E.P. due to extreme and difficuLt workir.g conditions.

- Lack of support from the participAting ministries and
incapability of these ministries to, work and coordinate with
one another especially aL the field level.

- Mechanical problems in raintaining vehicles in the N.E.P.

Post rojeci Activities

All AID support .................. ended as of their PACD. No
additional project reviews. redirection or evaluation will be
carried out. This PACI is the final project action.

Sumwary of Lessons Learned

The major lessons learned for the GCK, A'D and other donors
involved in this project are:

- Large national projects which are supported by multi-donors
require the establishment of an effective project

coordinating coe-vittee. Such a project coordinating
committee should be supported by one or more of the donors
and not left to the responsibility of the host government.

- The project design was faulty in that it mistakenly assumed
that pastoralists of north-east Kenya were meat producers
when in fact they are milk prod-cers. Therefore, the whole
livestock production system was quite different from that

- which the project designers had anticipated.

- The project gieatly underestimated the complexity of the
problems faced when dealing with pastoralists. It appears
the cultural base of the castoralists was not fully
..derstood during project design.

- When the implementing Ministry, for the project, was split
into additional new Ministries, steps should have been taken
by the donors to specifically clxrify the responsibilities of
the new Ministries and to develop &ny appropriate redirection
of the project. The low ptiority given to this project by
the Ministry of 1ater Deve'opment (MO6) greatly constrained
success of the project.

- The pastoralists should have been -nore involved in project
design operation and decision =aking d4ring implementation.
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- Crazing block :oemttees were established but were less
effective than planned be-iuse pastoralists 'roe settlements
were selected to represent the nuuAdic pastora.1sts. Very
few of the GCK partici;anCs in these meetings spoke the
lang-agi of the pastoralies, and minutes it tiese meetings
were taken in Englis0. All these factors c'fectively
eliminated any meaningful pat-icipation by members of the
ta.get group as most n.tither speak nor read Er.glish.

- Mst of the CCK employees work'ng in the NE? are not from
pastorAi backgrounds, have not boen range l'v'stock
producers, and generally do not spea.. the tocal language.

Sore emphasis should have been placed by the Covernment and
donors in identify:ng individua&s frow the NEP for job
assignments in that location and more. of the same individuals
should have been selected to participate in the various
training programs within tne project.

The pastoralists should have t-een sw-re involved in the
development of the geographic bourdaries for the grazing
blocks. The grazing block concept would have been more
successful if the establishment of these boundaries tad taken
into consideration the historical grazing patterns of the
varioua pastoral clans a* was intended by the original
designers of this project.

- There is ample evidence the pastoralists would have accepted
mare responsibility in the iperation and maintenance of
boreholes and water catchment pans if the project design had
provided for this type of participation. At present the
pastoralists feel that the maintenance of the borehile
equipment and pans is the responsibility of the GOK.

- Resources provided by the project (i.e. technical assistance
personnel, equipment and financial resources) greatly
exceeded the participating GOK Ministries' administrrtive,
coordinating &nd maintenance capacity. These excessive
protect resources overwhelmed the CCK and led to less thar.
effective use of donor provided project inputs.

- A major constraint to the success of this prLjtct was the
ineffective livestock marketing system whicli relied on t~e
Livestock Marketing Division of MCLD. During the project
design phase, inadequate attention was given to the
constraints created by governanent price controls, distances
from the NEP to livestock markets, road conditions and other
factors.

- The unwillingness of U.S. long term tefhnicians to live in
the isolated harsh conditions of the N.E.P., prior to long
term cocnitments individuals should be allowed a short TDY to
ascertain their ability and willingness to work and live
under such conditions.
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- u.S. technicians should not be placed in "line positions"
within participating CK .Ministries.

- ?roject provided vehicles for U.S. tecnnicians snou4 te
under their control.

- The project over-e:phasized the deve'.op.ant and utilization
of the range by catt.e and ignored the ipxrtant role that
camels. sheep. gzats and dcr.'eys have in the oastoral
production system.

The water pan siltration rate was muc. greater than
anticipated and the maintenance skil level and or interest
of the pastoralist in maintaining these pans was
over-estimamted. Both these factors directly aifected the
amount of water availabe and resultant overgrazing.

- There were accusations by USDA technicians and othert that
the project was producing a negative eftect on the ecological
balance within t!e NE? and was enhancing the desertification
Cf the -1 Tt -:uld appear that these allegations were

.cL azeq..Ately investigated by the CCK or participAti'g
dcnors.
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KL'NYA

SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROjECT
(C?. 477-KE)

PROJECT COMPLETION ERR

Adherance to !*a'ir Legal Co,.enants 1/

DEE7.2PMENT CREDIT ACREEENT

Sectiun Covenants CVMeCts

Section 2.03 Contracts exceeding 530.000 in Generally complied
value to be financed out of the with. However, in the
Credit to be awarded on the case of the Amoseli
basis of international pipelina, BanW
competition under procedures guidelines were not
consistent with World Sank followed; after
Guidelines and in accordarce investigation the Bank
with Schedule 5 of the DCA. coucluded that this had

been due to the fact
that (I) initiation of
the process had preceded
credit effectiveneas,
and (it) local officials
had not been fully aware
of the Bank's
requirements.
Disbursement on this
item was therefore
approved.

Section 3.0. ' establishment and fundirg of a PCU established and IDA
Project Coordination Unit in MOA consulted in respect of
with responsibilities is set out appointment of Project
in Schedule 3 to the DCA, Coordinators. Staffing
Adequate staffing. The levels generally
qualific.tions and experience 3f satisfactory. Lack of
the Project Coordinator and of finance from the
the Assistant Project Treasury became a major
Coordinator to be satisfactory constraint on project
to IDA. 7he Government to implementation
provide adequate and suitable especially in the years
staff and equipment for AFC. 1980/81-1982/83.

1i Rlevant covenants are contained in the Development Credit A4reement
(DCA) and Project Agreeaent (PA).
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U'W. the Range Y1nagement
Divisi;n, tie tange Watar Unit
and the Veterinary Departmenr in
MCA. In particular, Gove.:-.ment
employ staff to fill posItions
specified in Sched,.e 4 to the
DCA.

Section 3.02(a) Government to relend the Complied with.
;roceeds of tce Credit allocated
to Part A of the project to AFC
under a subsidiary loan
agreement, to be entered into
between the Eorrower and AFC,
upon terms and conditions
approved by IDA, including a
repayment period of 20 years, a
grace period oZ 5 years. and an
interest rate of 30 per annum.

Section 3.04(a) Government to provide to IDA Complied with.
plans, specifications, contract
documents and construction and
procurement schedules for th-
project items.

Section 3.04(b) Government to: (i) maintain AFC's recording systems
records and on the progress of for ranch lending were
the Project (including coots) the subject of criticirs
and to identify the goods and by supervision aissont
services financed out of the and were modified in
Credit; (1) enab.e the MA to response. Weakness in
examine the Project, the goors monitoring project
financed out of the Credit and iaplementation resulted
any relevant records and in data gape within the
documents; and (iii) furnish to PRC (e.g. operating
IDA all relevant information an performance of water
the Project, the expenditure of systems and dipc).
the prcceeds of the Credit and
the goods and sirvicas financed
out of such pre-eeds.

Section 4.03(t) Witnir, three years of the Creit Not .omplied with, IDA
effeertiveness, Grvernment to accepted instead a
phase out all price controls on revised price str-icture
the production. processing ard after two years of
marketing of beef and beef intenstve debate.
cattle with the objectives n.
ensuring (i) the eicouragese .t
of production and export of beef
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and beef products; (Wi) the
financial viability of cattle
production; and (iiI) a
reasonable allocation of
investnent resoirces in beef
cattle and other sectors.

Section -. A L'D to (1) set up a satisfact.rv IM accounting systes
accounting system under an ...ceptable. LID
experienced accountant who shall incurred an operating
establish financial procedures loss in each year of the
and introduce cost accounting project.
and control systeas; (ii)
conduct Its operations
(including setting its scale of
fees and char.,es at an adequate
level) to ensure that it covers
its total cost of operations.

Section 4.05 Within >ne year of Credit Complied with. Study
effectiveness (or .a earlier published 1977.
date to be agreed betreen the
Goversaent and IDA) employ
consultants to car-y out a study
for a future strategy for the
aa&t processing in4 stry, the
qualifications and experience of
such consultants and the terms
and conditions of their
employmeLt to be satisfactory to
the Association.

Section 4.^(b) Prior to asking any investmbnt Complied with in a
under Part E of the Proiett manner satisfactory to
Gcvernz-ent provide written t'a Bank in respect of
confirmation to IDA that Amboseli. In Masai
agreements have been reached Mara, IDA agreed td
with cattle owners in the fi.ance the design
Amboceli and Masai Mara contract out of Category
dispersal areas and the Nairobx 3 (consultants) funds on
Park area () for the exclusion te understanding that
of livestock from the reserve no finance for
areas; (ii) for the entry of construction would be
wildlife to graze on ranch land; maae available until
and (iii) for the compensatizn this covenant had been
of the cattle owners fulfilled. In the
comensurate with tt'*ir loss of event, no formal
potential rancning income. agraement was reached
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with cattle owners,
althou~n ranch
boundaries were extended
at the expense of the
Reserve. No
compensation has been
paid to cattle owners by
Government. At Nairobi
National Pork, no
agreement was reached
and the project
component was not
implemented.

Project Agreement

Section 2.06 AFC shall cause the Deiays in the issue of
Beneficiaries to take action title deeds hindered
necessary to acquire land loan approvals. In
required for the conAtruction 198U, Covernment agreed
and operation of the facilities to guarantee loans
iacluded in the Ranching issued on the basis of
Project. letters of allotment.

Section 3.02 AFC to i) have its account and Complied with up to
financial statements (including 1979/80. However, AFC's
those of the AFC Ranch Section) accounts for FYEO/81 and
for each fiscal year audited, by FY81/82 have not yet
independent auditors acceptable been asuted. This is a
to IDA; (ii) furnish to IDA as source of serious
soon as available, but in any concern to IDA under the
case not later than six months AFC IV Project (Cr..
after the end of each such year, 11.3-K-).
(A) certified copies of its
financial statements for the
year as audited and (B) the
auditors' report; and (iii)
other information concerning the
accounts and firancial
statements of Beneficiaries and
the audit as the IDA reasonably
requests.
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Annex: Cnlending Terms

(a) AFC to onlend to ranchers and feedlot operators charging at least8% ptr annum for ten years including 3 years if grace during
whicn interest only to be paid.

Actual: Com;led with.

(b) Ranchers and feedlot operators required to contribute a minimum
of 20 of their investment costs.

Actual: %ot conplled with. Most company ranches haoo unfavorable capital
structures as a result of equity cor.tributions of much less than 20%.

,0
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May 16, 1986

Mr. David Andere
Project Manager
Kenya Rangeland Ecological

Monitoring Unit
PO Box 47146
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Andere:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RC ogh; h
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May 16, 1986

Mr. J. Kiti
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Water Development
P0 Box 49270
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Kiti:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological !bnitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RClough:GDoualdson hw
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May 16, 1986

Mr. James Kamunge
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Agriculture and

Livestock Development
PO Box 30028
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Kamunge:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

ACIough:CDonaldsoa:hw
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May 16, 1986

Mr. John Githuku
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Planning and

National Development
PO Box 30007
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Githuku:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RClough:GDonaldson:.hw
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May 16, 1986

Mr. Andrew Ligale
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife
PO Box 30027
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Ligale:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological ?tnitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RClough:GDoraldson~bw
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May 16, 1986

Mr. Harris Mule
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Finance
PO Box 30007
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Mule:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, 1 am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RCloUh:GDonaldson :hV
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May 16, 1986

Mr. J. K. Ndoto
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Lands
PO Box 30510
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Ndoto:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RClough:CDonaldson:hw

OFFImA"FLECOPY



May 16, 1986

Mr. Simeon Nyachae
Chief Secretary
Office of the President
PO Box 30510
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Nyachae:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Further to our letter of January 10, 1986 transmitting a copy of
the draft Project Performance Audit Report on the above-mentioned project,
which is supported by Credit 477, I am now pleased to send you the. final
version of the report for information.

The earlier version has been revised in light of comments received
from the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit and the Office of the
President as well as from Bank staff concerned with the project, and was
subsequently distributed to our Executive Directors on April 28, 1986.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RCiough:GDonaldson:hw

OPPICIAL FILE OOPY



May 16, 1986

Mr. Brody Anderson
Canadian International Development Agency
200 Promenade du Portage
Hull, Quebec
Canada, KIAO 64

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

On January 13, 1986, we forwarded to you a copy of the draft report
on the above-mentioned project. The final version of this report has now
been distributed to the Bank's Board of Directors and it is my pleasure to
send you a copy for your information.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RClough:GDonaldson:hw
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May 16, 1986

Mr. John Bolton
United States Agency for

International Development
320 21st Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Bolton:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

On January 13, 1986, we forwarded to you a copy of the draft report
on the above-mentioned project. The final version of this report has now
been distributed to the Bank's Board of Directors and it is my pleasure to
send you a copy for your information.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chief

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RCiowgah:C.oaldson:hw

OPPGIAL FILE COPY



May 16, 1986

Mr. Brian Grieveson
Overseas Development Administration
Eland House
Stag Place
London SWlE 5DH England

Dear Mr. Grieveson:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

On January 13, 1986, we forwarded to you a copy of the draft report
on the above-mentioned project. The final version of this report has now
been distributed to the Bank's Board of Directors and it is my pleasure to
send you a copy for your information.

Sincerely,

Graham Donaldson
Chie f

Agriculture and Human Resources Division
Operations Evaluation Department

Enclosure

RCloughzGDonaldson:hw
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January 13, 1986

Mr. Brody Anderson
Canadian International Development Agency
200 Promenade du Portage
hull, Quebec
Canada, K1AO 64

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on KENYA
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Dear Mr. Anderson:

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of loan/credit disbursements, of
the experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the
International Development Association. These performance audits are intended
to evaluate the extent of achievement of project objectives, reasons for
shortfalls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the
World Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly
on what can be learned from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the project performance audit
report on Kenya: Second Livestock Project, jointly supported by World Bank
Credit 477-KE and your contribution of US$2.4 million. Since co-financing
for the project was provided by the Canadian International Development
Agency, I would like to invite any comments that you may wish to make on the
draft by March 25, 1986. We consider the comments of co-financiers as
important to our purpose of reaching objective conclusions on the project
experience and would like to take your comments into consideration in
formulating our final conclusions before distributing the report to the
Bank's Executive Directors. A copy of the final report will also be sent to
you for your information.

The comments of various authorities in the borrowing country have
been requested separately.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment
cc: Mr. Girukwigomba, ED

RClough/GDo{aldson:no:hw
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January 13, 1986

Mr. John Bolton
United States Agency for

International Development
320 21st Street N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on KENYA
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Dear Mr. Bolton:

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of loan/credit disbursements, of
the experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the
International Development Association. These performance audits are intended
to evaluate the extent of achievement of project objectives, reasons for
shortfalls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the
World Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly
on what can be learned from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the project performance audit
report on Kenya: Second Livestock Project, jointly supported by World Bank
Credit 477-KE and your contribution of US$7.3 million. Since co-financing
for the project was provided by the United States Agency for International
Development, I would like to invite any comments that you may wish to make on
the draft by March 25, 1986. We consider the comments of co-financiers as
important to our purpose of reaching objective conclusions on the project
experience and would like to take your comments into consideration in
formulating our final conclusions before distributing the report to the
Bank's Executive Directors. A copy of the final report will also be sent to
you for your information.

The comments of various authorities in the borrowing country have
been requested separately.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

cc: Mr. Girukwigomba, ED

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



January 13, 1986

Mr. Brian Grieveson
Overseas Development Administration
Eland House
Stag Place
London
SW1E 5DR England

Re: Project Performance Audit Report on KENYA
Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

Dear Mr. Grieveson:

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of loan/credit disbursements, of
the experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the
International Development Association. These performance audits are intended
to evaluate the extent of achievement of project objectives, reasons for
shortfalls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the
World Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly
on what can be learned from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the project performance audit
report on Kenya: Second Livestock Project, jointly supported by World Bank
Credit 477-KE and your contribution of US$3.7 million. Since co-financing
for the project was provided by the Overseas Development Administration, I
would like to invite any comments that you may wish to make on the draft by
March 25, 1986. We consider the comments of co-financiers as important to
our purpose of reaching objective conclusions on the project experience and
would like to take your comments into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive
Directors. A copy of the final report will also be sent to you for your
information.

The comments of various authorities in the borrowing country have
been requested separately.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

OFMCIAL FILE COPY



January $#, 1986

Mr. David Andere

Project Manager
Kenya Rangeland Ecological

Monitoring Unit
P.O. Box 47146
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Andere:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:

Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department

include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the

experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to

evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-

falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World

Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on

what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report

on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would

appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,

1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final

conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-

tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also

propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report

satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-

form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-

tion.

OFFICIAL PILE COPY
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Developnent, the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of
Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and the Agricultural Finance
Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinorl Watanabe
Director

Operations Fvaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/G z son:no:hw

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



January f, 1986

Mr. John Cithuku
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Planning and

National Development
P.O. Box 30007
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Githuku:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-YE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can In-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development, the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of
Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and the Agricultural Finance
Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/GDon son:no:hw

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



January VL 1986

Mr. James Kamunge
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Agriculture and

Livestock Development
P.O. Box 30028
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Kamunge:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-YE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.

OFFICIAL FIL. COPY
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and
National Development, the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of
Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and the Agricultural Finance
Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/GD son:no:hw

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



January eq 1986

Mr. J. Kiti
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Water Development
P.O. Box 49270
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Kiti:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Tnterna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and
National Development, the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development,
the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and the
Agricultural Finance Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

At tachment

RClough/GDason:no:hw
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January 4Q 1986

Mr. Andrew Ligale
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife
P.O. Box 30027
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Ligale:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-YE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and
National Development, the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development,
the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of Lands and the Agricultural
Finance Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanahe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/G2 dson:no:hw
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January 10, 1986

Dr. E.J. M'Rabu
General Manager
The Agricultural Finance

Corporation
P.O. Box 30367
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Dr. M'Rabu:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KF. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

tie consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and
National Development, the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development,
the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of Lands and the Ministry of
Tourism and Wildlife.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/GDo no:hw
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January Q 1986

Mr. Barris Mule
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Finance
P.O. Box 30007
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Mule:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a cony of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Planning and National Development, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development, the Ministry of Water
Development, the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and
the Agricultural Finance Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/G son: no: hw
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January $Q 1986

Mr. J.K. Ndoto
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Lands
P.O. Box 30510
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Ndoto:

1 e: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Tepartment
include a review, shortly after completion of loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you ray have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the Office
of the President, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and
National Development, the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development,
the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, and
the Agricultural Finance Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

RClough/GDo son: no: hw
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January #, 1986

Mr. Simeon Nyachae
Chief Secretary
Office of the President
P.O. Box 30510
Nairobi, Kenya

Dear Mr. Nyachae:

Re: Project Performance Audit Report:
Kenya Second Livestock Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independently consti-
tuted unit within the World Bank Group. The functions of the Department
include a review, shortly after completion of Loan disbursements, of the
experience and results of all projects assisted by the Bank and the Interna-
tional Development Association. These performance audits are intended to
evaluate the extent of achievements of project objectives, reasons for short-
falls or outstanding achievements, and the general effectiveness of the World
Bank support for the lending operation. The audit focuses particularly on
what the organization can learn from past experience.

I attach a copy of the first draft of the Performance Audit Report
on the Kenya Second Livestock Project, supported by Credit 477-KE. I would
appreciate receiving any comments that you may have on the draft by March 18,
1986, so that we can take them into consideration in formulating our final
conclusions before distributing the report to the Bank's Executive Directors.

We consider your views and comments as of crucial importance to
reaching balanced conclusions concerning this project experience. In addi-
tion to reflecting them in the conclusions of the performance audit, we also
propose to fully reproduce your views and comments in the final report.
Should you find the present draft of this project performance audit report
satisfactory and have no comments to make, I shall be grateful if you can in-
form me accordingly, preferably by cable. A copy of the final report, as
distributed to the Executive Directors, will be sent to you for your informa-
tion.
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I am also sending a copy of the present draft report to the
Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Planning and National Development, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development, the Ministry of Water
Development, the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, the Ministry of Lands and
the Agricultural Finance Corporation.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanahe

Director
Operations Evaluation Department

Attachment

Clough/G dson:no:hw
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- iii -

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

KENYA SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(CREDIT 477-KE)

BASIC DATA SHEET

KEY PROJECT DATA
Appraisal Actual or Actual as % of
Estimate Estimated Actual Appraisal Estimate

Total Project Cost (US$ million) 59.7 69.8 117
Credit Amount (US$ million) 21.5 12.4 58
Amount Cancelled (US$ million) - 9.1
Board Approval Date - 05/28/74
Effectiveness Date 08/30/74 12/02/74
Date Physical Components Completed 12/31/80 12/31/82
Proportion then completed (%) 100 40-50

Closing Date 12/31/80 12/31/82
Economic Rate of Return (%) 25 Close to 0

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS
FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

Appraisal estimate (US$ million) 4.4 12.0 17.7 20.5 21.5 - - - - -

Actual (US$ million) - 0.3 2.3 2.5 4.2 4.8 7.8 10.6 12.4
Actual as % of Estimate 0 3 13 12 20 22 36 49 58
Date of Final Disbursement: May 1983

MISSION DATA

Date No. of Mandays Specializations Performance Types of
Mission (Mo./Yr.) Persons in Field Represented /a Rating /b Trend /c Problems /d

Appraisal

Supervision I 06/74 3 21 a,d, 2 n.a. F,T
Supervision II 04-05/75 2 38 a,c 3 n.a. F,T
Supervision III 10-11/75 1 23 a 3 2 F,M,P /e
Supervision IV /f 02-03/76 5 170 a,b,c,d,e, - - -
Supervision V /g 10-11/76 2 32 a,b 3 2 F,P,M
Supervision VI 05-06/77 2 24 a 3 2 F,P,M
Supervision VII 01-02/78 2 34 a 3 1 P,M
Supervision VIII 06-07/78 3 48 a, 2 2 MO
Supervision IX 01/79 /h 2 10 a 2 2 M
Supervision X 03/79 2 28 a 2 2 MP /i
Supervision XI 08/79 1 10 3 2 M,P
Supervision XII 03-04/80 3 86 a,f 3 1 M,P
Supervision XIII 11/80 1 11 3 1 M /j
Supervision XIV 06-10/81 /j 1 22 a 3 3 F,M,T
Supervision XV 04-05/82 /l 1 15 a 3 3 F,MT

Total 572 mandays
or 36 manweeks/e

OTHER PROJECT DATA

Borrower Government of Kenya

Executing Agency Project Coordination Unit in Ministry of Agriculture and several Government agencies

Fiscal Year of Borrower July 1 - June 30

Name of Currency (abbreviation) Kenya Shillings (KSh) Kenya Pound (KE1 = 20 KSh)
Currency Exchange Rates: Appraisal Year (1972) US$1 = KSh 7.14

1976 US$1 = KSh 8.30
1977 US$1 = KSh 7.59
1978 US$1 = KSh 7.40
1979 US$1 = KSh 7.33
1980 US$1 = KSh 7.57
1981 US$1 = KSh 10.23
1982 US$1 = KSh 12.72

Follow-on Project None

/a a = Livestock Specialist; d = Meat Processing Specialist
b = Economist e = Farm Management Economist
c = Financial Analyst f = Socioeconomist-Agriculturalist

/b 1 = problem free or minor problems; 2 = moderate problems; 3 = major problems.
/c 1 = improving; 2 = stationary; 3 = deteriorating.
/d F = Financial; M = Managerial; T = Technical; P = Political; 0 = Other.
/ e Refers to the serious problem of scarcity of supply of immature cattle.
/f Review Mission.
Ig Follow-up Review Mission.
/h Partial supervision mission.
/i Indicates current problem of obtaining registered ranch leases in company ranch component.

/i This mission extended over three periods of field work in the period from June 22-July 3,
/k Mission was discontinuous involving field work and meetings with implementing agencies in Nairobi during April/May,

1982. Further field visits were subsequently made to individual subprojects in July, 1982.
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September 23, 1985

Mr. John Bolton
United States Agency for

International Development
320 21st Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Bolton:

Re: Kenya Second Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE)

The Operations Evaluation Department is an independent department
within the World Bank group established to review all Bank lending operations
after project completion and assess their contribution to ,he development
process in member countries. The basic purpose of this re is to learn
from experience, demonstrate accountability for funds disbursed and
contribute to the Bank's continuing efforts to improve the quality of its
leading and technical assistance activities.

The Kenya Second Livestock Development Project, for which your
agency also provided financial support, was completed recently. In order to
carry out a review of this project (and two others) Hr. Richard Clough,
senior evalution officer in this department, is planning to visit Kenya from
October 1-25. Following his return we will send you a copy of his draft
project performance audit report in order that you have an opportunity to
comment on this before it is finalized and submitted to our Board of
Directors. If your agency has undertaken any evaluation of this project we
would be very grateful if you could provide us with any relevant reports.

Sincerely,

Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Mr. Yukinori Watanabe
Director

Operations Evaluation Department AUG 0 8 202?
The World Bank

1818 H Street, N.W. WBG ARCHiVES
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT
KENYA SECOND LIVESTOCK PROJECT (CREDIT 4--KE)

This is to thank you for your letter dated Janua-- 10, 1986
with an attachment of the project performance audit rfmort on
the second livestock project Credit 477-KE for which IaEMU was
a beneficiary. In this connection, I have read and aialysed
the report with keen interest and I found the report very clear
and comprehensive. The report is a useful reference zaterial
for future planned projects.

In this connection however, I would like to exprtss my
thanks to you for the positive comments made on KREM and I hope
with the continued support from the World Bank, KREMI vill even
do a much better job to achieve the desired goal of generating
data for Government planning requirements. Indeed as :.ndicated
in the report our operations have expanded tremendouE-. and this
is due to the fact that we have taken advantage of the changing
technological inputs to data gathering which has inclided the
applications of satellite imagery and aerial photograiny and
the implementation of the GIS. The GIS as you will anreciate
is a very innovative programme and should launch KREET to much
more interactive challenging tasks of resource data a a
contribution to Government policy of rural developmer- planning
programme. Apart from this positive comment on KREMI and
general observation of clarity and comprehensiveness -' the
report, I do not have any further comment to make.

(D.K V Aere)
PROJECT MANAGER

c.c. The Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Planning and

National Development
THE TREASURY

P.O. Box 30005
NATnT



I HE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: January 17, 1986

TO: Grap naldson, Chief, OEDD1

FROM: Kat 1 Marshall, Chief, EAPCA

Ext.: 73881

SUBJECT: KENYA - Second Livestock Development Project (Cr. 477-KE)
Project Performance Audit Report

1. We have reviewed the PPAR for Kenya Livestock II and find it an

interesting, fair account of the project.

2. Our main comment concerns the issue of price controls and price

covenants. Our experience with use of price covenants has generally been

disappointing in Kenya, and in this context, it might be useful to refer to

the PCRs/PPARs for the IADP 1, Group Farms, and SONY projects (PPAR, p.

viii). Concerning the effect of price controls (PPAR, p 14, para. 33), it

would be relevant to note that since the latter part of the 1970s,
unofficial market channels increased in importance and most beef was no

longer sold at the official price. Consumer price controls, long more

observed in the breach than in fact, were officially removed in October

1985, except for the lowest grade of beef. Thus, although prices appear to

have had an important impact on ranch and project viability, this impact

had been mitigated by the 1980s.

3. I attach a list of detailed comments, and a memorandum with

comments from EARCA.

PMJCox:dm

cw: Cleaver
cc: Kenya Team, Loh, GUsten, Wijnand, Graves, Amoako

P 1867



tMUUMe1LS, teuya Livestock ii, PFAR

Page Comment

i The PCR was prepared by both the Bank's Regional office

and EAPCA.

vi The Government has now effectively phased out all price

controls for beef, except for the very lowest grade.

vii It would be useful to refer to the Bank's experience with

price covenants under other projects in Kenya, as

described in the PCRs for IADP I, Group Farms, and South

Nyanza.

4, para. 12 We are now exploring the possibilities of another

livestock project, although primarily focussing on

producers in the high and medium potential areas, milk

marketing, and animal health.

10,
footnote 2 It would be useful to note that the Ministries of

Agriculture and Livestock were separated in 1979 and

rejoined in 1983.

14, para. 33 However, since the latter part of the 1970s, the

unofficial market increased in importance and most beef

was no longer marketed at the official price (given by

KMC and the LMD). Although consumer prices controls

remained, these appear only to have been enforced at the

very lowest levels. Beef price controls were removed in

1985, except for the lowest grade. Thus, although prices

appear to have had an important impact on project and

ranch viability at the beginning, by the 1980s this

impact had been mitigated. This should be reflected in

this paragraph.

15, para. 34 Losses of the LMD were actually much greater than US$3.2,

as the Kenya shilling has been substantially devalued

over the last ten years.



35 15t28 WORLD BANK (RMEA) NAIROBI 338464 P. 82

THE WORLD SANK/IWTURMATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIONY

OFIC!JE MEMORANDUM
OV: December 24, 1985

M. Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief OE[D
Throuci: Mr. H. Wyss (EAPDR), Ms. K. Marshall, (EAPCA)

p : K. Cleaver, Chief, FARCA

KEYA - Second Livestoc Development Project (Cr. 477-KE)
Project Performance Audit Report

1. We have reviewed the above report and find it an interesting,
fair account of a project which failed in most respects.

2. It is worth noting that agricultural policy and project
management in Kenya are absorbing the lessons of past failures. Key
factors which contributed to the difficulties incurred under the Second
Livestock Development Project are being addressed throucy:

(i) a budget rationalization prograne to assist the
Qbvernment in confronting its budgetary crisis;

(ii) reclar agricultural price reviews to adjust prices
upwarde in addition to partial withdrawal of Gbvernment
beef price controls, and

(iii) siuplified project management design, as exexplified by
the National Extension Project and other projects being
developed throuct field eiperiments.

3. Our future involvement in rangeland development remains
nevertheless somewhat problematic in the absence of successes on which to
build. Althouci there is some evidence that private coumercial ranches
out-performed the others, a more thoroucb assessment neede to be carried
cut to determine what would be the role, the possible scope and inpact of
concessional development financing in this area. With regard to pastoral
development, proven tedhnological packages are sadly few. Our pilot
experience in the Baring) Project suggests that orgcnization of cattle
umaketing and cheap watering devices are among the few activities which
can be envisaged. The audit report would be nore useful if it could
provide more specific recomnendatioms for future activities in addition
to the lessors from failures.

File: Cr. 477-KE
AdeLaitaye:8k



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE April 7, 1986

TO Mr. Yves Rovani, DGO

FROM D. Brian Argyl ,Ating Director, AGR

EXTFNSION 61751

SUBJECT Kenya - Second Livestock Development Project (Credit 477)
Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR)

Our comments on the initial draft are reflected in this revised
draft.

cc: Messrs. Husain (OPSVP)
Rajagopalan (PPDDR)
Schuh (AGRDR)
Bertrand (AGREP
Walshe (AGRPT)

AGR Files

MWalshe/sm

P-1866
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stufCmL Us in Lhe Audi r ru c c s tiy

1p vicablt a d u asquentiahI ar op'u I p ut I g
unappropjrante. b:me on p, ojec: '.pi. ilen taonn

. 1Inni anu tol 0cC)

Te pr o fc w-'. 1.c Qc~mp- ond iti thCO Cf .r not.
sur'prling that ii en''<' red Co--r.ntationa probaems boeh with
the doncrs and the .s emp'enaing ageccaes. It is evidcnt t hat the
AudciV :oport CveI Ik i t.. >1.: pCbm Cncunterld U 0 d.nur 0>-
Clrdinationi curnga ahi. p'.' c ipe . is a

G ofo c)

In, spit> .f e ina:d s'. and campiexit y of ah
projec .C t a crpr sotoa V. 1 ilfe comiponnt wa-

nude il stai, cC. picating the pro-

m o c c L . c' o jec'..es r 'mUin Cd c nitarg I-i c. u C he

iimlm; naic:c I ; . .;ill :.Kca'. 01 the r a 1 1 j t
C-)n UcpTL sQ 1:
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v: h>~ the x'llatu ai gs on red meat production, aMUSIMU of Q :0> i, numlr vof ranching types(Group, Grazing Wocks) have Ad mil: production as their traditional

11 PV wi isisted cn poduclion and Credit facilities
th cat: ac only for Cattic, lgnoring other sources of red meatW1 c as >t-cp, and goats. A holistic ranch approach would haveruciuea thc effects of the rccurrent drought since Small Stockare not as Wavi affeWCCd lB OULht -S CAMIC.

Like enost ,i -Za t..'*. the p.s i.ra.lts are riskaeriers. Mc Soc ia-Catui-r iYvu- of L t group shouldha- cc been eaaly to uicfrstwnd the role andpossible r PWussn tC Led & ve targct group in the
icpmntatoi of the proje.

ur n. a::ing stag- -s . rghts wcr e madc on tH needto la e Av Cn:cA. g. Surveying, ascomplished atth right Inne.

hnugh these are son f M major causes c! the prijectfajure, the p , s uot SiCnioln

In view c the obove comnbots, the report Contains Sufficientevicence to ;A.ow that the objectives and planning of thisproject was uns hi p

22 Prickng (age 30, Para, .0-7.09;

hth.uJh c:.cL that 300 prOcs hav Caffece teranch pofita.bay fz CUK/W-Bank "ssiln Report carried
di 9 AL c ncn regarding the price issue putsunproporticae share C t he Liz to GK for notdecontro ng Vi I: F; s raOson has not beenthought to le the Only solution to %uarcnitk- project

(2 * in thee r cnomk: rcmji1es vit:n thecountry, G was not aWne to comply W;th the convenant

The dechning agricultural terics of Wrade argumaernt to [.eeffect that this decline was caused by the Government for notallowing adequate p.-i( increuases is not conyvncing.

Some of the major factors that contributed to the low rattof return of the IjuA y oth exicrna and internal tothe Project e.g. rccurrent drought, Lw tiughput, PoorhonagcMent etc. in Udditio' ) i'sng uic puts anddepressed world Prices of ienyas exports, devaluation andproblems ruIcd to warketing and input supply allcontributed, dh~ir ar indL ckty, to a dociO ill Pr ccin real turims.
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2.3 Lond Sub-division (Para. 15, 27-29)

Lr h sue-division plocess of Groups ranches and
largc scale farras/ranches has atI d some areas of the
rtjeci Lout certainly it Is not to such an extent that

One would say the sub-division is one of the major
causes of the current lack of business on most of the
ranches.

it musn t htvc boen ObUIou1 I the imain objective of the
henyaans that boughI E i :e fte Crg. sale farms or ranches in the

rm.IerV ~flU s urc: w0s 10 he 0 jpice 01 mOvouliy ow.ned
lone to sette. Px~oso ouC a group farin and the generaton f
income LhOUgh he Ltr 'rg :nsaticn vwa only secondary. At no
time were these groups informed that the sub-division was
unvlalble propoition for ecological reasons. Such a
puricy would have allowed for an understanding that the
r:nches- could only provide an income, if any, when run as a
single entity andc on commercial iins.

Para. 18 of the nudit Ueport indicates that AFC will be
unable to recover significant amount of Outstan4ding - I ,
the main r-son being that iL1chse Ioan:.s are not scuC ored, GO

is aware of tho problem and muasures have' been taken to haxvc
the ranches curveyed, titte' doeds gkvcn and thcr-:ftc-r have
security offered. for the loans.

The Audli flprt Cur ihu; soaes thot ArC 00 n :rzne
attCmpting to promote cevelopmcnt but it is just

should howevor bc noted that AFC is currently servil g the
Cnist: Joients which is part of (:evelcpment objective.

Wh L:e loan recovery gencrafly i mpliu rach liquidation.
S.r.:cin;g inclu des the imprOVement I rac! repn obiy
through inj ctien of more capital in viable ranches.

4Z.4 Ranch Lending.
Parn. 7.13 while it is true that AFC records were not up-date

at the bginning of the project there was no time when
or" (apitai Nas ever credited to DnCeClnoprt C>pial

accounts to prevent their falling into a -rc2. Wcr ini1
:.pital Account was an op rationai accou- 1 w eare all the-

procceds form ranch operat--ns went and from vhere payment

Were made.
PIra. 2.21 and Annex 1, Table 2 gives a .islading
interpretation on the actual status of loan arle s or
Puril sac oiher raneh t ype. Te 62% refers to the number
G; ranchers in arreas but not the actual amount of money in

arrens. Tl ucer wod ge a Lb-itcr plc/ture as to how
mu eL m Ioney was in or re.s. This percen age is . ruch lower
(7 1) o: Poringo coiparod to th:e reported 62.
A column on "% Amount in Arr- -" should add more meaning to
Annex 1 table 2.
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Th s unfIrtunate that no actual IRR has been calculated or
attemptcd to, for the Project. If one has to look at the
actual performance (see Basic Data) as a percentag of the
oppraisal project does not look all that disappointing as
most components reached 100% performance. If the actual
pcrformance is based on the 1976 Review, which is actual;y

p the actual pcrformance is either 100% or abc\ve
the expectations.

IC 'rojct has laid a strong base ror
future livestock dev lIn in Kenya i ccuI.C
infrastructures and Lnnvtution. set the project are not
left idle for t-c long.
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PPAR UNIT COST SHEET

PROJECT: KENYA - SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT

Lmm/CREDIT NO. 477-KF

MAN-DAYS

PREPARED BY: R. Clough 16.75

APPROVED BY: R. van der Lugt -

TOTAL OED COST:

STAFF 16.75

CONSULTANT _

TOTAL: 16.75

DATE: March 26, 1986

PCR ASSESSMENT:

The PPAM agrees with the conclusions of the PCR, which provides
a thorough and accurate analysis of the experience with the project.



THE WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Date: March 26, 1986

To: Mr. Edward V. K. Jaycox, ESAVP
Mr. S. Shahid Husain, OPSVP

From: Yukinori Watanabe, Acting DGO

Extension: 32924

Subject: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya Second
Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE)

I am attaching the Project Performance Audit Report on the Kenya
Second Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE). The report has been
revised in the light of comments received from the Regional office. Comments
received from the Borrower are attached as Attachment I.

In Mr. Rovani's absence, please confirm to me that your earlier
comments have been adequately reflected in this final draft. We intend to
release the attached report to the EDs and the President on April 8, 1986.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Stern, SVPOP
Shihata, LEGVP
Rovani, DGO o/r

P-1 867
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Date: March 26, 1986

To: Mr. Edward V. K. Jaycox, ESAVP
Mr. S. Shahid Husain, OPSVP

From: Yukinori Watanabe, Acting DGO

Exetersion: 32924

Subject: Project Performance Audit Report on Kenya Second
Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE)

I am attaching the Project Performance Audit Report on the Kenya
Second Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE). The report has been
revised in the light of comments received from the Regional office. Comments
received from the Borrower are attached as Attachment I.

In Mr. Rovani's absence, please confirm to me that your earlier
comments have been adequately reflected in this final draft. We intend to
release the attached report to the EDs and the President on April 8, 1986.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Stern, SVPOP
Shihata, LEGVP
Rovani, DGO o/r

RClough: RJMv ILu t :Conaldson: hw
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WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE December 30, 1985

'0 Mr. Graham Donaldson, Division Chief, OEDDI

FROM Donald C. Pickering, Assistant Director, AG

EXTENSiON 61751

SUBJECT KENYA - Livestock II (Credit 477)-Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR)

Draft dated December 13, 1985

1. AGR has reviewed the above draft PPAR and has the following

comments.

2. Although we agree that the project was deficient in many respects

- poor management, technical and administrative performance etc. - we feel

that inadequate attention and analysis may have been given to the impact of

depressed prices, which were largely due to Government price controls. In

fact, depressed prices may have been a sufficient cause, on their own

account, for failure. One would expect them also to affect both management

and technical performance. The magnitude of the depression in producer

prices in real terms as stated in the PPAR (para. 33), is large7 "the index

of official producer prices for livestock declined in real terms from 100

in 1972 to only 66 in 1982". If the depressions in the "Index of real

official producer prices" and "Income terms of trade" are averaged over the

10 year period 1973 to 1982 (PCR Annex I Table 7) they represent a

reduction of 22% and 24% respectively. When the project was appraised in

late 1972 the SAR (Para. 6.02) estimated that producer prices were

depressed by about 25%. It would appear, therefore, that the 22%

depression in the 1972 producer price index was estimated on a base price

that was already considered 25% depressed by official price controls. This

should be clarified because if true, the official real producer price was

about 47% (25% +22%) less than the price assumed in the financial

projections in the SAR. The SAR financial analysis assumed that price

controls would be removed (paras 6.02 and 6.04) and therefore the

implementation of the covenant to remove controls, agreed at negotiations

(SAR para 6.02) was crucial. Although it is clear that at least some

producers realized prices that were higher than the official ones 
because a

parallel market existed, it is likely nevertheless, that controls reduced

producer prices substantially.

3. If the above interpretation is correct, ranching, as represented

by the performance levels in the SAR models probably was not financially

viable in Kenya during the implementation period because financial rates of

return for ranches estimated in the SAR ranged from 12 to 23%. This

important perspective would have emerged if the models had been

recalculated during implementation. It is most likely that this was done,

P-1866
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although it is not mentioned. Even though IDA was clearly concerned about
price controls and the region tried hard to have them removed, it is not
clear that the magnitude of their effect on project viability has been
fully appreciated.

4. With hindsight, IDA should have insisted on the removal of price
controls before Kenya was invited to negotiations.

5. It would probably be wrong to assume, however, that the range and
ranching components would have been successful simply with better prices.
IDA experience with similar types of projects which tried to introduce
modern ranching methods or rangeland management techniques to traditional
livestock owners has been at best dismal. The PPAR should refer to this
experience and should mention that the project was one of a series which

tried to use innovative institutional arrangements (group ranches etc.) to

bring the benefits of modern range management and livestock production to
traditional producers. Those benefits were clearly demonstrable in Kenya
where the superior performance of private (colonial) ranches to traditional
cattle production systems could be compared at first hand. Achieved

production coefficients fell far short of those projected, mainly due to

bad management and inadequate attention to milk production. In addition

serious social problems were prevalent. Although the Bank/IDA became

aware, at least since the mid seventies, that this project concept was

seriously flawed and has stopped lending for this type of development

(except in exceptional cases), a more effective alternative design has not

been developed in the meantime.

cc: Messrs. Rajagopalan, Schuh, Fitchett, Walshe, Nelson
Kraske, Bronfman, Cox, Amaoko, McBride, MillsZ
Adams, Coulter

Mesdames: Marshall, Adu

MLalshe/sm



DATE: December 16, 1985

TO: Mr. Hans Wyss, Director, 'AAP

FROM: Graham Donaldson, Chief, OEDD1

EXTENSION: 32893

SUBJECT: Project Performance Audit Report - Kenya Second

Livestock Development Project (Credit 477-KE)

1. I attach, for your review and comments, the draft of a Project
Performance Audit Report on the above project supported by Credit 477-KE.

2. I would appreciate receiving any comments you may have by
December 31, 1985, when we expect to sead the draft report to the Borrower
for their comments. Any further comments you may wish to make are requested

by January 20, 1986. They will then be reflected in the final draft report

along with any comments received from the Borrower.

3. I would be grateful if you were to arrange for us to be provided
with the names, titles and addresses of people in the Borrover country to

whom the draft report should also be sent for comments.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Kraske, EAl
Rajagopalan, PPR
Schuh, AGR (3)
Bronfman, EAP

Ms. Marshall, EAP
Cox, EAP

Messrs. Amoako, EAl
McBride, EAl

'I. Adu, LEG
Messrs. Mills, LOA

Adams, Director, RMEA

RClough:clf

OFFICIAL FILE CWY



Td: Mr. Graham Donaldson, Division Chief, OEDD1

From: R.H. Clough November 6, 1985

Back to Office Report on Mission to Kenya

a) Audits of the Tea Factory Project (Loan 993-KE), the South Nyanza

Sugar ct (Loan 1389-KE), and the Second Livestock Project (Credit

477KE), an

b) Preliminary Discussions concerning a possible Study of the

Environmental Impact of Bank Lending in Kenya.

I visited Kenya from October 1 to October 26. While in Nairobi I held

discussions with officials from the Ministry of Agriculture, the Office of

the President, the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife, the Kenya Sugar

Authority (KSA), the Kenya Tea DevElopment Authority (KTDA), the

Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFL), the South Nyanza Sugar Company

(SONY), the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit (KREMU), and the

United Nations Environment Program (UNEP).' I made several field trips

including visits to two tea factorieti in Central Province (Nyeri) and two

near to Kericho in Western Kenya. I also visited several ranches in

Nanyuki, Kajiado and Taita, and the uth NyanziSugar Project.

The Tea Factory Project

This project provided for construction of 17 tea factories to process

smallholder tea. It was cofinanced by the Commonwealth Development

Corporation (CDC). Originally, the project was expected to include a

component for further tea planting, but this was dropped by the Bank due

to fears of world over supply of tea. The tea factories constructed under

the project have been completed and are all operating satisfactorily at

close to their designed capacity. They have consistently produced high

quality teas which command premium prices. However, the project did take

10 years to complete, compared with five years expected originally. This

delay contributed to a substantial cost overrun (52%).. On account of- the

cost overrun the Bank was able-to finance construction of only 12

factories. The remaining five were financed with a loan from the OPEC

Fund



and by CDC, the original cofinanciers. The delays in construction were

aggravated by delays in Government reimbursing KTDA for expenditure

incurred under the project, and some amounts which are long overdue are

still outstanding.

Each factory is operated by a separate company. KTDA has the major

shareholding, but tea growers are buying an increasing proportion of the

shares. Growers are paid a fixed first payment every month for leaf

delivered during the month, and a second payment at the end of the

financial year. The second payment is based on the value of the tea

produced, less processing and other costs. In 1983/84, due to the

exceptionally high tea prices in the world market, growers were paid

about twice as much as the highest price paid previously. However, for

1984/85 prices have declined somewhat. A small proportion of tea is sold

on the local market at prices fixed by Government. The price received for

this locally sold tea is sometimes only 50% of the world price.

Although smallholder tea production in Kenya has been very successful,

yields from smallholders have been less than half of those obtained on thE

tea estates, and there is substantial scope for improvement of smallholder

yields. Yields are lower from smallholders in part because KTDA has

always emphasised production o high quality tea, whereas the estates have

given more emphasis to maximizing production.

For a long time KTDA has been regarded as a fine example of a

successful parastatal institution, and it still appears to function very

effectively. However, present indications are that KTDA could encounter

serious financial problems in a few years time and this may impair its

effectiveness. KTDA's financial position has been adversely affected by

the decline in the value of the Kenya Shilling, for it has borrowed from

several overseas donors in foreign currency but has onlent funds to

factory companies in local currency. KTDA was also established with very

little equity and it does not have large reserves which -it can draw on.

Its financial position has improved recently due to the exceptionally higt

tea prices on the world market. However, during this period of high

prices KTDA's board, which is dominated by producer representatives, woulc

not permit it to accumulate any special reserves. KTDA's financial

position may also be adversely affected by a recently announced program tc

plant tea around certain forest boundaries. KTDA has already been



required to meet certain costs associated with this politically inspired

and poorly planned project, and it is feared that KTDA may experience

difficulty in obtaining reimbursement from Government.

Although a draft PCR was completed for this project in March this

year, the PCR has still not been finalised and there may be some further

delay.

The South Nyanza Sugar Project

This involved the establishment of a completely new sugar project in

South Nyanza, a relatively underdeveloped but high potential area. The

project included construction of a new 60,000 ton capacity factory, with

about 30% of the cane supplied from a nucleus estate and the rest from

smallholder outgrowers. The sugar was expected to substitute for imports.

The project was cofinanced by the European Investment Bank, the African

Development Bank, and the East African Development Bank.

The project was regarded as very important politically by Government, for

it would be the only major development project in the area. However,

prior to appraisal a survey of the sugar industry had suggested that first

priority should be given to rehabilitation of existing sugar factories,

most of which were operating aC-under 50% of capacity. It did not seem

sensible to install additional capacity when existing capacity was

seriously underutilized. Although the Bank stff generally shared this

view, the Bank succumbed to Government pressure and agreed to support the

project in South Nyanza. This seems to have been a mistake. However, thE

Bank agreed to support the project only on condition that the Government

asked the Bank to support the rehabilitation project as well. Although

the latter project was well conceived, implementation of this

rehabilitation project was very unsatisfactory.

The sugar factory was completed on time and it appears to be a good

factory. There was a cost overrun of only 6% in US$ terms, although it

was significantly higher in local currency. However, throughput at the

factory has-'been very low, while SONY has experienced very serious

financial difficulties. At the present time the factory is operating at

only about 40% of capacity. By mid-1983 SONY's accumulated losses

amounted to about US$21 million, while the company had a negative net

worth of about US$13 million. As a result of these financial problems SON'

has not been able to replant cane on schedule, very little fertilizer has



ueen usea, ana tarm equipment is in poor condition. SONY's financial

problems have been caused by a number of factors, including Government's

failure to increase the price of sugar as agreed, low throughput, and

losses caused by devaluation of the Kenya Shillling. SONY had very little

equity to start with and the company was experiencing acute financial

problems within one year of starting factory operat.ions.

Government's failure to increase the price of sugar as agreed in the Loan

Agreement caused some strain in relations between the Bank and Government.

It was not entirely realistic to expect Government to increase. the price

for one factory and not for others, but apparently the operation was not

financially viable without this increase.

There have been significant secondary benefits from the project, includinc

improve-d roads, schools and health services. Despite the huge losses, it

would probably not be feasible politically to close down SONY.

Furthermore, with a relatively small injection of capital it may be

possible to operate the factory successfully at close to its designed

capacity. The factory is good, cane'yields reasonably well if managed

properly, and there is a waiting list of outgrowers wanting to grow cane,

if finance were available. Ho ever, it seems inevitable that large losses

will have to be written off and the company's finances be restructured.

Government has not so far made a serious effort to get to grips with thesE

problems, partly because it is in a difficult financial position itself.

The Second Livestock Project

This project, with a project cost of $60 million and a Credit of $21.5

million, was a rather large scale follow-on to the First Kenya Livestock

Project. It was also a rather complicated project involving several

different government agencies and several donors (IDA, USAID, Canada,

Britain). The largest component of the project was for development of

cattle ranches, primarily through AFC providing ranch development loans.

There were several other smaller components, including livestock

marketing, wildlife, and range water development. Experience with this

project has generally been very unsatisfactory, and there has been no

follow-on project. US$ 9.1 million of the US$21.5 million Credit were

cancelled and the PCR suggests that the economic rate of return would be

zero.



AFC has lent money for development of ranches in several areas, including

commercial ranches in the old-established former European areas, for Group

Ranches in Masailand and Samburu, and for newly established ranches in the

Coast Province. Some loans have also been made for other areas, such as

Baringo, which were not originally included under the project.

Commercial Ranches: Development loans provided to the new African owners

of old-established ranches provided funds for purchase of livestock and

development of physical facilities, especially water supplies and dips.

Most of these ranches were purchased by groups of people, for very few

individuals could afford to buy such expensive properties. In general

these ranches have been very badly managed and have been plagued by

dissension among the various owners. Most of the ranches look very

neglected; for example, few of the fences have any wire left in them.

AFC also has substantial arrears on its ranch loans. Over the course of

time there has been increasing pressure to subdivide these ranches, so

that each individual c',ner could have his own piece of land. Most of the

ranches have in fact-been subdivided informally, a few of them into very

small plots. As most of the land in the area is not suitable for crop

production, it is difficult to see how many of these people will be able

to make a living from these small holdings. AFC is confident that it will

recover all outstanding loans on ranches which are subdivided, for title

deeds will not be issued 'or the new holdings unless this is done.

Group Ranches: Group ranches established in Masailand and Samburu were

intended to encourage the pastoral people to live a more settled existence

and increase the productivity of their livestock, while at the same time

they were provided with title to their land. These ranches were set up as

relatively large group ranches, rather than smaller individually owned

ranches; primarily because it was felt that this was the best way to make

use of the available water resources and grazing. Although there was

considerable technical merit in this idea, most of the group ranches, likE

the group owned commercial ranches, have proved to be unmanageable becausE

of disagreements among the members. Disagreements have been especially

common concerning the issue of how to apportibn AFC loan repayments

between individual members, and concerning the policy relating to new

members joining the groups. The latter apparently permits all sons of

members to become members themselves when they become adults. Some peopi:

have been very upset because this policy appears to permit families with a

large number of children to obtain more than their fair share of the



membership or assets. Very little progress has also been made introducinc

improved livestock husbandry, although the project did succeed in

establishing improved water supplies on many ranches. The idea of

restricting stock numbers is anathema to most group ranch members; even

the idea of counting n.umbers of stock is unacceptable to many of these

people. Like the commercial ranches, pressures are now building up to

subdivide the group ranches and some have already been subdivided

informally, even though from a technical standpoint this may present

serious problems. Individual people feel very strongly that they want

their own piece of land, and they want to take decisions themselves about

whether to borrow from AFC.

Company Ranches: Most of these ranches were established on land which hac

previously been unoccupied in Taita. Livestock production is feasible in

these areas and the project did help to establish improved water supplies

and other facilities. However, the project ranches have encountered severe

financial difficulties, and AFC will probably not recover a significant

amount of the money lent. Most of the ranches were set up with very

little equity provided by the groups of people who operated them (they arE

on leased state land), while management has often been poor. The price of

cattle has not been high enougi to make ranching proftable in these

circumstances, while inadequate immature stock have been available.

Livestock Marketing: Under this component the Livestock Marketing

Division (LMD) of the Ministry of Agriculture aimed to buy stock from the

drier pastoral areas, either for slaughter, or to provide immat /re stock

for fattening on ranches in higher potential areas. Financial support for

this component was provided by Britain. The physical development work of

establishing holding grounds and stock routes and acquiring transportatior

was completed quite successfully. However, LMD incurred large financial

deficits and eventually the Treasury refused to fund the operation any

longer. At the present time most of the facilities are unused and LMD

staff are not usefully employed. It was probably unrealistic from the

beginning to expect that Government should involve itself in a trading

operation of this type.

Range Water Development/Grazing Schemes: Under this component better

water supplies were to be established and grazing management was to be



improved in North Eastern Province (USAID supported) and Isiolo District

(with Canadian support). Although a significant amount of physical

development was achieved, especially in North East Province, subsequent

maintenance has been poor, while grazing block committees have been

ineffective.

Wildlife: Some progress was made under this component establishing a

water pipeline which was designed to provide water on ranches adjoining

Amboseli Park, thus obviating the-need for the Masai t-o take their cattle

into the park to obtain water. Even 'more important, a new Kenya Rangelanc

Ecological Monitoring Unit (KREMU) was establised, and this may be the

most successful component of the project, although it has not been without

problems. The other parts of the wildlife component, which involved

Nairobi Park and the Masai Mara Reserve had negligible success.

The Environmental Impact of Bank Lending

While in Nairobi I also discussed-with staff from the Bank's Nairobi

office, UNEP and KREMU, the idea of our carrying out a case study to

assess the environmental impact of Bank lending in Kenya. Most people

felt that it would be worthwhile to carry'out an environmenmtal study, anc

I think the idea-of a country case study was generally acceptable,

although other approaches are clearly. possible, for example, through

looking at a selection of specific types of project. There was some

difference of opinion about which country to select. The person I met in

UNEP, although not opposed to Kenya, thought it would be better to Look at

one of the Sahelian countries in West Africa, while someone in the Banks-

Nairobi office thought Ethiopia would be a good candidate. The Bank staf4

were rather opposed -to Kenya because so many other studies had been done

in Kenya and the Government was getting unsympathetic. Personally, I

still believe that a Kenya study has much to commend it; the. environmental

situation -is interesting because of its diversity and because of the

serious problems of population pressure and destruction of natural

resources. There has also been considerable diversity in the Bank's

lending program in Kenya, while KREMU has a considerable amount of data

available on the natural resources of Kenya which would be invaluable for

a study of this type. However, I do think this idea needs a considerable

amount more researching before we make any very definite plans.
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT

Telegrams: "MINAG", Nairobi KILIMO HOUSE
Telephone: Nairobi 720030-9/720601-9 CATHEDRAL ROAD
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P.O. Box 30028, NAIROBI
Ref. No. .qLD/RANGE/90 1A
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CO. ENTIAL
Dr. Niel Worker
The World Bank
Regional Mission in Eastern Africa
P.O. Box 30577 DECLASSIFIEDNAIROBI. DCASFE

Dear Dr. Worker,

WBG ARCHIVES
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, CREDL 477 KE

COIMMENTS 0N DRAFT PCR

This refers to your request of 19th M1arch 1985. The
PCR is well written and provides as much details as possible
of the SLDP design, implementation, constraints, achievements
and failures. I have only a few comments on it as follows:-

1. BA6IC DATA (KEY IDICATcRS)

At page (iv), the actual achievement in Amboseli
Park development is no; shown. This was 1000 implemented
as shown in paragraph (vii) of the "Highlights, " Annex
I page 5 and p:ra. 3.38.

It
The term close to Zero" used to describe the Economic
Rate of Return (ERR), (p.(ii) of Basic Data and
paragraphs 6.01, 1002 etc) gives an impression that
ERR was calculated as this, in my opinion, is a
mathematical term. Yet it is s ated elsewhere in the
report that no calculations were made. In paragraph
ix of the "Highlight" a better guess term", unsatisfactory"
is used. This should have been used throughout in the
report.

The physical imple eniatim of the project components is
shown to be 40-507 on page (ii) of Basic Data sheet, yet
when one looks at the actual figures it is much higher:-

(a) *Ranch Development - Achievement in terms of ranch
unLts exceeded the Appraisal or Heview Estimates
(184 Units at appraisal against the actual
achievement of 990 units when new commercial ran hes
and Baringo ranches are put into consideration; O0
102 units achieved against 184 units when these
new areas are not included). The new areas accounte:
for 33% of disbursement of funds in this component (
see Para. 3;09, table).

(b) Grazin schemes: - Achievement- is 60% even when
the Isiolo scheme is taken to have not been
implemented. The Isiolo scheme was in fact about
40% implemented at the time CIDA pulled out.

._1.2



c) Livestoak Marke tinn: Close to 100 implemented.

d) iildlife: Overall more t 'oan 60ii ioplemented.

e) Technical Services: Overall more than 100%6
inplemented.

) stiat ed direct beneficiaries: - 4,000 a-ainst
ori inal target o 1,000 gives 80/ achievemcent
GageD (ii) of 3asic Data 6heet).

Lone o these componenos had implementatoni less than0,- of the original target.

2. PRLJECT PERJhx&CE

The statement in paragraph 3:10, that the establishment
of group ranches represent an important component in this
process and, as such, their success canlnot be evaluatedin the short term or according to solely financial
crtteria", would in my opinion apoly to Grazing blocks
and in fact the whole ranne/ranch deve op.ent is a longterm proce~s that is expected to shon real impact much
1 tr v ould not term the performance of this pruject
"Idisappoointng", a term that seems preferred in the draft

C(arar phs 3.07, 8.01, 8.02, 9.04, 10.06 etc).
Inis g yesn impression of total failure.

Te PC mission woulo appear to have been guided onlyby -he extent of developmens of planned water supplies
ii. cocluding on the Performance of the project during
-he extension peri-d. It termed it "extremely
disappoii" in pargraph 3:07. QOther con onents
seem to have )e.n overlc'ed. If funts disburzement
could ' e used as a measure, it was highest durLig
this exte sion period (25; of original credit oJ 45//
of tctal disbursemens ).

4. ALLITD R!-2ho., (TAiTA) LIAKITD (3.20)

This company had good ojectives but failed to meet the
objectives. It failed to provide the services promised
to the member ranches. The only service that was well
catered for was accountancy and bookeeping whi h served
the ranches till Allied was wound-up. It would not
have been worth while forcin.g the ra -chers to use the
poor services provided by Allieci when they could get
be-ter services e.g. vehicle repairs, elsewhere.

5. JBAtKGO AhEA RAL218Z$ (ARndh3PH 5:51)

It would be worthwhile using revised AC data in order
to show the true rate of arrears in the Baringo Area
Ranches.

... /3



6. IzXTRST RAE ai LOANS2

Hi'h interest rates on loans is considered a major
constraint and cause of heavy arrears in project
ranches. this was given emphasis in the joint Lank/
Government L-valuazion deport of 1982. the rate at
which Givernment char-ed ABC remained the same at 3-
while the AFC ra es -- subloanees st rled at 71 >'
end rose to 135 by the end of the prcject. This
increased +le spread/gain received by APC from 4
oc 10%Q Local1 y borrowed funds give a spread/gain of
not more t.an 4 . Concessionary r -. e benefiss of the
I.D.A. funas ,as no' passed on to bene iciaries.

This issue seems -o+ to nave been dealt with anywhere
in tho draft PC.

I ho-p these few comments will be of some use to you
(;iorld Bank) in finalising the CR.

Yours Sinoerely

Hobert K. Langat
HEAL PROJECCT CO CRDNTI 3P BRANCHI/
RAiNGE MANAGJMBT DIVISION

DECLASSIFIED

AUG 0 8 202?

WBG ARCHIVES

CO.NFiDNA>



M1NIWWY 0P ,AGRIcULTgVJ0g AND, LIFIMDvlral

Telegrams: "MwNAo", Nairobi KILIMO HOUSE
Telephone: Nairobi 720030-91720601.9

When replying please quote CATHEDRAL ROAD
P.O. Box 30028, NAIROBI

Ref. No.. .M'lD/RNE/90 ZA'
and date - 29th March. ..

CQO ''~fNT AL 2t ac,..9~
Dr. Niel Worker 7
The World Bank
Regional Mission En Eastern Africa
P.O. Box 30577 DECLASSIFIED
NAIRGBI.

AUG 0 82022
Dear Dr. Worker,

WBG ARCHIVES
SECOND LIVESTOCK DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, CREDIT 477 KE.

COMENTS ON DRAFT PCR

This refers to your request of 19th March 1985. The
PCR is well written and provides as much details as possible
of the SLDP design, implementation, constraints, achievements
and failures. I have only a few comments on it as follows:-

1. BASIC DATA (KEY INDICATORS)

At page (iv), the actual achievement in Amboseli
Park development is not shown. This was 100% implemented
as shown in paragraph (vii) of the "Highlights," Annex
I page 5 and para. 3.38.

The term close to Zero" used to describe the Economic
Rate of Return (ERR), (p.(ii) of Basic Data and
paragraphs 6.01, 1002 etc) gives an impression that
ERR was calculated as this, in my opinion, is a
mathematical term. Yet it is stated elsewhere in the
report that no calculations were made. In paragraph
ix of the "Highlight" a better guess term", unsatisfactory"
is used. This should have been used throughout in the
report.

The physical implemeniatinof the project components is
shown to be 40-50% on page (ii) of Basic Data sheet, yet
when one looks at the actual figures it is. much higher:-

(a) Ranch Development - Achievement in terms of ranch
units exceeded the Appraisal or r1eview Estimates
(154 Units at appraisal against the actual
achievement of 990 units when new commercial ranches
and baringo ranches are put into coLsidera-ion; OR
102 units achieved against 184 units when these
new areas are not included). The new areas accountec
for 33% of disbursement of funds in this component (
see Para. 3;09, table).

(b) Grazing 6chemes: - Achievement is 60% even when
the Isiolo scheme is taken to have not been
implemented. The Isiolo scheme was in fact about
40% implemented at the time CIDA pulled out.
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c) Livestock %arkebing: Close to 100 implemented.

d) ;;ildlife: Overall more than 60 implemented.

e) Technical Services: Overall more than 100/
implemented.

f) Estimated direct beneficiaries: - 4,000 against
original target of 5, 000 gives 80% achievement
(page (ii) of 3asic Data Sheet).

hone of these components had implementation less than
60% of the original target.

2. P&o-JECT PSRFCiECE

The statement in paragraph 3:10, that the establishment
of group ranches represent an important component in this
process and, as such, their success cannot be evaluated
in the short term or according to solely financial
creteria", would in my opinion apply to Grazing Blocks
and in fact the whole range/ranch development is a long
term -process that is expected to show real impact much
later. I would not term the performance of this project
"disappointing", a term that seems preferred in the draft
PCR (paragrephs 3.07, 8.01, 8.02, 9.04, 10.06 etc).
This gives an impression of total failure.

3. 1n -1 C" -

lne PC r mission would appear to have been guided only
by the exte of developments of planned water supplies
iu concludi on the performanIce of the project during
'he extenzion period. It termed it "extremely
disappoi- In," in paragraph 3:07. Other components
seem to have been overlooked. If funds disourcement
could be used as a measure, it was hiohest durL:g
this exte sion period (25/ of origi.al credic or 43'
of to.al discursemients).

4. ALLIL 4z, III (T iI -A) LI I E (3.20)

Tnis company had good objectives but failed to meet the
objectives. It failed to provide the services pro~mised
to the member ranches. The only service that was well
caLtered for was accoun tanoy and bookeeping wnich served

uh ranohes till Allied was wound-up. It would not
-ve be -, weh ii fcrcing tU ranchers to use the

poor services pr.o1 vI by .llied when :hey could get
be.-ter Cervices . vehicle re a1rs, elsewhere.

7. 3~7X~j.~z~~;K F~&~-2-i~-i3:31)

It would be worthwhile usinz revise d C data in order
to show tke true rate of arrears in the Barinpo Area
R anches.

.. /3
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6. ITE2ES: RATES UlN7 LOAN4S

High interest rates on loans is considered a major
constraint and cause of heavy arrears in project
ranches. This was given emphasis in the joint Bank!
Government Lvaluation Report of 1982. The rate at
which Givernment charged AFC remained the same at 3/

-ile the AFC rates to subloanees started at 7k
and rose to 153 by the end of the prcject. This
increased the spread/gain received by AFC from 4156
to 10%. Locally borrowed funds give a spread/gain of
not more than 4> . Concessionary rate benefits of the
I.D.A. funds was not passed on to beneficiaries.

This issue seems not to have been dealt with anywhere
in the draft PCH.

I hope these few comments will be of some use to you
(World Bank) in finalising The PCR.

Yours Sincerely

Robert K. Langat
HEAD ?KCJECT COORDINATICN BRANCH/
RAIG MAN;AGEMET DIVISION

DECLASSIFIE71

AUG 0 8 202

WBG ARCM' 1

C ON FIN
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INTBAFRAR, NAIROBI, KENYA, FOR WORKER. TO BE SUBMITTED TO

AUTHORITIES CONCERNED WIT" LIVESTOCK TWO PROJECT CREDIT 477 KE.

THE OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT IS AN INDEPENDENT DEPARTMENT

WITHIN THE WORLD BANK GROUP ESTABLISMED TO REVIEW SYSTEMATICALLY

AND COMPRENENSIVELY, AFTER PROJECT COMPLETION, ALL SANK LENDING

OPERATIONS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN

MEMBER COUNTRIES. BASIC PURPOSE OF THIS REVIEW IS TO LEARN FROM

EXPERIENCE, DEMONSTRATE ACCOUNTABILITY FOR FUNOS DISBURSED AR

CONTRIBUTE TO BANKS CONTINUING EFFORT TO lSR&-*Eh IUALITY OF ITS

LENDING AMR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES. TO CARRY OUT TIS

REVIEW OE OAS RR40ESTER MR. WORKER TO START COLLECTING BASIC

INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS PROJECT. TIS INFORMATION WILL

GREATLY FACILITATE THE WORK OF THE EVALUATION MISSION PLANNED FOR

SOMETIME BURING TOE JUNE TO SISTERBER PERIOD. REGARDS, DONALOSON,

OE001

3/15/835

Cr 477-KE JKerdtk/ve 32867

GonotMdson, C4iaf, OEDDI
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